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Preface
This thesis is an account of work carried out in the Institute for Gravitational Research
(IGR) at the University of Glasgow between October 2013 and January 2018, focusing
on the mechanical characterisation of dielectric thin-film coatings for use in future
interferometric ground-based gravitational wave detectors.
Chapter 1 contains an introduction to gravitational waves and their astrophysical
sources of origin. The current status of gravitational wave detectors is described, with
a discussion of the primary noise sources limiting detector sensitivity. A summary of
all detected gravitational wave signals is given as well.
Chapter 2 presents a more thorough look into coating thermal noise, focusing on
the connection between mechanical dissipation within optical coatings and Brownian
thermal noise in the detectors.
Chapter 3 describes coating deposition methods and the procedures used for
characterising temperature-dependent coating mechanical loss, as well as the method
for measuring the stress within a coating applied to a cantilever. Improvements to the
mechanical loss data acquisition software used are also detailed, where the original
program was created by Dr R. Nawrodt. Ellipsometry measurements of thermal oxide
thicknesses presented in this chapter were performed by Mr. S. Tait.
Chapter 4 contains mechanical loss measurements of ion-beam sputtered SiO2
after a number of post-deposition heat treatment temperatures and the loss of reactive
low voltage ion-plated SiO2 as deposited. Measurements of the coating as deposited
and after 800 ◦C were carried out by the author with additional measurements made
by Dr. I. Martin. All other heat treatments, uncoated control losses, and reactive
low voltage ion-plated silica losses were measured by the author. Coating stress
measurements were performed by the author, with assistance from Dr. K. Craig for
the ion-beam sputtered silica sample deposited by the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation. Characterisation of measurement uncertainties was
performed with the help of Dr. C. Messenger, Dr. I. Martin, and Prof. J. Hough.
Finite element modelling analysis of the connection between thermoelastic loss and
xviii
cantilever curvature was performed by Mr. M. Fletcher. All measurements within this
chapter were made at the suggestion and under the guidance of Dr. I. Martin and Prof.
S Rowan.
Chapter 5 presents the loss of two different thicknesses of ion-beam sputtered
Al2O3. Measurements of the 505 nm coating as deposited were carried out by the
author with assistance from Dr. I. Martin (as-deposited) and Dr. P. Murray (600 ◦C and
800 ◦C). Loss measurements of 2.02 µm alumina as deposited and after heat treatment
at 300 ◦C, 600 ◦C, and 800 ◦C were performed by the author with assistance from Dr.
P. Murray (600 ◦C and 800 ◦C). The 400 ◦C heat-treated 2.02 µm alumina data was
acquired by Drs. I. Martin and P. Murray. All measurements within this chapter were
made at the suggestion and under the guidance of Dr. I. Martin and Prof. S Rowan.
Chapter 6 contains mechanical loss measurements from a number of high refractive
index coating materials. All coating loss measurements and analysis were performed
by the author unless stated otherwise or specifically referenced in the text. The losses
of 68% Ti:Ta2O5 as deposited and after the first 600 ◦C heat treatment were measured
by Dr. P. Murray. The loss of 14% Ti:Ta2O5 was measured by Drs. K. Craig and M.
Abernathy. Titania was measured as-deposited by Dr. P. Murray. Room temperature
loss measurements of heat-treated 34.5% Zr:Ta2O5 were performed with assistance
from Ms. A. Turner. Control samples used for loss analysis of the high index materials
were measured with assistance from Drs. I. Martin, P. Murray, and K. Craig. Both the
direct current magnetron sputtered Ta2O5 and 300 ◦C deposition temperature ion-beam
sputtered Ta2O5 were provided by Prof. S. Reid and Dr. R. Birney. All measurements
within this chapter were made at the suggestion and under the guidance of Dr. I. Martin
and Prof. S Rowan.
Chapter 7 compares the estimated thermal noise of a number of multilayer coating
designs based on the loss measurements from previous chapters and material properties
from the literature. Quoted absorption measurements were performed by Dr. J.
Steinlechner. All analysis was done by the author under the suggestion and guidance
of Dr. I. Martin.
Appendix A shows the mechanical loss of silicon cantilevers manufactured through
hydroxide catalysis bonding. The experiment was devised after conversations with
Drs. K. Haughian, K. Craig, and P. Murray. Cantilever bonding was performed with
Dr. M. Veggel and mechanical loss measurements were performed by the author with
assistance from Dr. P. Murray. Optical profile measurements were performed with
guidance from Dr. C. Bell, Dr. A. Cumming, and Prof. G. Hammond.
All coating mechanical loss analysis in Chapters 4 through 6 was conducted by
the author (unless specifically referenced within the text), with characteristic times at
xix
each temperature found through the use of ringdown fitting software written by Dr M.
Abernathy.
Summary
Predicted by Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity, gravitational waves are periodic
fluctuations in the curvature of space-time that propagate at the speed of light and
are caused by acceleration of asymmetric mass distributions. The first ever direct
detection of gravitational waves was a signal originating from the final moments of a
binary black hole inspiral and the subsequent merger. Four more black hole inspiral
and mergers have been observed since the first detection, as well as the inspiral and
merger of a binary neutron star system. These detections have provided a wealth of
information about the black holes/binary stars from which the signals originate, and
further detections will continue to both test General Relativity and provide ground-
breaking insights into previously poorly characterised astrophysical systems.
The signals were detected by ground-based interferometric gravitational wave
detectors. These instruments are comprised of two kilometre-scale arms arranged in
an L-shape. A laser beam is split and travels the length of both arms and back before
recombining. Under normal operation the recombined light has travelled an equal
distance down each arm and destructively interferes. A passing gravitational wave
will change the length of one arm relative to the other, resulting in an output signal.
This change in interferometer arm length is in the order of ∼10×10−20 m over a 4 km
detector arm. The sensitivity of interferometric detectors is dependent on reducing
numerous sources of noise.
A primary limiting noise source is the motion of the front face of test mass mirrors
(which reflect the laser light within the detector arms) due to vibration from latent
thermal energy in the highly reflective, multilayer coating materials. The power
spectral density of this noise source is proportional to operation temperature and
coating mechanical loss, which is a property describing energy dissipation within a
material. Upgrades to current detectors, as well as proposed next-generation detectors,
include operation at cryogenic temperatures to lower this thermally-induced noise. It
is therefore crucial to know the low temperature mechanical loss of coating materials
of interest for improving thermal noise within gravitational wave detectors. The
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research presented focuses on mechanical loss and structural characterisation of coating
materials with the goal of increasing the observational range of future gravitational
wave detectors through reduction of coating thermal noise.
An introduction to gravitational waves, overview of astronomical sources, and
discussion of the current, worldwide network of detectors and the sources of noise
limiting their sensitivities is given in Chapter 1, which also contains a summary of all
the detected signals up to this point. A more detailed discussion of coating thermal
noise is given in Chapter 2, with a breakdown of the multiple forms of thermally-
induced noise within test mass mirror coatings given, along with an explanation of the
direct relation between mechanical loss and thermal noise.
Accurately characterising coating mechanical loss over a wide range of tempera-
tures is valuable for both estimating thermal noise in next generation detectors and
better understanding the links between coating structure and loss. The methods used
for characterising coatings are discussed in Chapter 3 in addition to an overview of
coating technologies. This chapter provides an explanation for the procedures behind
the measurements presented throughout this thesis.
The mirror coatings used in current detectors are deposited via ion-beam sputtering
and are comprised of alternating layers of high refractive index titania-doped tantalum
pentoxide (Ti:Ta2O5) and low refractive index amorphous SiO2. Chapter 4 contains a
comprehensive study of the changes in mechanical loss of ion-beam sputtered silica
with respect to post-deposition heat treatment, providing updated loss values for
thermal noise estimation of current coatings and potential coating designs for future
detectors. A peak in dissipation is observed at low temperatures and found to change
location and shape with heat treatment, but the activation energy of this thermally
activated peak remained constant. The minimum loss at low temperatures is found
to occur after heat treatment at 600 ◦C, which is in contrast to the minimum loss
at room temperature after 950 ◦C. The loss of a silica deposited by a new coating
technique, reactive low voltage ion-plating, was found to be lower as-deposited than
the 600 ◦C ion-beam sputtered silica. This technique involves deposition at over twice
the temperature, so this loss result could be further evidence of high energy deposition
techniques producing coatings with minimal distributions of two-level systems.
Chapter 5 contains measurements of Al2O3, a potential replacement for SiO2 as
the low refractive index coating material in multilayer coatings. The loss is found to
be lower than 600 ◦C heat-treated SiO2 by almost 50% at the low temperature peak but
about four times higher at temperatures above 100 K. The loss of Al2O3 deposited at
two different thicknesses (505 nm and 2.02 µm) exhibits minimal change in magnitude
at temperatures below 40 K with heat treatment up to 800 ◦C. Heat treatment at 300 ◦C
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reduces the loss above 40 K, but further heat treatment fails to produce significant
reduction. In contrast, the coating stress for both thickness went from ∼475 GPa
compressive stress to over 140 GPa tensile stress. This could suggest that there is no
strong connection between low temperature mechanical loss and coating stress within
Al2O3.
The high refractive index coating layers (Ti:Ta2O5) used in the advanced detectors
are the dominant source of thermal noise within the highly reflective multilayer mirror
coating at room temperature and has been shown to exhibit a peak in mechanical loss
at cryogenic temperatures. Chapter 6 contains the mechanical loss characterisation
of a number of alternate high refractive index coating materials. Increasing the
titania doping percentage to 68% results in over an order of magnitude decrease in
mechanical loss at temperatures below ∼100 ◦C after heat treatment, but the optical
and structural properties require further study. Doping Ta2O5 with zirconium instead
(34.5%) produces room temperature loss similar to Ti:Ta2O5 with heat treatments
up to 600 ◦C with the added benefit of increased resistance to crystallisation. A
decrease in loss with further heat treatment is expected with continued measurement.
Measurements of pure TiO2 show loss that decreases with heat treatment up to 300 ◦C,
which is unexpected given evidence of crystallisation in titania coatings after annealing
at 200 ◦C. The loss of reactive low voltage ion-plated silicon was measured and found
to be lower than any previously measured ion-beam sputtered amorphous silicon
(aSi) coating. Ta2O5 deposited by this same coating method did not display the same
reduction compared to ion-beam sputtering seen with SiO2 or aSi, with loss about 25%
greater than ion-beam sputtered. Ta2O5 deposited through direct current magnetron
sputtered did exhibit lower loss across all measured temperatures, but, with a measured
absorption of ∼85 ppm, it is not competitive from an optical standpoint. All measured
Ta2O5 coatings show a low temperature loss peak, but the peaks are not aligned with
each other, ranging about 25 to 55 K. Calculations of the activation energies associated
with each coating’s peak are valuable for possible correlations between structural
properties, mechanical loss, and deposition technique.
The mechanical loss characterisation from Chapters 3 through 5 are then sum-
marised in Chapter 7, in which the coating Brownian noise is calculated for dual and
multi-material coating stacks. All proposed coating combinations are compared to
the estimated thermal noise of the mirror coatings in aLIGO and Advanced Virgo.
Dual-material multilayer coating thermal noise estimates confirmed the value of Al2O3
as a low index material for detectors operating at temperatures within the silica loss
peak, with a 20% and 25% reduction in Brownian noise at 10 and 20 K, respectively.
The greatest reductions were seen with coatings where the high index material is amor-
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phous silicon, which currently has absorption too high to use in a dual-material coating
stack. Multi-material coatings have been proposed as a way to take advantage of these
mechanical loss gains in light of the high absorption of aSi. The thermal noise estimate
for the initial proposed coating design is updated based on new measurements of SiO2
after heat treatment at 450 ◦C (the ideal annealing temperature for aSi absorption) and
found to have significantly increased thermal noise. Replacing the SiO2 with Al2O3
reduces the Brownian coating noise by 35% and 39% at 10 and 20 K, respectively, and
is an immediately viable option as a low noise coating for future detectors. Continued
research of reactive low voltage ion-plated coating materials is important; a speculative
multi-material coating deposited by this method and assumed to have loss reductions
through doping and heat treatment shows great promise, with estimated Brownian
noise reductions of 31%, 33%, and 21% at 10, 20, and 123 K, respectively, compared
to the current advanced detector multilayer coating.
Chapter 1
Gravitational wave detection
1.1 Introduction
First postulated by Albert Einstein in 1915 in his General Theory of Relativity, gravi-
tational waves are periodically oscillating distortions in spacetime originating from
acceleration of asymmetric mass distributions [1]. Einstein dismissed the possibil-
ity of direct measurement due to their extremely small physical effect in relation to
measurement technology at the time, but on September 14th 2015 the Advanced Laser
Interferometric Gravitational Wave Observatory (aLIGO) directly observed gravita-
tional waves produced by the inspiral and merger of two black holes (a signal denoted
GW150914), thus ushering in a new era of gravitational wave astronomy [2].
Gravitational radiation has an extremely weak interaction with matter, so large
masses and accelerations, such as found in certain astrophysical events, are required
to produce waves with amplitudes large enough to measure on Earth. In addition
to the back hole inspirals and mergers already detected, possible sources of gravita-
tional waves detectable by current instruments include supernovae, pulsars, binary
neutron star systems, and the primordial gravitational wave background [3]. The
weak nature of gravitation leads to advantages compared to observation techniques
using electromagnetic radiation because gravitational waves are not as susceptible to
scattering or absorption while propagating through the universe. Many cosmological
and astronomical theories can be tested via gravitational wave observation, from the
nature of the Universe a factor of∼1049 earlier than that seen in the cosmic microwave
background [3–5] to a significant increase in the knowledge of black hole formation
and distribution [6, 7]. Furthermore, gravitational waves offer a completely new way
to probe the Universe, so it is possible that brand new phenomena will be observed
through regular observations.
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Compelling evidence for the existence of gravitational waves was found through
observations of the Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar system (PSR1913+16) whose orbital
inspiral decay rate could not be fully explained through electromagnetic energy loss
alone, and, instead, models for the orbital decay that included energy dissipation
through gravitational wave emission were found to fit the observed inspiral pattern of
the binary system [8, 9]. However, it was not until the direct detection of GW150914,
and the subsequent detections of GW151226, GW170104, GW170608, GW170814,
and GW170817 [10–14], that gravitational waves were unequivocally proven to exist.
The multiple direct observations came after approximately 50 years of gravitational
wave detection research. Joseph Weber constructed the first detector in the 1960s,
which consisted of a large aluminium bar with piezoelectric sensors in place to measure
strains induced by passing gravitational waves [15]. There has since been significant
advancements in detector technology, with resonant bar detectors being replaced by
a worldwide network of Michelson interferometers with kilometre scale Fabry-Perot
cavities as interferometer arms and broadband sensitivity [16–18]. For example, the
aLIGO interferometric detector is designed to measure a change in arm length of
∼2×10−20 m over a total length of 4 km within its most sensitive frequency range of
∼30-3000 Hz.
Current and future gravitational wave detectors are limited in their observational
reach by a number of noise sources within and outwith the interferometers. The
dominant noise sources include a fundamental limit stemming from quantum noise
effects; gravitational coupling of the interferometer mirrors (test masses) with large
masses in motion nearby; ground motion and anthropologically induced vibrations
around the detector sites; and thermally induced motion in the interferometer optical
components [16]. Technological and theoretical advancements in materials and inter-
ferometry have been implemented through several generations of detectors and have
reduced the effects of the dominant noise sources to a level low enough for gravita-
tional wave detection. Further improvements to detectors’ sensitivity will increase the
regularity with which gravitational waves are observed and thus significantly increase
the science-scope of the detectors.
1.2 Gravitational wave radiation and its origin
1.2.1 The nature of gravitational waves
Gravitational radiation is comprised of transverse waves of strains in spacetime travel-
ling at the speed of light and can be thought of as being analogous to electromagnetic
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radiation in terms of their production; just as the acceleration of charge creates elec-
tromagnetic waves, the acceleration of mass produces gravitational waves. However,
while electromagnetic radiation has complimentary positive and negative charges that
can produce electric and magnetic dipoles, mass has no equivalent negative charge,
which prohibits a dipole for gravitational radiation as a result of momentum conserva-
tion. While nothing prohibits higher order moments of mass distribution, gravitational
waves are generally assumed to be quadrupolar, as this is the simplest polarity allow-
able by conservation constraints [19, 20]. The quadrupolar nature of gravitational
waves results in emission only from acceleration of an asymmetric mass distribution,
such as orbital bodies of differing mass in a binary system or the rotation of non-
spherical bodies. Gravitational waves are typically emitted at twice the frequency of
the system of origin.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 1.1 Effect of an (a) h+ and (b) h× polarised gravitational wave passing perpendic-
ularly through a ring of free-falling masses.
Gravitational radiation propagating through space-time produces differential strains
in space corresponding to the specific polarisation of the quadrupolar moment, which
can occur in either an× or + orientation. These strains can be visualised by considering
a circular formation of free masses, as displayed in figure 1.1. The rings of masses, with
diameter L in their original orientation, are subject to gravitational waves travelling
perpendicular to the page and experience compression and extension, changing the
diameter by ∆L as the wave passes. The amplitude, h, of the incident wave is given by
h =
2∆L
L
. (1.1)
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Producing a strain amplitude, h, large enough to measure is not feasible with man-
made experiments* so potential sources of measurable gravitational wave radiation are
astrophysical in nature, with masses and accelerations far exceeding anything possible
on Earth. A number of astrophysical objects and systems are thought to produce
gravitational waves, and are explained below.
1.2.2 Compact binary systems
The majority of stars exist in binary systems, which are deemed compact binary
systems if there is one or more stellar remnant in the pair [22, 23]. A compact binary
system will spiral inwards as a result of energy loss through emission of gravitational
waves. This was observed over thirty years ago in the Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar
system, which was found to have inspiral orbit characteristics matching a model of
orbital energy loss corresponding to the emission of gravitational radiation [8, 9].
The orbital decay due to gravitational wave emission results in an increased orbital
frequency, f (t), characterised by [21]:
f (t)≈ 2.1Hz×M
5
8
b
(
1day
τ
) 3
8
, (1.2)
where τ is the time until the objects merge, and Mb is a parameter determined by the
masses of the individual objects in the binary system, M1 and M2:
Mb =
(M1M2)
3
5
(M1+M2)
1
5
. (1.3)
The characteristic frequency change becomes important when estimating the strain
amplitude measured on Earth from gravitational waves emitted by a compact binary
inspiral at a distance d [24]:
hbinary ≈ 1023
(
100Mpc
d
)(
Mb
1.2M⊙
) 5
3
(
f
200Hz
) 2
3
, (1.4)
where M⊙ denotes solar mass. This continued orbital shrinkage and frequency increase
creates a characteristic ‘chirp’ amplitude signal, where there is a long period of slowly
rising amplitude and frequency followed by a sharp rise in both, corresponding to
the moments just before the objects collide and merge. Compact binary systems are
*Sathyaprakash and Schutz have shown that a 10 m long beam with 1000 kg masses at each end
rotating non-spherically at 10 Hz produces 20 Hz gravitational waves with an estimated amplitude of
∼10−43, which is ∼20 orders of magnitude smaller than the sources detectable by the most advanced
gravitational wave detectors in operation [20, 21].
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well-modelled, and the nature of the objects (whether neutron stars, black holes, or
a black hole neutron star pair) can be determined from the change in amplitude and
frequency during inspiral and coalescence.
Compact binary signals provide a wealth of astrophysical information. Determin-
ing the masses of the objects in the binary system will allow for updated population
statistics for both black hole and neutron star systems. Coordination with electromag-
netic observations can determine if binary mergers produce other forms of radiation,
such as gamma ray bursts [25], and the near simultaneous detection of gravitational
waves from a binary neutron star coalescence (denoted GW170817*) and a gamma ray
burst (denoted GRB 170817A) from the same locality confirms that binary neutron
star mergers can, in fact, create gamma ray bursts [26]. Measurements of a black hole
binary system’s final merger–occurring at highly relativistic speeds and in strongly
warped spacetime–provides information on General Relativity and the nature of grav-
ity, and measurements of a binary neutron system could provide information on the
equation of state of nuclear matter [27, 28].
Inspiral sources serve as ‘standard candles,’ where distance can be determined
accurately without a calibration or reference signal†, and known distances from many
observed systems can provide density maps and, therefore, galaxy localisation. When
combined with optical redshift measurements, this provides a method for determin-
ing the Hubble constant [3, 24]. This was successfully performed with the joint
gravitational and electromagnetic wave observation of GW170817, which resulted
in a measured value of roughly 70 kms−1 Mpc−1 for the mean expansion rate of the
Universe [29].
1.2.3 Burst sources
Burst signals originate from singular acts of large acceleration and typically last less
than one second. For example, supernovae resulting from gravitational collapse of
highly evolved star cores have the potential to create bursts of gravitational waves
if the events are asymmetric in mass distribution [30]. Most of the energy released
during these events is released in the form of neutrinos, but a gravitational wave burst
amounting to less than 1% of the total energy in these systems would produce strains
large enough for measurement by ground based interferometric detectors [3]. Similarly,
if the mass of a white dwarf surpasses the Chandrasekhar limit through disc accretion
*See section 1.7 for more information on GW170817 and other gravitational wave detections.
†If the time dependence of both the frequency and amplitude of the signal are measured, then the
distance of the system can be calculated from the intensity of the detected gravitational waves [3].
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it will collapse into a black hole, emitting a burst of gravitational waves due to the
high rate of rotation during collapse [31].
Due to the complexity of the physics involved in core collapse, there are no
robust theoretical models for their emission of gravitational wave signals [20]. The
detectors, therefore, operate in an ‘ears wide open’ analysis configuration, which
entails broadband searches for transient events in the data differing from known
baseline interferometer sensitivities and data glitches. Operating multiple detectors
simultaneously provides further, more robust confirmation of coherent signals without
any prior knowledge of a specific waveform or predetermined area of the sky over
which to search [27, 32].
The all-sky search algorithms optimised for finding un-modelled sources in the
detector data were the first to trigger a signal alert for GW150914 [33]. While the
observed event was two inspiralling black holes, the final merger of any compact
binary system results in a burst signal. As expressed in equations 1.2 and 1.4, the
coalescence ‘chirp’ is created by a sharp increase in frequency and amplitude, which
appears as a transient/burst signal in the detector data. The well-modelled inspiral
characteristics can then be found in the seconds prior to the flagged burst signal.
The burst signal created by both single astronomical objects collapsing/exploding
and multiple objects coalescing is expected to create a secondary signal in the form of
gravitational wave memory, which is the permanent distortion of spacetime following
the peak in strain accompanying a burst of gravitational waves [34–36]. In the case
of an inspiral this can be seen as a gradual increase in test mass displacement within
the interferometer while the bodies’ orbital period decreases, followed by a peak in
strain energy and test mass movement, and then a return to an equilibrium distance
different from the initial test mass separation. Interferometric detector test masses
have elastic components that return the mirrors to their initial position, thus hindering
direct observation at a signal to noise ratio acceptable for confirmation. However,
increased population statistics for black hole mergers due to recent observations opens
the opportunity to sum subthreshold signals and confirm detection [37, 38], and
successful operation of a space-based gravitational wave detector, which would have
truly free-floating test masses, would circumvent this issue and directly display the
permanent test mass displacement [39].
1.2.4 Neutron stars
The rotation of neutron stars, whether isolated or in a binary pair, can result in the
emission of long-lived, nearly sinusoidal, and consistent gravitational radiation [27,
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40]. These signals are typically much weaker than theorised burst signals and transient
events already observed, but the long term consistency inherent in the emitted gravi-
tational radiation allows for integration over very long time scales and, therefore, an
observable signal within the baseline noise of interferometric detectors [41].
Neutron stars emit gravitational waves if there is axial-asymmetry, which is likely
to originate from either the formation of the neutron star or its interaction with other
objects. Irregularities in the neutron star crust caused by the freezing and densification
of a parent star could provide enough axial asymmetry to radiate a significant amount of
gravitational waves [3]. Similarly, precession of the neutron star caused by a mismatch
between the rotational axis and the axis of symmetry will result in gravitational wave
emission [42]. The ‘sloshing’ of the fluid interior of neutron stars in the high spin rate
of their early formation produces rotational instability with characteristic oscillations
(r-modes), resulting in gravitational wave emission [43]. Neutron stars in low mass
x-ray binary systems may accrete enough matter from their partner star to reach a
spin rate high enough to excite these r-modes [44, 45]. Added mass through accretion
in x-ray binary systems may also lead to axial asymmetry of the neutron star, which
would lead to gravitational wave emission [3]. Finally, a strong magnetic field can
cause bulging at the poles, causing the neutron star to lose energy via gravitational
wave radiation during rotation [46]. The gravitational wave frequency varies according
to the type of emission. For example, detection of waves at a frequency ( fGW) four
thirds that of the rotational frequency ( frot) indicates r-mode contribution, fGW ≈ frot
points towards precession as a significant contributor, and fGW = 2 frot corresponds to
triaxial ellipsoid neutron star, such as one distorted by a strong magnetic field [47].
The long-term integration* required to extract continuous wave signals from inter-
ferometric detector data requires a targeted frequency approach; computational priority
is assigned to pulsars and x-ray binary systems with known emission frequencies. The
rotational frequency of a pulsar is determined through electromagnetic observation,
which can also supply the distance and sky location. The upper limit of observable
gravitational wave strain from a given pulsar, called the spin-down limit, is calculated
from the values attained through electromagnetic observation via:
hsd0 =
(
5
2
GIzz| ˙frot|
c3d2 frot
) 1
2
, (1.5)
*During LIGO science run S6 and Virgo runs VSR2 and VSR4, the interferometric ground-based
detectors Enhanced LIGO and Virgo produced a combined total of 410 days of data over which to
integrate [48].
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where G and c are the gravitational constant and speed of light, respectively, Izz is
the principle moment of inertia (canonically assumed to be 1038 kgm2), d is the pulsar
distance, frot and | ˙frot| are the pulsar frequency and the first derivative of the pulsar
frequency with respect to time [41, 48]. Equation 1.5 assumes all rotational kinetic
energy loss of a specified pulsar is converted into gravitational wave emission.
The 144 days of strain data from aLIGO’s first observational run (O1) was searched
at twice the rotational frequency of possible gravitational wave signals from 200
different pulsars known to fall within the sensitive frequency band of the detectors. No
pulsar signals were detected, but a non-detection at the frequency of a known pulsar
gives a measured upper limit of expected gravitational radiation emission amplitude by
that pulsar at its characteristic frequency. For eight known pulsars, including Crab and
Vela, the measured upper limit from O1 was below the calculated spin-down limit [41].
The increased strain sensitivity of future aLIGO observation runs will add pulsars to
the eight already found to have constrained maximum gravitational wave amplitudes.
1.2.5 Stochastic background
A large number of weak, unresolved, uncorrelated astrophysical events combine to
form the stochastic gravitational wave background (SGWB), which can be detected
by correlating the outputs of multiple detectors [49–51]. Analogous to the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) for electromagnetic radiation, the SGWB is comprised
of remnant gravitational waves from the early universe. Whereas the CMB is a view
of the universe from roughly 105 years after the Big Bang, the primordial portion of
the SGWB is comprised of gravitational wave signals as far back as 10−35 seconds
after the Big Bang [3].
The SGWB is comprised of a multitude of possible sources: redshifted signals
from the rapid expansion of quantised gravitational fields in the moments after the Big
Bang [52], unresolved coalescences of binary black hole or neutron star systems [53],
cosmic strings [54], rotating neutron stars [55], cosmological phase transitions in
the early universe [56], and supernovae [57]. Detecting the stochastic background
requires multiple detectors, as the signal is extremely difficult to separate from a single
detector’s baseline noise. Cross-correlating multiple detector data streams eliminates
independent detector noise and allows searching for characteristic SGWB sources.
Each theoretical source is predicted to have unique power spectral contributions to an
overall background signal. The strain amplitude is thought to be [58]:
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hGW = 4×10−22
√
ΩGW
(
100Hz
f
) 3
2 1√
Hz
, (1.6)
where ΩGW is the dimensionless, frequency independent gravitational wave energy
density in a closed universe. The frequency independence of ΩGW is due to the
predicted flatness of the signal across the sensitive frequency band of ground-based
interferometric detectors. Any concurrent observational runs will produce data per-
taining to the stochastic background [59]. Advanced LIGO’s first observational run
resulted in significant improvements to the measured upper limit of energy density for
both an isotropic and anisotropic picture of the SGWB [60, 61].
1.3 Gravitational wave detection
1.3.1 Resonance-based detectors
Joseph Weber proposed the first gravitational wave detectors in the late 1950s and
operated two of them in the late 1960s [15, 62, 63] The detectors operated on the
principle that a passing gravitational wave would excite the vibrational modes of a
large bar [15, 64]. Any vibrations in the detector mass are converted to an electric
signal through piezoelectric transducers. The bars have a very narrow frequency range
for detection based on the resonant frequencies of the detector mass, so they are
only able to detect signals from local supernovae or pulsars with rotational periods in
the milliseconds [65]. Weber claimed a number of coincident events as signals, but
around a dozen different research groups across the world* operated room temperature
resonant bar detectors in the decades following Weber’s original experiment and none
succeeded in detecting gravitational waves, leading to Weber’s results to be determined
unverifiable and, thus, invalidated [66, 67].
The next generation of resonant bar detectors sought to improve strain sensitivity
by cooling the bars in order to reduce noise caused by thermal vibrations [68]. Most
cryogenic bar detectors were very similar, consisting of a ∼ 2 tonne, ∼3 m long
aluminium bar cooled to temperatures on the order of mK [69]. At the peak of
cryogenic resonant bar sensitivity, five detectors combined to reach a collective strain
sensitivity varying from 10−21 to 10−20 for frequencies between 850 Hz and 960 Hz
but did not detect any gravitational waves [70, 71]. The narrow sensitive frequency
band and insufficient sensitivity improvement have led to decommissioning of all
resonant bar detectors [70, 72–74]. There are, however, two cryogenic spherical
*The Institute for Gravitational Research at the University of Glasgow was one of these groups.
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resonant detectors still funded, named Mario Schendberg (Brazil) and MiniGRAIL
(Netherlands) [75, 76].
1.3.2 Interferometric detectors
Shortly after Weber published his resonance-based detector design Gertsenshtein and
Pustovoit [77] proposed an alternate gravitational wave detector in the form of an
optical interferometer. Arguing that the sensitivity of the electromechanical readout
was far worse than Weber claimed, they postulated that a Michelson interferometer
using the new ‘laser’ would provide significant improvements to sensitivity [77]. An
independent realisation of the advantages of an interferometric design came from
Weiss, following the theoretical work of Pirani [78, 79].
A basic Michelson interferometer, as shown in figure 1.2, consists of a light source,
beam splitter, end mirrors, and photodetector. Light passes through the beam splitter
and is sent down each interferometer arm. The light reflects back towards the beam
splitter, where it recombines and is sent to the photodetector. The interference pattern
of the recombined light carries information about the relative change in length of
the interferometer arms. The arms of the interferometer will expand and contract
with displacement ∆L when a gravitational wave passes perpendicular to the plane
of the interferometer, as was shown in figure 1.1, and the resulting change in length
is registered as a characteristic interference pattern by the photodetector along the
output path. Current interferometric detectors use techniques improving upon this
basic Michelson design (discussed in section 1.5), but even the simple design shown
in figure 1.2 gives the advantage of broadband operation, something not possible with
single resonance bar detectors.
The first working prototype interferometric detector was built in Malibu, California
at the Hughes Research Lab in the early 1970s; it had a folded beam path with an
effective arm length of 8.5 m and was shot noise limited with a ∼45 mW helium neon
input laser [80, 81]*. Improved prototypes were constructed in the years following, all
utilising argon lasers: a 3 m prototype was built in Germany at the Max Planck Institute
for Astrophysics in Garching, followed in the early 1980s by a 30 m instrument [82,
83], and a 1 m prototype was built in the late 1970s in Scotland at the University of
Glasgow and upgraded to a 10 m interferometer in the early 1980s [84, 85]. This
was followed shortly by the construction of a 40 m interferometer at Caltech [86].
Prototypes were also built in Japan and at MIT in the 1990s [87–89]. The successful
*see section 1.5.1 for an explanation of beam path folding and section 1.4.1.1 for information
regarding shot noise
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Fig. 1.2 A basic Michelson interferometer, where a laser beam is split and then
recombined by a beam splitter after reflection from end mirrors. A photodetector
measures the recombined light.
operation and technological advances of these multi-generation, small scale prototype
interferometers led to construction in the early 1990s of the first full scale (600 m -
4 km) interferometric gravitational wave detectors, discussed further in section 1.6.
1.4 Limiting noise sources in interferometric detectors
Interferometric gravitational wave detectors are limited in their strain sensitivity by a
number of sources deriving from both fundamental physical limits and technological
road blocks. Over the past ∼ 45 years of interferometer prototyping, operation, and
refinement, detector strain sensitivity has increased by over six orders of magnitude*.
The sources discussed in this section are the current limiting factors in pushing that
sensitivity even further.
Figure 1.3 is the predicted noise performance for aLIGO at design sensitivity. It is
a good representation of these dominant noise sources in all interferometric detectors,
but hardware and configuration differences between detectors will alter the relative
effects of each source. A number of interferometric techniques have been developed
to mitigate some of the noise sources, as will be discussed in section 1.5.
*Forward’s HRL prototype reached a strain noise level of ∼ 3×10−16 Hz− 12 . Advanced LIGO’s
noise curve reached ∼ 1×10−23 Hz− 12 during O1
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Fig. 1.3 Advanced LIGO noise at design sensitivity in strain per
√
Hz for the most
sensitive frequency band of the detector and an input laser power of 125 W. ‘Coating
Brownian’, ‘Substrate Brownian’, and ‘Coating Thermo-optic’ noise sources are all
sub-categories of thermal noise.
1.4.1 Quantum noise
Quantum noise describes the fundamental sensitivity limit created by trade-off be-
tween photon shot noise and radiation pressure noise, two independent noise sources
that combine to form a standard quantum limit based on the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle [90]. Quantum noise is a primary limiting noise source above ∼10 Hz for
ground-based interferometric gravitational wave detectors (purple line in figure 1.3).
1.4.1.1 Photon shot noise
Photon shot noise arises from the fluctuation in photoelectric current created at the
interferometer output port due to the statistical variation in the number of incident
photons. Interferometric detectors are operated near a ‘dark’ interference fringe,
which means that the photodetector receives very little light during operation. The
number of photons (N) that result in a detected photocurrent over given measurement
time are assumed to follow a Poisson distribution, which leads to a
√
N uncertainty.
This uncertainty can be shown to place a displacement sensitivity limit, δxshot, on
Michelson interferometers that is defined by [91]:
δxshot =
(
hcλ∆ f
8π2P cos2(θ/2)
) 1
2
(1.7)
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where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, λ is the laser wavelength, P is the
laser power, θ is the phase difference between the light beams in each interferometer
arm, and ∆ f is the bandwidth defined as 12t , where t is the observational time. It can be
seen that the displacement limit from photon shot noise can be lowered by increasing
the laser power, or increasing the observation time, both of which effectively decrease
the
√
N uncertainty.
1.4.1.2 Radiation pressure noise
Radiation pressure noise is the error in test mass position sensing due to the transfer of
momentum from the light in the interferometer to the test mass upon reflection. Radi-
ation pressure within a Michelson interferometer causes a differential displacement
sensitivity limit, δxrad, that can be shown to be [91]:
δxrad =
(
8Ph∆ f
m2ω4cλ
) 1
2
(1.8)
where m is the mirror mass and ω is angular frequency. The displacement effects of
radiation pressure can be seen to reduce with increased operation frequency, mirror
mass, and, laser wavelength.
Unlike shot noise, it is not immediately apparent from where the statistical uncer-
tainty arises with regards to radiation pressure noise. Radiation pressure in a simple
Michelson can be thought of as originating from anti-correlated intensity changes in
the interferometer arms, which results in differential forces on the test masses and an
ensuing uncertainty regarding their positions. One possible reason for differential arm
intensity is the statistical uncertainty in the photon distribution at the beamsplitter;
photons are independently redirected to either interferometer arm and thus create
a necessarily anti-correlated binomial distribution of N, which results in a varying
radiation pressure proportional to
√
N [92].
1.4.1.3 Standard quantum limit
The Standard Quantum Limit (SQL) is a limit in interferometer sensitivity stemming
from the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and created by tuning input power such that
radiation pressure and shot noise are minimised (hshot = hrad) at a certain frequency [93,
94]. Equations 1.7 and 1.8 are relatively simple derivations of shot and radiation
pressure noise that assume the two effects are uncorrelated. A more rigorous, quantum
look into radiation pressure and photoelectron shot noise in an interferometer shows
the origin of the two to be the unintended injection of zero-point fluctuations in the
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vacuum field via the interferometer output port; if the entering vacuum fluctuations are
in-phase with one of the detector arms, then they will necessarily be out of phase with
the other arm and create an anti-correlated fluctuation in arm intensity [95]. In this
case the laser light is in a coherent state upon reaching the beamsplitter and radiation
pressure noise comes from uncertainty in the amplitude quadrature, or real component
of the laser light due to the incoherence injected via vacuum fluctuations. Shot noise
would then arise from the uncertainty in the phase quadrature, or imaginary part of
the interferometer light, which is displayed as quantum fluctuations in the number of
photons at the output port.
The SQL is a fundamental sensitivity limit in current interferometric detectors, but
it can be lowered by altering the relative noise quadratures in an injected vacuum. This
is known as squeezing, and is discussed in more detail in section 1.5.3. Alternatively,
if correlations can be introduced between the two quadratures then the SQL ceases to
be a fundamental limit. Optical springs are an example of such forced correlations,
where the optical cavity and mechanical systems are coupled [93, 96].
Measurement sensitivities well below the SQL at low frequencies can also be
reached by creating an interferometer that produces a signal proportional to the speed
of the test masses rather than their position [97]. These quantum nondemolition
interferometers, also known as speed meters, are an alternative to the current Michelson
interferometric gravitational wave detector design and are under development. For
more information see [98–102].
1.4.2 Gravitational gradient noise
Gravitational gradient noise arises from direct gravitational coupling between test
mass mirrors and mass density fluctuations in the surrounding area [103–105]. Also
known as Newtonian noise, this fundamental noise source is a limiting noise source at
low frequencies (≤10 Hz) and is shown in figure 1.3 as a green line. Ambient seismic
Rayleigh waves are the primary source of fluctuating gravitational fields causing
mirror perturbations, but Newtonian noise is also created by human activity in the area
surrounding the detector, transient atmospheric mass density changes, clouds passing
over the detector, ocean and ground water dynamics, and wind-born objects striking
the interferometer buildings [106–108].
The mirrors cannot be shielded or isolated from fluctuating gravitational fields, so
the only solution for minimising Newtonian noise are to choose a low noise detector
location and actively measure the gravitational field changes in the area surrounding
the detector. The Japanese Kamioka Gravitational wave detector (KAGRA) and the
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proposed European Einstein Telescope (ET) both use underground locations as a way
to minimise the effects of gravitational gradients as seen on the surface. Operating the
interferometers underground allows for far greater control and isolation from human-
induced gravitational fluctuations, leaving seismic waves as the dominant source. The
effect of seismic waves is expected to reduce exponentially with depth by ∼ e−4d/λ ,
where d is the depth and λ is the wavelength of the seismic wave. Operating a detector
at 600 m underground reduces the seismic gravitational gradient noise by about a factor
of ten at 1 Hz [106]. Another option is to operate the detector in space, entirely absent
from the effects of earth-based gravitational field fluctuations, as is the plan for LISA,
a European Space Agency run mission scheduled for launch in 2030* [110].
Another option for suppressing gravitational gradient noise, and the only one
available to above-ground detectors already in operation, is to subtract measured
fluctuations in the local gravitational field around the detectors in real time [106,
111]. This requires a network of seismometers placed around the detector to measure
the seismic motion. The coupling effects of the gravitational gradients on the test
masses are then modelled and subtracted from the detector output signal. It should
be noted that this has yet to be tested on a detector but is under active research and
development [112].
1.4.3 Seismic noise
Seismic noise is the primary sensitivity limitation below 10 Hz for ground-based detec-
tors and originates from mechanical coupling between ground motion at the detector
site and the test masses within the interferometer; it is represented in figure 1.3 as a
brown line. Below 1 Hz seismic noise is dominated by a ‘micro-seismic background’
stemming from oceanic weather systems, where energy is transferred from the at-
mosphere to the ocean floor and then to the detector through surface waves in the
ground; the increase in off-shore winter storms results in a strong seasonal dependence
and locations near coastlines see an increase in the micro-seismic background due
to their proximity to ocean waves crashing on the shore, with peaks at 80 mHz and
160 mHz [107, 113]. Wind and human activity are responsible for seismic noise at
frequencies between 1 Hz and 10 Hz. Ideal detector sites are those isolated from major
population centres due to anthropological seismic noise. The LIGO Livingston detec-
tor, for example, can lose∼40 min of data acquisition time due to logging freight-trains
passing roughly every day along a railroad track 7 km south of the detector [114].
*There is also a proposed space-based Japanese detector, DECIGO, which is currently still in the
early stages of proof-of-concept [109].
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A location on Earth deemed to have relatively low seismic noise still has an
omnidirectional noise spectrum of ∼ 10−7 f−2 m/Hz 12 [21]. This means that, in order
to detect GW150914, which displaced the aLIGO test masses by ∼4×10−18 m, the
seismic noise required reduction by at least eight orders of magnitude for the start of
the waveform at 35 Hz and at least seven orders of magnitude for the merger signal
at 150 Hz. Active and passive vibration isolation systems are implemented within the
detectors to achieve the required suppression of seismic noise.
Isolation from horizontal motion is achieved through suspension of the test masses
at each end of the interferometer arms. The horizontal displacement of a hanging mass
in a single stage pendulum is proportional to 1/ f 2 for frequencies above the resonant
frequency of the pendulum ( f0), thus providing significant decoupling between hori-
zontal seismic and test mass motion at high frequencies. This effect can be augmented
by adding further pendulum stages above the suspended mass, as it can be shown that
a stacked pendulum system of N stages has a transfer function of [21]
x
xg
≈
(
f0
f
)2N
, (1.9)
where x is the displacement of the mass at the end of the N stage pendulum and xg
is the horizontal ground motion. Similarly, vertical motion coupling is reduced by
suspending the pendulum system from a multi-stage system of springs [115]. Each
ground-based interferometric detector has a unique suspension design, but they all
employ this pendulum-spring combination to provide significant isolation from seismic
motion [16, 18, 40, 116, 117].
Passive damping reduces seismic noise above ∼10 Hz, but active, feedback-driven
systems are needed to attenuate pendulum/mechanical resonances within the test mass
suspensions and mitigate mirror motion at frequencies near the microseismic peak. For
example, Virgo utilises an extremely effective multi-stage passive isolation suspension
system (also known as the ‘superattenuator’) to suppress seismic noise at frequencies
above 4 Hz, but below this threshold the mechanical resonant frequencies within the
components of the superattenuator prohibit detector lock acquisition [118]. Active
inertial damping prevents the ring-up of these resonances and minimises other, very
low frequency motion. Advanced LIGO’s suspension is not as robust at very low
frequencies, and thus relies solely on active seismic isolation in this range [119]. This
active isolation is often in the form of a feedforward control system using low-noise
inertial sensors to register movement in the suspension stages and activate actuators to
counteract the detected motion.
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1.4.4 Thermal noise
Thermally driven motion at the molecular level within the test masses, suspensions,
and mirror coatings combine to form a dominant source of noise in the most sensitive
frequency band of interferometric detectors (shown as red, blue, cyan and orange in
figure 1.3). Similar in nature to Brownian or Johnson noise, thermal noise originates
from the 32 kBT of thermal energy in each atom of a solid in thermal equilibrium*.
This intrinsic thermal motion has the potential to excite resonant modes of the test
mass coatings and suspensions, as well as the bulk of the test masses themselves.
The magnitude of thermal noise contributions from each source is determined by
the intrinsic mechanical energy dissipation of the material, as well as the heat-flow
damping, or thermoelastic loss, of the components [120].
Mechanical loss†, φ , is a material property that, among other things, determines
energy storage characteristics around resonant frequencies. Lowering the mechani-
cal loss of an otherwise identical system results in broadband reduction in thermal
displacement noise at the cost of increasing the energy storage, and thermal noise, at
the resonant frequencies of the material. Therefore, it is advantageous for interfero-
metric detectors to use materials with extremely low mechanical loss as test masses,
suspensions, and mirror coatings. Fused silica has been shown to have intrinsically
low mechanical loss, which is one of the reasons it is the test mass material used in all
room-temperature interferometric detectors [87, 121].
Fused silica is also an ideal material for suspension fibres, as it can be heated
and pulled to create ultra-thin, low-loss fibres, which can then be welded to the test
mass, creating an extremely low loss monolithic silica test mass and suspension as the
final pendulum stage [122, 123]. Previous suspension designs, such as those for the
initial LIGO detectors, consisted of metal wire loops cradling the test mass and were
designated from the start to be redesigned due to their high thermal noise [124]. Silica
fibres have the added benefit of negating suspension thermoelastic noise when under
an optimum magnitude of stress‡ [125, 126].
A more thorough explanation of thermoelastic loss and mechanical dissipation,
specifically with regards to the highly reflective optical coatings used on the test
masses, is given in Chapter 2.
* 1
2 kBT in each degree of freedom
†Mechanical loss is equivalent to the inverse of the dimensionless quality factor, Q.
‡A stress of 175±13 MPa was found by Bell et. al. to be optimum for cancelling thermal expansion
and, therefore, thermoelastic noise within a silica fibre. The 40kg aLIGO test masses are suspended by
four, predominantly 800 µm diameter fibres, corresponding to ∼195 MPa.
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1.5 Interferometric techniques
A number of improvements to the basic Michelson interferometer shown in figure
1.2 have been developed in order to improve detector sensitivities. As mentioned in
section 1.3.2, increasing the beam path directly magnifies the observed change in
length from a passing gravitational wave. This extension can come in the form of
lengthening the interferometer arms, but the Earth’s curvature, along with geological
and anthropological obstacles, prevent the practical construction of interferometric
detector arms longer than a few kilometres. Folded and delay line interferometer
configurations are two techniques to extend the effective beam path length and increase
the exposure to gravitational waves without physically lengthening the arms. As
discussed in section 1.4.1.3, increasing the power stored in the arms also improves
detector sensitivity but only up to the standard quantum limit, which can be altered
with the injection of squeezed light into the signal.
1.5.1 Optical path folding and Fabry-Perot cavities
Extending the interferometer arms is the simplest manner by which light-storage time
is increased, but lengthening the travel time of the beam through manipulation of the
optical path achieves the same outcome without the pitfalls of beam tube extension.
The optical path can be folded by having the mirror at the end of each arm angled
to reflect the laser light back through the length of the beam tube towards an end
mirror near the beam splitter, thus doubling the round-trip length of the arms. This
configuration is utilised by the German English Observatory (GEO) 600 to create a
round-trip arm length of 2400 m within 600 m beam tubes [127]. Figure 1.4a shows
this mechanical folding technique.
Another way to fold the beam path is to create an optical delay line, as displayed
in figure 1.4b. Optical delay lines, which were first proposed by Herriott et al in 1964
and suggested for use in gravitational wave detectors by Weiss in 1972, are created
by using curved mirrors to reflect the laser light a number of times between input and
end mirrors before reading the signal [78, 82, 128]. The light enters and exits the
arms through small holes in the input mirror, and hits different parts of the mirrors
with each trip up and down the beam tube. A number of prototype interferometric
detectors utilised optical delay lines, but scattering of the laser light hampered the
sensitivity [82–84].
An alternative method is to use resonant optical cavities as interferometer arms.
One suitable optical cavity configuration is the Fabry-Perot cavity, which creates
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(a) Folded interferometer arms (b) Herriott multi-pass optical delay line
Fig. 1.4 Simplified schematic diagrams of two variants of folded Michelson interfer-
ometer.
Fig. 1.5 Michelson interferometer with Fabry-Perot resonant cavities as the interfer-
ometer arms. The cavity power shown is based on aLIGO’s arm cavity power buildup
of a factor of ∼270 [129].
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resonance through continuous reflection between parallel mirrors [130]. Fabry-Perot
interferometers were used as highly sensitive long-line strain meters as early as 1972,
and a number of the second generation prototype interferometers utilised Fabry-Perot
cavities as detector arms [85, 86, 88, 130, 131]. All current ground-based detectors–
except for GEO 600–are configured with Fabry-Perot resonant optical cavities spanning
the full arm length, as shown in figure 1.5. Partially transmissive input mirrors allow
the input laser beam to enter the beam tube, where it reflects continuously back and
forth upon itself between the input and end mirrors before leaking out through the input
mirror. This optical cavity is held on resonance to create a significant power buildup,
the magnitude of which is dependent on the number of ‘bounces’ the light makes in
the arm, which is dependent on optical properties of the input and end mirrors.
Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometers require additional control systems to remain
locked on resonance. They are susceptible to parametric instability–a positive feedback
loop of energy transfer between optical modes of resonant cavities and elastic modes
of interferometer test masses–which leads to an upper limit for power storage in the
arm cavities without attenuating measures* [133]. Even with these issues, Fabry-Perot
optical cavities are the preferred design for current and future ground-based detector
arms due to the strain sensitivity benefits of both increased light storage time in the
arms and greater optical power.
1.5.2 Power and signal recycling
It can be shown that operating a Michelson interferometer so that the output is very
close to a dark fringe results in the optimum signal-to-noise ratio [91]. In this configu-
ration the interferometer acts as a mirror, with nearly all of the input light returning†
to the laser. Placing a mirror with the correct transmission in front of the laser creates
a resonant cavity between that mirror and the input test masses. If controlled properly,
this results in no light returning to the laser; the beam exiting the arm cavities builds
power in the power recycling cavity, which then pumps up the optical power within the
detector arms [134]. A power-recycled Michelson interferometer is shown in figure
1.6a, with example power amplification for the resonant cavities.
*Parametric instabilities were observed for the first time in kilometre scale interferometric detectors
during aLIGO’s first observational run. Those instabilities observed were quelled by thermally tuning
the optical cavity resonance, and the extra modes occurring at higher operating power are thought to be
controllable through application of this method in combination with other mitigation techniques [132].
†Some of the input light is lost to scatter and absorption within the optical layout, as well as a small
amount of transmission through the end test mass.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1.6 Simplified schematic diagrams of Michelson interferometers with Fabry-Perot
arm cavities and (a) power recycling and (b) both power and signal recycling (dual
recycling). Beam power levels in each section of the interferometer are shown to
highlight the gains from power recycling. Power levels match those in aLIGO for O1
(∼ 8 times lower than designed power) [129].
Adding a partially transmissive mirror to the output signal, as shown in figure
1.6b, will create a resonant cavity between this ‘signal recycling’ mirror and the
interferometer and boost output signal strength in a similar manner to how the power
recycling mirror increases laser power with a resonant cavity between the input port and
the interferometer [135–137]. As previously noted, the output port should receive no
light when the interferometer is operating and there is no change in detector arm length.
In the event of a signal incident upon the detector the primary, carrier wave remains
resonant within the Fabry-Perot arms and it is the sidebands created by the gravitational
wave that exit towards the photodetector. The addition of a signal recycling mirror
returns these sidebands to the cavity arms where they resonate, increasing in size
before returning to the photodetector.
The bandwidth over which a signal will be recycled back into the interferometer is
determined by the reflectivity of the recycling mirror, and the centre of the frequency
band is set by the length of the cavity formed between the recycling mirror and the
interferometer [92]. The performance of the detector can therefore be optimised via
signal recycling to create a very narrow peak sensitivity (detuned) or operate with
broadband recycling (tuned) to increase sensitivity over a large bandwidth [138].
Improvement over a narrow bandwidth is advantageous for targeted searches of con-
tinuous gravitational wave sources, and gains in broadband sensitivity are beneficial
for transient, ‘chirp’ signals. Dual recycling was first demonstrated successfully on a
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large scale in GEO 600 [137], and all current ground-based interferometric detectors
are designed to operate with dual recycling.
1.5.3 Squeezing
Squeezed states of light are nonclassical light fields with reduced uncertainty in a
particular quadrature of the light’s complex amplitude at the expense of increased
uncertainty in the other quadrature. For a light field in either a coherent or a vacuum
state, with complex amplitude a = Xˆ + iYˆ , where [Xˆ ,Yˆ ] = i2 , the variance of the
amplitude and phase quadratures (∆2Xˆ and ∆2Yˆ ) is at a minimum when ∆2Xˆ =∆2Yˆ = 14
because the Heisenberg uncertainty principle limits the variants in the form ∆2Xˆ∆2Yˆ ≥
1
16 [139, 140]. A squeezed state describes a class of uncertainty states where the
minimum quantum noise is preserved without equal variance in phase or amplitude,
eg ∆2Xˆ < 14 and ∆
2Yˆ > 14 or ∆
2Xˆ > 14 and ∆
2Yˆ < 14 . Figure 1.7b shows a squeezed
vacuum state where the uncertainty in the amplitude has been lowered below the
minimum of the ground state at the expense of a larger phase uncertainty; the ground
state can be seen in figure 1.7a.
(a) (b)
Fig. 1.7 Time independent Wigner probability functions for dark port modulation states.
The green gradient represents quasi-probability, where a darker shade corresponds
to a higher probability. (a) is the zero-point vacuum state. (b) is a squeezed vacuum
state. Coherent laser light would match the shape and probability distribution of the
vaccuum state in (a), but offset from centre in relation to the complex amplitude of the
source.
As mentioned in section 1.4.1.3, radiation pressure noise and photoelectron shot
noise in a Michelson interferometer correspond to amplitude and phase fluctuations in
the vacuum electromagnetic field entering the dark port, ie ∆2Xˆ and ∆2Yˆ . It has been
proved that injecting a squeezed vacuum state into a interferometer dark port reduces
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either the shot noise or radiation pressure noise depending on the angle of the squeezed
state [96, 141–145]. Furthermore, successful detector operation with injected squeezed
light over an extended period of time has been demonstrated in GEO 600, where∼ 200
days of operation utilising squeezed vacuum occurred over the course of 11 months
of data-taking [146, 147]. In addition to being the first application of non-classical,
quantum states in an operational measurement device, the successful implementation
of squeezed light in GEO 600 shows the sensitivity limitations determined by the
SQL can be lowered and future interferometric detectors can tune their most sensitive
regions based on the angle of the injected, squeezed vacuum.
1.6 Current state of gravitational wave detectors
A worldwide network of second generation, kilometre scale interferometric detectors
will shortly be in a state of concurrent operation. The second generation detectors
are based on almost fifty years of research and development in smaller scale interfer-
ometers and around twenty years of experience with full scale detectors. A greater
spread in instruments across the Earth results in much better sky localisation for a
source wave[148], so the detectors are built around the world, with two kilometre scale
detectors in the USA, one each in Italy and Japan, and a slightly smaller detector in
Germany. There are also multiple detectors designed for future construction, which
when completed will push sensitivity limits even further. Figure 1.8 shows the tar-
get strain sensitivity for current and future interferometric detectors, which will be
discussed in detail in the following sections.
1.6.1 GEO
GEO 600 is a British-German collaborative laser-interferometric gravitational wave
detector located ∼20 km south of Hannover. Construction of GEO 600 began in 1995
based on experience with prototype interferometers at the University of Glasgow
and the Max Planck Institute for Quantum Optics in Garching, with the first science
runs taking place in 2002 [127]. The interferometer arms are 600 m, with mirrors
suspended via monolithic silica fibres and configured to fold the beam path within each
arm so there is a 2400 m round-trip interferometer length. The short length of the arms
compared to other interferometric detectors necessitated implementation of advanced
techniques in order to reach similar sensitivity levels. The successful operation of
first generation GEO 600 proved the validity of a number of novel interferometer
components and techniques now used in other, advanced detectors: triple pendulum
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Fig. 1.8 Characteristic strain sensitivity for current and future ground-based gravi-
tational wave detectors. Curve data for aLIGO, A+, Voyager, CE, and ET is from
[149]; GEO 600 and KAGRA curve data is from [150] and [151], respectively. The
space-based LISA has been left out for clarity, as it is most sensitive in the millihertz
range.
mirror suspensions with the final, silica test mass stage monolithically suspended with
welded silica fibres (attached to the test mass via hydroxide catalysis bonding) reduced
low frequency noise and thermal noise [122, 127]; electrostatic drives suspended
behind test masses provided cavity length control for rapid interferometer locking and
stable operation; ring heaters behind the folding mirrors corrected aberration stemming
from differing mirror radii of curvature [152]; and signal recycling increased the power
within the arms and provided frequency specific tuning of the interferometer [135].
GEO-HF is the name given to a multi-stage set of upgrades that began in 2009 with
the goal of increasing detector sensitivity above 500 Hz [153]. The most significant of
these upgrades is the addition of a squeezed light source to the signal output port [146].
GEO 600 now uses squeezed light in its normal operational mode and has proven the
effectiveness of squeezing by doubling the volume of the universe observable to GEO
600 without an increase in detector glitches [147]. Squeezing is an area of continued
research and improvement, but its success in GEO 600 will result in its inclusion in
future upgrades for other, advanced detectors.
GEO 600 contributed to a number of joint observational runs in the first generation
gravitational wave detector network, and it remained in operation on ‘Astrowatch’
mode while the other detectors were offline for commissioning second generation
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upgrades [154]. However, GEO 600 cannot match the broadband sensitivity of aLIGO
and the other second generation detectors as they come online. The future of GEO
600 could include operational validation of future, novel interferometer technologies
or operation under targeted frequency tuning to sacrifice broadband effectiveness in
order to greatly increase sensitivity over very narrow bandwidth [155].
1.6.2 Advanced LIGO
The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) is comprised of two
interferometric detectors built in the late 1990s ∼3000 km apart in the USA [58]. The
LIGO Hanford Observatory (LHO) is located in Washington state and was built with a
4 km and a 2 km interferometer (H1 and H2) housed within the same ultra-high vacuum
beam tube. The LIGO Livingston Observatory is in Louisiana and has one, 4 km
interferometer (L1). Both sites are shown in figure 1.9. The detectors were intended
from the start to undergo multiple generations of upgrades, with detection thought
likely to occur only after improvements to initial design sensitivity (iLIGO) [124].
Initial LIGO began operation in the early 2000s, reached design sensitivity in 2005,
and operated in a data taking capacity until 2007. The detectors then underwent an
intermediate upgrade known as Enhanced LIGO (eLIGO) and operated for a one year
science run prior to the major upgrades associated with Advanced LIGO [156].
Fig. 1.9 Aerial views of the 4 km arm-length LIGO observatory sites in Hanford,
Washington (left) and Livingston, Louisiana (right) [157].
The iLIGO configuration consisted of power recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson
interferometers, with 1064 nm, 10 W Nd:YAG lasers providing 20 kW arm cavity
power in H1, 15 kW in L1, and 10 kW in H2 [58]. The detectors used 10.7 kg, 25 cm
diameter fused silica test masses suspended by a single loop of metal piano wire
and reached a peak sensitivity of ∼2×10−23 1/Hz1/2 around 110 Hz [156]. The
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mirrors were coated with alternating layers of silica (SiO2) and tantala (Ta2O5), which
were chosen due to their low absorption and scatter when combined in a highly
reflective stack optimised in thickness for the 1064 nm wavelength laser light in the
cavities [158].
The eLIGO upgrades were installed from 2007 to 2009 and aimed to both double
the sensitivity of the LIGO detectors and prove the effectiveness of subsystems essential
for the aLIGO upgrade. A number of optical systems needed upgrading due to a tripling
in laser power from iLIGO to eLIGO; the increase in power required a redesign of the
thermal compensation system to mitigate the rise in thermal lensing and replacement
of the input optics to handle ∼30 W [159]. The output port of the detectors saw a
major upgrade, with the addition of an output mode cleaning cavity and a switch
from a radio-frequency heterodyne detection system to a DC homodyne readout [160].
eLIGO successfully operated in a data-taking capacity for about a year (science run
S6) before shutting down for comprehensive upgrades at both detector sites [156].
The switch to the second generation detector aLIGO began in 2011 and was
completed with the start of O1 in the second half of 2015. aLIGO keeps the same
facilities shown in figure 1.9, but replaces all of the interferometer components. LHO*
and LLO have identical 4 km dual recycled Fabry-Perot interferometers with up to
750 kW cavity arm power from 125 W of input laser power [16]. The test masses are
now 34 cm in diameter with a mass of 40 kg, monolithically suspended via welded,
fused silica suspension fibres, and suspended from an improved vibration isolation
system. Coating thermal noise was found to be a limiting source of noise in initial
LIGO, with the high refractive index Ta2O5 layer dominating the noise contribution
of coating stack [158, 161–163]. A lower mechanical loss high index material, 25%
titania doped Ta2O5 (25% Ti:Ta2O5), replaced the pure tantalum pentoxide coating
layer in the multilayer stack in order to reduce coating thermal noise for aLIGO[164,
165].
Advanced LIGO has yet to fully reach its designed strained sensitivity (as seen in
figure 1.3), which is a factor of 10 greater than iLIGO at 100 Hz, which corresponds
to a factor of1000 increase in the observable universe and includes a shift in the low
frequency sensitivity limit from ∼40 Hz to ∼10 Hz [16]. Even at partial design sensi-
tivity, aLIGO has already provided the first ever direct measurements of gravitational
*H2 was initially planned to be upgraded and remain in Hanford, but the components are now
allocated for installation in India (see section 1.6.5.1 for information on LIGO India).
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waves [2], as well as five other confirmed gravitational wave signals discussed in
greater detail in section 1.7*.
1.6.3 Advanced Virgo
Advanced Virgo is the second generation upgrade to the 3 km long Virgo detector
located in Cascina, Italy and run by a consortium that includes Italy, France, Holland,
Poland, and Hungary. The new detector is designed to have a factor of ten improvement
in sensitivity compared to the first generation Virgo detector [17, 166, 167]. Primary
upgrades included welded silica suspension fibres for thermal noise reduction, an
increase in laser power and Fabry-Perot arm cavity finesse, thermal compensation
heaters to correct lens/mirror aberrations, an improved vacuum system to reduce
residual gas noise, 25% Ti:Ta2O5/SiO2 test mass mirror coatings, and signal recycling
(now a dual recycled Michelson) [17]. The upgraded infrastructure will also allow
for squeezing to be added as a possible later improvement [168]. As mentioned in
section 1.4.3, Advanced Virgo has greater low frequency sensitivity than other second
generation detectors due to its unique superattenuator seismic isolation and suspension
system, which is comprised of five clusters of maraging steel suspension springs prior
to the penultimate suspended test mass [118]. While it was not operational during
advanced LIGO’s first observational run (O1) or the beginning of O2, the advanced
Virgo detector joined in data taking operations from August 1st, 2017 until the end
of the second observation run on August 25th, 2017 and successfully detected two
gravitational wave signals, GW170814 and GW170817† [169].
1.6.4 KAGRA
Japanese interferometric gravitational wave detection efforts began in the 1990s with
the construction of TAMA 300, a 300 m Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer that
incorporated power recycling shortly after its initial, successful operation [170]. Up-
grades to the seismic isolation system were carried out in 2005 (TAMA-SAS), but
TAMA 300 was decommissioned shortly afterwards in order to focus efforts on the
next generation Japanese prototype detector, the Cryogenic Laser Interferometer Ob-
servatory (CLIO) [171]. CLIO was completed in 2006 after four years of excavation
and construction in the Kamioka Mine and is a non-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson
*Subsequent rounds of detector upgrades are planned for the aLIGO sites as well as the construction
of a new, third generation detector, both of which will be discussed in section 1.6.5.1.
†See section 1.7 for discussion of detected signals
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interferometer with 100 m cavity arms and sapphire test masses suspended with alu-
minium fibres [171, 172]. CLIO demonstrated partial cryogenic detector operation
and the corresponding reduction in thermal noise, but is currently not operational, with
hardware and manpower shifted to the construction of Japan’s first kilometre scale
interferometric detector [173].
Previously referred to as the Large-scale Cryogenic Gravitational wave Telescope
(LCGT), the KAmioka GRavitational wave detector (KAGRA) will be the culmination
of years of tests and innovations at TAMA300 and CLIO. KAGRA is to be an under-
ground, dual recycled Michelson interferometer with 3 km Fabry-Perot arm cavities
and sapphire test masses cooled for operation at 20 K [18]. The detector is currently in
the baseline KAGRA (bKAGRA) stage, after successful room temperature locking
of a simplified version of the final interferometer design, dubbed initial KAGRA
(iKAGRA). The goal of bKAGRA is to reach design sensitivity by upgrading in a
number of phases, the first of which is to keep simplified output and input optics but
demonstrate operation with cryogenic end test mass mirrors [174, 175].
1.6.5 Future detectors
1.6.5.1 LIGO-based detectors
As mentioned in 1.6.2, the components earmarked originally for upgrading the 2 km
Hanford interferometer from eLIGO to aLIGO were set aside for construction of a
full-scale aLIGO interferometer outside the United States due to the scientific benefits
of increased spacing between detectors, e.g. improved detection confidence and
source parameter measurements [176]. The first site chosen was near Perth, Australia,
but lack of funding resulted in the decision to build the detector in western India,
which still results in a factor of ∼ 3 improvement in sky localisation of a detected
signal [148]. The project is spearheaded by the Indian initiative in Gravitational-wave
Observations (IndIGO) and LIGO India has been approved for construction by the
Indian government and should be operational by 2020 [177–179].
The LIGO sites in Hanford and Livingston are still working towards reaching
aLIGO design sensitivity, but there are already multiple stages of planned upgrades to
the current interferometers. The immediate round of upgrades is called A+ and involves
two discrete stages: the implementation of frequency dependent squeezing followed
by the replacement of the test masses and suspensions along with a larger beam size
within the cavities [180]. The first stage is tentatively planned for installation after the
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completion of aLIGO’s second observation run around mid 2017. A+ is then expected
to operate for two to three years before beginning the second stage of upgrades [181].
The second stage of planned upgrades still requires years of research and develop-
ment before implementation. Frequency-dependent squeezing has been shown to be
successful in large scale interferometers with GEO 600 (as mentioned in 1.5.3), but to
meet design sensitivity more consistent operation and greater levels of squeezing is
needed. The new, larger test masses require a redesign of the suspensions and changes
to the seismic isolation stages, and the larger beam size requires further stray-light
controls as well as studies regarding parametric instabilities in the new system. Most
notably, the test mass mirror coatings are planned to be upgraded in the second stage of
A+ and there is no current viable improvement to the 25% Ti:Ta2O5/SiO2 multi-layer
coatings already in use in aLIGO (see chapter 2).
Following a number of years of coincident operation at A+ sensitivity, the LIGO
detector sites are scheduled to undergo major facilities upgrades around 2025 and
house a third generation detector called LIGO Voyager [181, 182]. Voyager is the
last planned upgrade to the current LIGO vacuum enclosure, and it represents a
significant departure from previous LIGO instruments with operation at cryogenic
temperatures. It is meant to operate as LIGO’s most sensitive detector design until the
proposed construction of Cosmic Explorer (CE), a third generation gravitational wave
detector built outwith current LIGO facilities [181]. The preliminary, optimistic, CE
design consists of 40 km dual recycled Fabry-Perot interferometer arms with 2 MW of
circulating power from a 220 W, 1550 nm laser. The design also proposes silicon test
masses cooled to 123 K and operation with 10 dB of squeezing* [183].
1.6.5.2 ET
The Einstein Telescope (ET) is a proposed European third generation gravitational
wave detector currently in a state of research and development following a European
Commission conceptual design study [40]. ET is designed to push the limits of tech-
nologies and experience gained through two generations of interferometric detector
operation. It will be constructed between 100 m to 200 m below ground and consist of
three detectors, each having two independent, dual recycled Michelson interferome-
ters with 10 km Fabry-Perot cavities for arms. The three dual interferometer, 10 km
detectors are designed to fit together in a triangle, as shown in figure 1.10a. This tri-V
detector configuration significantly improves the directional sensitivity and allows for
*squeezing is characterised by the percentage gain sensitivity, as seen by improvement in signal to
noise ratio in decibels.
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measurement of gravitational waves passing through the same plane as the detector,
something current L-shaped interferometric detectors cannot resolve [184].
(a) (b)
Fig. 1.10 (a) The tri-V detector configuration for ET, with each detector (red, blue,
and green) rotated 120° relative to one another. Each arm contains both a high
and low frequency optimised interferometer, resulting in six individual V-shaped
interferometers. (b) Combined strain sensitivity (ET-D-sum) for the low and high
frequency (ET-D-LF and ET-D-HF) interferometers within each of the three V-shaped
detectors, as reproduced from [40].
The advantage of a dual interferometer configuration is shown in figure 1.10b. Each
interferometer is optimised for detection of sources at different frequencies, increasing
the total sensitive bandwidth of the detector. One interferometer is designed to have
peak sensitivity from ∼30 Hz to ∼10 kHz and be operated at room temperature using
60 cm diameter, 200 kg fused silica test masses with a proposed 3 MW of optical power
in the arm cavities. The other interferometer is designed to be most sensitive from
∼1.5 Hz to∼30 Hz and have silicon test masses* cooled to 10 K, an operating power of
18 kW at 1550 nm in the arm cavities, and detuned signal recycling in order to improve
sensitivity over a narrow frequency band. Significant research and development is
required to realise the proposed design for ET; among other technical challenges,
mirror coatings with over an order in magnitude less thermal noise contribution are
required to reach the proposed ET sensitivity limits.
*The size of the silicon test masses will be determined by manufacturing limits, but are tentatively
designed to be >40 cm and ∼200 kg.
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1.6.5.3 LISA
The Laser Interferometric Space Antenna (LISA) is a European Space Agency led
space-based interferometric gravitational wave detector planned for launch in 2030.
LISA consists of three identical spacecraft, each containing two free-falling test masses,
oriented in an equilateral triangle with 2.5×106 km sides [110]. Three separate
interferometers are created by the 2 W 1064 nm lasers within each spacecraft. Each
vertex of the triangle creates a two-arm Michelson interferometer with the other two
spacecrafts in the triangle, measuring the change in separation between the drag-free
floating test masses [185]. Each spacecraft housing the test masses and optical benches
is equipped with control and propulsion systems to ensure a purely gravitational orbit
for the test masses. Figure 1.11 shows the spacecraft orientation and the planned orbit
of LISA, which was chosen to minimise fluctuation in vertex angles and spacecraft
separation distances while remaining close enough for effective communication [110].
Fig. 1.11 LISA orientation and orbit (not to scale) [110].
LISA’s design requirement is to be sensitive to gravitational waves with frequen-
cies between 100 µHz and 0.1 Hz, with the goal of being sensitive between 20 µHz
and 1 Hz. This frequency range will allow LISA to observe signals well below the
frequencies measurable with ground-based detecters such as the inspiral and merger
of supermassive black holes in the range of ∼103 solar masses (M⊙) to 106 M⊙ and
cosmological stochastic background signals [92]. Binary black hole systems whose
merger would be observed by ground-based interferometers could potentially inspiral
with frequencies previously in the LISA range, which could put LISA in the position
of predicting merger observations for detectors on Earth weeks and months prior to
their arrival [186].
The critical technologies required for the operation of LISA were tested with the
launch of LISA Pathfinder in December of 2015 [187, 188]. The mission was an
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enormous success, with LISA Pathfinder measuring an amplitude spectral density for
frequencies between 0.7 mHz and 20 mHz five times lower than its mission goal and
within a factor of about 1.25 of the requirement for LISA. LISA Pathfinder provided
the proof of concept for viable space-based gravitational wave detectors.
1.7 Gravitational wave detections
The detection of gravitational wave signals by aLIGO represents a groundbreaking
achievement in precision measurement, an extremely valuable chance to look into
the nature of black holes, and a historic confirmation of the existence of gravitational
waves. Six gravitational wave signals have been directly measured to date* Five of the
signals match theoretical gravitational wave patterns originating from a binary black
hole coalescence [2, 10, 11, 13, 14] and the other signal matched the predicted pattern
of a binary neutron star coalescence [13].
The first gravitational wave ever directly measured was GW150914; on September
14th 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC the peak in spacetime strain from the merger of two black
holes was seen at the aLIGO observatory in Livingston, Louisiana and seen 7 ms
later at the observatory in Hanford, Washington [2]. The signal originated from the
final inspiral and coalescence of a binary black hole system at a luminosity distance
of ∼410 Mpc, or 1.37×109 ly. The black holes reached a peak orbit velocity of
180000 kms−1 before merging and producing a single, final black hole. The periodic
signal from the decaying orbit first entered the detectors’ frequency band at 35 Hz
and, with about 8 cycles over 0.2 ms, increased in frequency to 150 Hz, when the peak
strain amplitude associated with the merger occurred [2]. The strain amplitudes and
frequencies with respect to time for GW150914 can be seen for both the Hanford (H1)
and Livingston (L1) detectors in figure 1.12. This detection is one of the great scientific
achievements of this century and marks the start of gravitational wave astronomy.
The properties of this first detection, and those of the subsequent five confirmed
detections, are given in table 1.1. The primary and secondary masses in table 1.1 refer
to the size of the black holes in the binary system, and the final mass refers to the size
of the black hole formed by the merger of the primary and secondary black holes. The
chirp mass is one of the primary parameters used for calculating the black hole masses,
and is defined as [193],
*A candidate signal, denoted LVT151012, was also measured but determined to be below the
confidence level needed to unequivocally label it a detection. Its gravitational signal was consistent
with a binary black hole inspiral and merger [189].
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Fig. 1.12 Strain versus time (top) and frequency versus time (bottom: left H1, right
L1) at the LIGO detectors during the observation of GW150914 [2]. The strain signal
can be seen clearly within the noise of the detector due to the large amplitude of the
incident wave. Both detectors show the characteristic frequency increase of a merging
binary system.
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M =
(m1m2)3/5
(m1+m2)1/5
=
c3
G
(
5
96
π−8/3 f−11/3 f˙
)3/5
, (1.10)
where f and f˙ are the observed frequency and its derivative with respect to time.
The gravitational wave detections by aLIGO, and Advanced Virgo for GW170814
and GW170817, offer valuable astrophysical information. Both of the black holes in
the binary system responsible for GW150914 are larger than any black holes measured
through x-ray binary observation, and give the strongest evidence to date for the
existence of ‘heavy’ (≳25 M⊙) stellar mass black holes, further confirmed with the
measured masses of signals GW170104 and GW170814 [11, 14, 194]. The confirmed
measurement of merging black hole binaries constrains cosmological models in that
any valid model now must predict their formation and merger within a Hubble time,
as well as altering significantly the population statistics for black holes in the Uni-
verse [189]. Further advances came with the detection of a binary star coalescence
(GW170817), which was accompanied by electromagnetic observation of gamma
ray bursts in the same locality, thereby confirming that binary neutron star mergers
are progenitors of gamma ray bursts [26]. This detection also represents the first
example of multi-messenger astronomy, where electromagnetic and gravitational wave
observatories work in tandem to measure an astrophysical object/event and resulted in
determining the Hubble constant to be roughly 70 kms−1 Mpc−1 [13].
1.8 Conclusion
The direct detection of gravitational waves has opened up a new era of multi-messenger
astronomy and given further proof of Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity. It also
represents a monumental feat in metrology, with aLIGO sensitive to changes in the
4 km test mass separation as little as∼2×10−20 m, a length 105 times smaller than the
diameter of a proton. Within the next year a worldwide network of second generation
interferometric detectors will be concurrently taking data at similar sensitivity levels,
which is likely to ensure multiple detections per year. However, with a gain of x in
detector sensitivity corresponding to an x3 increase in observable universe, it is impor-
tant to continue to lower the noise sources limiting current generation gravitational
wave detectors in order to increase the breadth of their science output.
Multiple noise sources contribute towards the overall sensitivity limit, but thermal
noise in the test mass coatings will be a dominant noise source in the most sensitive
frequency band of all future ground-based interferometric gravitational wave detectors.
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It is therefore crucial to investigate relevant properties of materials currently used
as test mass coatings in order to gain a better understanding of the processes behind
coating thermal noise, as well as research possible future alternatives in order to obtain
greater sensitivity and meet the design goals of future detectors. Of particular interest
is the characterisation of the thermal noise properties of coating materials at cryogenic
temperatures, since KAGRA and the future detectors ET, LV, and CE are designed for
low temperature operation.
Chapter 2 will present a detailed look into the mechanisms behind coating thermal
noise, and further chapters will chronicle the characterisation of coating materials
currently used, as well as proposed alternatives, and their impact on coating thermal
noise in future gravitational wave detectors.
Chapter 2
Coating thermal noise
2.1 Introduction
Thermally driven motion in the test masses, mirror coatings, and suspension fibres
limits the sensitivity of interferometric ground-based gravitational wave detectors.
Following the equipartition theorem, macroscopic motion in the test mass components
arises from the mean 12kBT of thermal energy associated with each degree of freedom
of molecules in a mechanical system. The magnitude of this thermally driven motion is
similar to that of a gravitational wave signal at the detectors’ most sensitive frequencies,
and is known as Brownian thermal noise. Coating Brownian noise is particularly
detrimental to detector sensitivity compared to suspension or substrate noise because
the motion of the coatings is directly sampled by the laser light within the detector arm
cavities [195].
The total thermal noise contribution from a mirror coating is a combination of
Brownian noise with thermoelastic and thermo-refractive noises, two other major noise
sources dependent on temperature fluctuations. All three properties vary significantly
depending on the thermal and mechanical properties of the coating material. Ther-
moelastic and thermo-refractive noise from a given coating material can also change
depending on the properties of the neighbouring coating layers in a multilayer stack
and the substrate material. These two noise sources are closely related and can be
combined and described as thermo-optic noise, which is not a limiting noise factor in
advanced detectors but could become a dominant noise source if the test mass and/or
coating materials are changed for the next generation of detectors [196]. Coating
Brownian noise is the dominant source of thermal noise from the multilayer mirror
coatings. It will continue to limit all current and future detectors at their most sensitive
frequency, around 100 Hz, until new, lower loss coating materials are found.
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2.1.1 Brownian noise
Macroscopic mechanical motion originating from random fluctuations in thermal
energy was first described by the botanist Robert Brown in 1828 when he observed
irregular movement of pollen and dust grains suspended in water [197]. It was not
until Einstein’s 1905 paper, however, that the origin of this motion was described
mathematically and shown to be a result of stochastic collisions between the pollen
particles and the surrounding water molecules [198]. Notable in this paper was the
conclusion that the pollen grains lost kinetic energy with every molecular collision,
which was the first ever description of a dissipative process originating from purely
random fluctuations. About twenty years later an analogous thermally driven dissi-
pation process was recorded by J. B. Johnson, who observed temperature-dependent
spontaneous voltage fluctuations across conductors [199, 200]. This electronic noise
was determined by H. Nyquist to originate from the thermal energy of electrons within
the conducting material, the resistance of which determines the level of dissipation of
electron thermal energy [201].
2.1.2 The Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem
The stochastic, thermally driven fluctuations seen in both Brownian motion and
Johnson-Nyquist noise represent a driving force in a linear system under thermal
equilibrium. The subsequent energy loss caused by molecular collisions or electrical
resistance represents irreversible dissipative mechanisms. Callen et al. generalised
these examples with the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem, which states that any linear
system under thermal equilibrium and capable of dissipative processes will undergo
thermally driven stochastic fluctuations, whose magnitude and frequency are charac-
terised by the dissipative, i.e. real, part of the impedance, Z(ω), of the system, defined
as [202–204]:
Z(ω)≡ F(ω)
v(ω)
, (2.1)
where v(ω) is the velocity of responsive motion within the system as a result of an
applied force, F(ω). The power spectral density, Sx(ω), of this fluctuating, thermally-
induced system displacement can be written in terms of the real part of the mechanical
admittance Y (ω), which is equivalent to Z−1(ω):
Sx(ω) =
4kBT
ω2
ℜ{Y (ω)} , (2.2)
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where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature of the driven system. It is
therefore possible to predict the thermal noise of a system at a given frequency with
knowledge of the real part of the mechanical impedance.
Sources of dissipation can be split into two categories: internal and external.
In an interferometric gravitational wave detector, where we consider the test-mass
and its suspension fibres as a mechanical system, external sources of dissipation
include gas damping*, eddy currents, and energy loss through the suspension support
structure (recoil damping) [205, 206]. These dissipative sources have been effectively
eliminated through operation under high vacuum, using non-conductive components
when possible, and careful design of the mirror/suspension support systems. External
dissipative mechanisms in current detectors are insignificant compared to the damping
processes within suspension, mirror, and coating materials. This internal friction is
the dominant source of the mechanical impedance of the system, and, therefore, the
primary contributor of thermal noise in gravitational wave detectors.
2.2 Internal mechanical dissipation
An ideal elastic material exhibits an instantaneous strain, ε , in response to an applied
stress, σ†. Real materials, however, are anelastic and experience a lag in strain with
respect to an applied stress. This delayed strain response builds over a finite relaxation
time and is the origin of internal friction within a material [120, 207]. For a periodic
stress, σ , of initial amplitude σ0 and frequency f :
σ = σ0ei2π f t , (2.3)
the resulting strain in an anelastic material will be:
ε = ε0ei(2π f t−φ) , (2.4)
where ε0 is the initial strain amplitude and φ is a phase lag between the applied stress
and a resulting strain. The strain response will have the same oscillation frequency
as the causal stress but offset by φ , which is known as the mechanical loss angle and
represents the fractional energy dissipated for each oscillation of the system [120].
*Gas damping is the momentum transfer between the mechanical system and ambient gas particles.
It can be thought of as equivalent to viscosity-dependent drag on Brownian particles in a liquid [205].
†The relationship between stress and strain in an ideal solid can be defined using Hooke’s law,
where σ = εY and Y is the Young’s modulus, also known as the elastic modulus, of the material.
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The internal friction characteristic of anelastic materials arises from a number of
mechanisms. The amount of thermal energy dissipated during oscillating stress-strain
interactions depends on point defects, dislocations and grain boundaries in crystalline
materials [120, 205]. Thermal energy is also dissipated within amorphous and paracrys-
talline materials through these processes, as well as through changes in molecular
structure dependent on temperature, stress, and the density of the material* [208–211].
2.2.1 Thermal noise associated with a resonant mode
The fractional energy loss associated with a single oscillation of a periodic system
can be represented as the phase lag, φ , between an applied force, F, and the resulting
displacement, x, of a mass, m. The mechanical origins of loss in this oscillating
system can be thought of as a mass on an anelastic spring and described by a version
of Hooke’s law modified and extended to account for periodic damping [120]. The
motion is then modelled as [205]:
mx¨ =−k[1+ iφ(ω)]x+F , (2.5)
where k[1+ iφ(ω)] is a complex spring constant, x is displacement, and x¨ is accelera-
tion. The displacement and acceleration of this oscillating system can be expressed in
terms of the velocity, x˙ [21]:
x =
x˙
iω
and x¨ = iω x˙ , (2.6)
so the force applied to the oscillator moving according to equation 2.5 can also written
in terms of the velocity:
F = x˙
[
k(1+ iφ(ω))−ω2m
iω
]
. (2.7)
The thermal displacement noise in this modelled system can be calculated using
the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem. First, the complex mechanical impedance is
calculated by substituting equations 2.5 and 2.6 into equation 2.1:
Z(ω) =
k+ kiφ(ω)−ω2m
iω
. (2.8)
The impedance is the reciprocal of the admittance, which, when split into its real and
imaginary parts, is given by:
*These processes are discussed in greater detail in section 4.4.1.
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ℑ{Y (ω)}= ω(k−ω
2m)
(k−ω2m)2+φ2(ω)k2 (2.9)
and
ℜ{Y (ω)}= kωφ(ω)
(k−ω2m)2+φ2(ω)k2 . (2.10)
The spring constant, k, is equivalent to mω20 [205], so substituting the real part of
the impedance into equation 2.2, and converting from angular frequency, gives the
frequency dependent power spectral density of thermally-induced displacement noise
from an oscillator with resonance at f0 and mechanical loss, φ( f ):
Sx( f ) =
kBT
2π3 f m
f 20 φ( f )(
f 20 − f 2
)2
+ f 40 φ2( f )
. (2.11)
It is of interest to look at the thermal noise spectral density at frequencies above,
below, and at the resonant mode frequency of the oscillatory system. Rearranging
equation 2.11 assuming low loss materials (φ2( f )<< 1) and a measurement frequency
much greater than the resonant frequency ( f >> f0) gives:
Sx( f ) =
kBT f 20
2π3m
φ( f )
f 5
. (2.12)
Looking at the other extreme, where measurement frequency is much less than that of
the resonant mode, f << f0, equation 2.11 becomes:
Sx( f ) =
kBT
2π3m f 20
φ( f )
f
. (2.13)
In both cases the thermal displacement noise is directly proportional to the mechanical
loss, so reducing the loss of an oscillatory system will decrease the thermal noise at
frequencies away from resonance. For the case where the measurement frequency is
on resonance, f = f0, equation 2.11 becomes:
Sx( f0) =
kBT
2π3m f 30
1
φ( f0)
, (2.14)
where the thermal displacement noise is inversely proportional to the loss, so reducing
mechanical loss increases the thermal motion at the resonance. Conservation of energy
dictates that the total thermal motion within the system remains the same in all cases,
so altering the mechanical loss just changes the relative magnitude of motion across a
given frequency range. This is a crucial property of mechanically dissipative oscillators
for reducing thermal noise in gravitational wave detectors; if the detector’s mirrors
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and suspensions are modelled as internally damped harmonic oscillators with a single
resonant mode, then the thermal noise away from resonance is directly proportional to
the mechanical loss. This effect is displayed in figure 2.1, which shows the thermally-
induced displacement noise for single-mode mechanical oscillators of differing internal
friction, where the amplitude spectral density (m/
√
Hz) is the square root of the power
spectral density (m2/Hz) given in equation 2.11. A greater thermal noise occurs on
resonance for the lower loss oscillator, but this is offset by a significant reduction
in noise at all frequencies other than the resonant mode. In reality the mirror and
suspensions have many vibrational resonances*, but careful construction can push
the resonant frequencies outwith the most sensitive bandwidth of the detectors. Thus,
it is crucial to utilise low loss materials in the mirror assembly to push the energy
dissipation away from detection frequencies and towards resonant modes far above or
below this range.
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Fig. 2.1 Amplitude spectral density of thermally-induced displacement at 295 K for
two 40 kg mechanical oscillators with 300 Hz resonances. The blue line represents
the thermal noise of one of these oscillators with a mechanical loss of 10−10, and the
orange represents one with a loss of 10−5.
2.2.2 Mechanical loss and the quality factor
The quality factor, Q is a common, dimensionless quantity used to describe the
resonance peaks of harmonic oscillators and is defined as:
*These resonances are combinations of internal mirror modes, suspension fibre bending modes,
and pendulum and bounce modes of the suspended system
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Q≡ f0
∆ f
≡ 2πEstored
Elost per cycle
, (2.15)
where, Estored is the total energy associated with oscillation within the system, Elost per cycle
is the energy dissipated per cycle of oscillation, and ∆ f is the full width at half maxi-
mum of the resonant peak at frequency f0. The width of a resonant peak, therefore,
is inversely proportional to the energy loss on resonance; a high Q oscillator will
exhibit a very narrow, tall peak and a low Q oscillator is characterised by a broad, short
resonance peak.
As described in section 2.2, mechanical loss is the phase lag between an applied
stress and the resulting strain in a material, and for an internally damped, oscillating
system it is the ratio of the energy lost per cycle to the total stored energy in the system,
i.e. [207]:
φ( f )≡ Elost per cycle
2πEstored
. (2.16)
Thus, the mechanical loss angle is the inverse of the quality factor, as defined by
equation 2.15*. This means the loss angle of a material can be measured by determining
the full width at half maximum of resonance peaks of an oscillating system comprised
of said material. As shown in section 2.2.1, the thermally-induced noise of an internally
damped system is proportional (off resonance) to the mechanical loss, so measurement
of the resonant peaks allows for direct approximation of the thermal noise stemming
from this anelastic process.
2.2.3 Thermoelastic loss
Thermoelastic loss is an internal source of anelastic energy dissipation originating
from the distribution of temperature fluctuations in a material caused by a change in
its shape. This deformation creates temperature gradients between warmer and cooler
sections of the contracting and expanding material and the resulting heat flow across
these gradients is a source of energy loss and, therefore, thermal noise [212]. An
example of this motion-induced, oscillatory temperature gradient is shown in figure
2.2, where a beam is deflected to match the deformation caused by the n = 2 bending
mode.
*It should be noted that the quality factor is defined only at a resonance, whereas the mechanical
loss is a continuous function of frequency. In other words, Q is a property of a resonance and φ( f ) is a
property of the material.
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Fig. 2.2 Temperature gradients created across the width of a rectangular beam as a
result of expansion and contraction due to vibration of the second resonant bending
mode.
Thermoelastic energy dissipation (φtherm) within an anelastic object oscillating at
an angular frequency ω , such as the beam shown in figure 2.2, is given by [212, 213]:
φtherm(ω) =
Yα2T
ρC
ωτ
1+ω2τ2
, (2.17)
where Y is the Young’s modulus, α* is the linear thermal expansion coefficient, T is
the temperature, ρ is the density, and C is the heat capacity. The thermal expansion
coefficient of the material will determine the extent to which beam deformation will
cool/heat the object during oscillation, and the resulting energy loss through heat flow
can be seen to peak at a frequency determined by τ , the characteristic time it takes the
heat to travel through the thickness of the beam. For a rectangular beam† of width t, τ
is given by [120]:
τ =
t2ρC
π2κ
, (2.18)
where κ is the thermal conductivity. This characteristic time, τ , is dependent on
the geometry of the object under deformation. For comparison, the characteristic
relaxation time for heat flow through a cylinder (such as a gravitational wave detector
mirror suspension fibre) of diameter df is [212]:
τ =
d2f ρC
13.55κ
. (2.19)
*As defined by α = L−1 dLdT , where L is the length in one axis of freedom and
dL
dT represents the
change in this length with a change in temperature [214].
†A graph of thermoelastic loss versus temperature for various thicknesses and mode frequencies of
silicon beams can be seen in section 4.2.2.1.
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Partially as a result of the geometry-dependent τ , the thermoelastic noise spectral
density is strongly dependent on the particular system of interest. The thermoelastic
noise of the gravitational wave detector mirrors and coatings will be discussed in
detail in section 2.4.1, but, to highlight the effect of equations 2.17 and 2.19, these
thermoelastic models have led directly to reduction in the thermal noise in detector
suspension fibres. The thermal expansion coefficient of silica can be shown to be
dependent on stress such that α in equation 2.17 can be replaced [125]:
αeffective = α−σs ΛYrt , (2.20)
where σs is a static stress within a thin silica fibre, Yrt is the Young’s modulus at room
temperature, and Λ is defined as 1Yrt
dY
dT . Applying the correct magnitude of static stress
has been proven to result in a αeffective of zero, thus nullifying the thermal expansion
within the suspension fibres and eliminating thermoelastic dissipation [126]. A similar
technique of optimising thermal properties is used to reduce thermal gradient noise in
the test mass mirror coatings within the detectors and is discussed in section 2.4.3.
2.3 Coating brownian noise
The thermal noise power spectral density given in equation 2.11 is relevant for calcu-
lating the noise contribution of a single resonant mode. Gravitational wave detector
mirrors have many resonant frequencies, and initial calculations of the mirrors’ total
Brownian thermal noise involved summation of the noise from each of these reso-
nances [205, 215]. This additive method assumed homogenous mechanical dissipation
within the test mass mirrors, with the highly reflective coatings on the mirror face
representing nothing more than a damping coefficient added to the internal friction
of the bulk mirror substrate. However, with loss multiple orders of magnitude higher
than the substrate, the coatings create an inhomogeneous loss distribution that breaks
this assumption and renders the summation of noise from individual modes incorrect*,
with initial calculations significantly underestimating the effect of the coatings on
Brownian thermal noise within the mirrors [217, 218].
An alternative method that better takes into account the lossy mirror coating
involves calculating the thermal noise directly from the detector readout [218–220].
The Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem is applied to the interferometer readout (directly
*The loss inhomogeneity created by the coatings actually results in a phase lag between dissipation
on the surface of the substrate compared to the bulk, which alters the mode shape of a given resonant
mode during oscillatory decay and can result in loss coupling between resonances. For a more detailed
look into this process see [216].
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observing the position of the test mass), where the Gaussian profile of the incident
laser beam is thought of as a mechanical force on the mirror face and the noise arises
from the dissipation of this imparted energy within the mirror. This results in the
power spectral density of thermally-induced mirror face displacement being described
by [218]:
Sx( f ) =
2kBT
π2 f 2
Wdiss
F20
, (2.21)
where F0 is the peak amplitude of the theoretical oscillating force modelled by the
laser beam, and Wdiss is the total power dissipated in the mirror in response to the
applied force. If the radius of the laser beam used to measure displacement is small
compared to that of the mirror, then the test mass can be approximated as half-infinite,
and the Brownian noise power spectral density, S∞x ( f ), of a test mass substrate with
mechanical loss φsubstrate can be shown to be [219]*:
S∞x ( f ) =
2kBT
π3/2 f
1−ν2
wrY
φsubstrate , (2.22)
where ν and Y are the Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus, respectively, of the mirror
substrate material, and wr is the radius of a Gaussian† beam profile as defined by the
point where the electric field amplitude falls to 1/e‡ of the maximum value. Equation
2.22 assumes the ratio of the beam radius to mirror radius is very small, but for cases
where wr is increased the thermal noise estimation is still valid if scaled by a correction
factor that depends on the relative change in the ratio [219, 220]. The most important
result from the direct readout approach of thermal displacement noise calculation is the
dependence of this noise on distance from the sampling laser beam. Whereas a source
of high dissipation on the back side of a test mass must propagate its displacement
effect through the bulk of the mirror to be observed by the interferometer laser beam, a
very lossy material, such as a highly reflective coating stack, on the front of the mirror
is directly sampled by this incident beam. In other words, the interferometer is more
sensitive to the loss of the coatings than the loss of detector components further from
the mirror face, e.g. the suspensions. Accounting for the energy dissipation within the
mirror coatings, therefore, is of high importance for determining the thermal noise of
an interferometer.
*This also assumed homogeneous loss within the test mass substrate [221].
†The interferometers utilise Gaussian beam profiles, for which 95% of the detector signal is
contained within 60% of the mirror radius. Changing the beam profile could potentially increase the
sampling radius and, therefore, reduce the thermal noise [222].
‡This is equivalent to the intensity dropping to 1/e2 of it maximum power.
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A first approximation involved modelling the multi-layer coating stack as a thin
surface layer of thickness d, where the mechanical properties of this ‘coating’ were the
same as the substrate but with a different mechanical loss, φcoating. The total thermal
noise power spectral density, Stotalx ( f ), of this compound mirror is given by [223]:
Stotalx ( f ) =
2kBT
π3/2 f
1−ν2
wrY
(
φsubstrate+
2d
wr
√
π
(1−2ν)
(1−ν) φcoating
)
. (2.23)
Equation 2.23 successfully takes into consideration the loss inhomogeneity of a coated
mirror by adding the corrective term containing coating dissipation. However, the
mirror coating is far from homogeneous; it is comprised of stacked, alternating layers
of materials with thermal and mechanical properties that differ significantly*. A more
thorough calculation of the influence of the coating on thermal noise continues with
the direct application of the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem but accounts for the
multilayer coating stack and gives a total thermal noise power spectral density of [164]:
Stotalx ( f ) =
2kBT (1−ν2)
π3/2 f wrY
φeffective , (2.24)
where φeffective is the effective mechanical loss angle of the mirror, comprised of a
substrate and a highly reflective coating stack. It is derived as:
φeffective = φsubstrate+
d
wrY⊥
√
π
[(
Y
1−ν⊥ −
2ν2⊥YY∥
Y⊥(1−ν2)(1−ν∥)
)
φ⊥
+
(
Y∥ν⊥(1−2ν)
(1−ν∥)(1−ν)
)
(φ∥−φ⊥)
+
(
Y∥Y⊥(1+ν)(1−2ν)2
Y (1−ν2∥ )(1−ν)
)
φ∥
]
,
(2.25)
where properties without subscripts refer to the substrate, and the subscripts ∥ and ⊥
denote coating material properties (Y , ν , and φ ) for stresses parallel and perpendicular
to the coating face, respectively. These directional properties are calculated for coating
stacks comprised of alternating layers of material from [164]:
Y∥ =
Y1d1+Y2d2
d1+d2
, (2.26)
*See section 7.2.1 for specifics regarding the construction of a highly reflective multilayer coating.
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Y⊥ =
d1+d2
d1/Y1+d2/Y2
, (2.27)
ν⊥ =
ν1Y1d1+ν2Y2d2
Y1d1+Y2d2
, (2.28)
φ∥ =
Y1φ1d1+Y2φ2d2
Y∥(d1+d2)
, (2.29)
and
φ⊥ =
Y⊥(φ1d1/Y1+φ2d2/Y2)
(d1+d2)
. (2.30)
The Poisson’s ratio in the direction parallel with the mirror face is the average of the
ratios of the two coating materials: ν∥ = (ν1+ν2)/2.
From equations 2.25 and 2.24 it can be seen that the coating thermal noise is
dependent on the stiffness of the substrate material, meaning that the same coating
will exhibit different levels of thermal noise depending on the test mass material.
A substrate with a high Young’s modulus is beneficial, but, for a given substrate,
the lowest noise is achieved by matching the Young’s moduli of the substrate with
the coating. Also of note is the dependence of coating thermal noise on 1/w2r . The
substrate thermal noise can also be seen to vary by 1/wr, so an increase in beam
radius significantly reduces the thermally-induced displacement noise within the test
mass mirrors. Of course, the thermal noise is also proportional to the operating
temperature, as well as the mechanical loss of the substrate and coating materials.
An ideal interferometer mirror in terms of coating Brownian noise, therefore, is a
cooled, very large test mass with a low loss coating of nearly identical material
properties. With the current design, it will be coating Brownian noise that limits
aLIGO and Advanced Virgo in their most sensitive frequency band once they reach
design sensitivity, thus making reduction of this noise source essential for all future
upgrades and new detectors.
2.4 Coating thermo-optic noise
As discussed in section 2.2.3, thermoelastic loss is energy dissipation through heat
flow across temperature gradients in anelastic materials originating from motion of
the system. Thermoelastic noise is the result of statistical fluctuations in temperature
causing temperature gradients that result in deformation of the mirror face and, there-
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fore, displacement noise. Thermo-refractive noise arises from these same thermal
fluctuations causing changes in the optical path length within coated mirrors due
to the temperature dependence of the refractive index [224]. Due to their similar
origins, thermoelastic and thermo-refractive noise are often combined and described
as thermo-optic noise.
2.4.1 Thermoelastic noise
Thermal gradients arise in the mirror coating due to statistical temperature fluctuation,
as well as from compression and tension from resonant mode motion. The resulting
thermal expansion and contraction of the coating stack shifts causes a displacement
noise within the interferometer, the power spectral density of which is given by [195,
224]:
STEx ( f )≈
8kBT 2
π3/2 f
d2
w2r
(1+νs)2
C2c
C2s
α2s√
κsCs
∆˜2 , (2.31)
where C is the specific heat capacity, κ is the thermal conductivity, and α is the thermal
expansion coefficient. Subscripts ‘s’ and ‘c’ denote substrate and coating, respectively,
and ∆˜ is a dimensionless averaging of material properties defined as:
∆˜≡ Cs
2αsCc
(
αc
1−νc
[
1+νc
1+νs
+(1−2νs)Y cYs
])
−1 (2.32)
The detector mirror coatings are comprised of multiple materials, so the coating
properties in equations 2.31 and 2.32 are averaged over the relative thickness of
each coating material to create an effective homogenous coating with properties
representative of the multilayer stack. These averaged properties are denoted by raised
bar, and the averaging is done using the equation [195]:
Xa,b ≡ dada+db Xa+
db
da+db
Xb , (2.33)
where a and b are the two coating materials. It can be seen from equation 2.32 that
∆˜ tends towards zero as the thermal and mechanical properties of the coating and
substrate become identical. Thus, if the thickness-averaged coating properties are the
same as the mirror substrate then there is no coating thermoelastic noise.
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2.4.2 Thermo-refractive noise
Thermo-refractive noise is dependent on the change in refractive index with tempera-
ture, β = dndT , in the same way thermoelastic noise depends on the thermal expansion
coefficient of the coating stack. The optical path length of the laser light is lengthened
or shortened depending on changes in refractive indices of the coating layers due to
thermal gradients within the coating. Unlike Brownian or thermoelastic noise, thermo-
refractive noise does not result from mechanical displacement of the laser-sampled
mirror face, but rather from phase fluctuations caused by artificial lengthening of the
sampling laser beam path within the roughly one coating bilayer of beam penetration.
The power spectral density of this noise source is given by [225, 226]:
STRx,β ( f ) =
β 2effλ
2kBT 2
π3/2w2r
√
fρsCsκs
, (2.34)
where λ is the laser wavelength and T is the mean temperature within the mirror. βeff
is the effective change in refractive index of the multilayer coating stack with respect
to temperature, and, for alternating λ/4 thick layers of low and high index (nL and
nH) coating materials, is defined as:
βeff =
nHnL(βH+βL)
4(n2H−n2L)
. (2.35)
It is of interest to note that unlike thermoelastic noise, the thermo-refractive noise
given by equation 2.34 is not dependent on the coating thickness.
2.4.3 Thermo-optic noise
Thermoelastic and thermo-refractive noises both arise from temperature gradients
within the test mass mirror, particularly within the thin coating layer on the front
face directly. sampled by the laser. Because of their shared origin mechanism, these
two distinct noise sources are highly correlated and can be combined and described
as thermo-optic noise [196, 227, 228]. First, the power spectral density of tempera-
ture fluctuations, S∆TTO( f ), is calculated from the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem to
be [226]:
S∆TTO( f ) =
2kBT 2
π3/2w2r
√
κsCsρs f
. (2.36)
The fluctuations in phase observed by the laser beam within the interferometer is
then calculated, effectively combining the mechanical changes in test mass size from
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thermoelastic effects and the change in path length as a result of the thermo-optic
effects. Combining the two effects takes the form of a scaling factor to the temperature
fluctuation noise given by equation 2.36, and the power spectral density of this thermo-
optic noise, S∆zTO( f ), is approximated by [196]:
S∆zTO( f )≃ S∆TTO( f )
(
α˜cd− β˜cλ − α˜sdCcCs
)
, (2.37)
where d is the coating thickness, λ is the wavelength, C is the heat capacity, and ‘s’ and
‘c’ correspond to the substrate and coating, respectively. The bar over Cc represents the
thickness-averaged value following equation 2.33. α˜ represents an effective thermal
expansion coefficient given by*:
α˜X ∼ 2αX(1+νX) , (2.38)
where ν is the Poisson’s ratio. The change in refractive index with temperature of the
coating, β˜c, is similar to βeff given in equation 2.35 but is altered to include a 12λ thick
silica cap layer on top of the alternating 14λ coating layers and takes into account the
effect of thermal expansion on dndT ; changes that more accurately represent the mirror
coatings used in current detectors. This new β˜c is defined as [196]:
β˜c ≃
BH+BL
(
2(nH/nL)
2−1
)
4(n2H−n2L)
, (2.39)
where BX is the fractional change in optical path length with respect to temperature in
high (nH) or low (nL) index coating material and is given by BX = βX+ α˜XnX.
The crucial result from equation 2.37 is the opposite effects on the magnitude of
the noise power spectral density from thermoelastic (α˜cd) and thermo-refractive (β˜cλ
and α˜sd CcCs ) loss components. Given the correct coating material properties the two
noise sources cancel each other out, thus significantly reducing the total thermal noise
of the test mass mirrors. This has been shown to be the case for the aLIGO mirror
coatings, where thermo-optic noise is effectively irrelevant due to the nearly equal
and opposite effects of thermoelastic and thermo-refractive noise from the multilayer
coating stack consisting of SiO2 (nL, and cap layer) and 25% Ti:Ta2O5 (nH) [196].
*This is a simplified α˜ assuming the substrate and coating properties are similar, for a more
thorough derivation and an un-simplified α˜ see [195, 196].
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2.5 Conclusions
Thermally-induced displacement noise is a primary limiting factor in the sensitivity
of interferometric gravitational wave detectors*. The thermal phase noise at the laser
output is a result of three primary mechanisms: thermoelastic noise stems from a
change in the size of the mirrors due to thermal expansion and contraction, thermo-
refractive noise from changes to the effective optical path length due to thermally
altered refractive indices, and Brownian thermal noise arrises due to internal friction
during thermal energy dissipation within the anelastic mirror materials. All thermally-
induced noise sources are found to be strongly dependent on the thin coating applied to
the front face of the test mass mirrors. Direct application of the Fluctuation Dissipation
Theorem to the interferometer readout shows that the dissipation within the highly
reflective multilayer mirror coating has a larger effect on the noise sources than that
within the test mass or suspensions; this is due to the direct interface of the coatings
with the sampling laser beam within the interferometer.
Accurate estimations of coating thermal noise (equations 2.24, 2.31, and 2.34) can
lead to mitigation techniques. For example, thermo-optic noise is the combination of
the elastic and refractive thermal noises, which can be estimated using equation 2.37
and shown to be eliminated with careful choice of coating materials. Brownian thermal
noise, on the other hand, has no similar counteractive physical processes; reduction of
this thermal noise source comes from increasing the laser beam radius (the noise scales
by the inverse of the radius squared), choosing materials with decreased mechanical
loss, or reducing the operating temperature of the interferometer.
The beam radius was increased for the aLIGO and Advanced Virgo upgrades,
and future detectors are designed with further increases in test mass diameter to
accommodate even larger beam radii†. Fused silica test mass substrates used in GEO,
aLIGO, and Advanced Virgo have mechanical loss on the order of 10−8, which is
sufficiently low to suppress Brownian noise in the detection frequency range. The
sapphire used for test masses in KAGRA and the crystalline silicon planned for use in
ET and future LIGO detectors also exhibit sufficiently low internal fiction. However,
coating mechanical loss is many orders of magnitude greater than that of the substrate
and, as mentioned previously, more important due to its proximity to the sampling laser.
Finding new coatings that are within the current, stringent optical requirements but
with significantly lowered mechanical loss is the focus of current research and essential
for sensitivity improvements to all interferometric gravitational wave detectors.
*Visual representation of the various detector noise sources is shown in section 1.4.
†See section 1.6 for a more in-depth review of planned detectors and upgrades.
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Reducing the interferometer operation temperature directly lowers thermal noise;
a strategy that increases design complexity but has been proven to work in large-scale
prototype detectors [173] and is currently implemented in the KAGRA detector and
planned for use in the ET detector as well as future aLIGO upgrades and LIGO
detectors. However, the mechanical loss of many coating materials is temperature
dependent and unknown at the planned operating temperatures. Coating Brownian
noise cannot be estimated without accurate characterisation of the internal friction of
these materials. Measuring the mechanical loss angle of current coatings, as well as
potential replacement coating materials, is therefore of high importance for reducing
the thermal noise currently limiting detector sensitivity. Furthermore, knowledge of
the change in mechanical loss with respect to temperature gives valuable insight in
the structural origins of internal friction, thus giving better understanding of the root
causes of thermally-induced displacement noise. Chapter 3 will discuss the theory and
methods behind characterising the temperature-dependent mechanical loss of coatings,
with the goal of finding low loss materials to reduce the Brownian noise contribution
from the test mass coating stack.
Chapter 3
Experimental methods for coating
characterisation
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2, the magnitude of thermal noise within a gravitational wave
detector is directly related to the mechanical dissipation of the highly reflective thin-
film mirror coatings on the interferometer test masses. It is important to characterise the
mechanical loss of materials in the current mirror coatings in order to more accurately
quantify the sensitivity limits stemming from thermal noise within the current detectors.
In addition to being necessary for thermal noise predictions of promising new coatings,
loss measurements can also further understanding of energy dissipation mechanisms
within thin-films. This chapter describes the methods used for depositing a material as
a thin-film coating, measuring the mechanical loss of a coating, and determining the
stress of a coating once deposited.
Coating loss measurements involve the excitation of resonant vibrational modes
of a substrate coated with the material of interest and monitoring the natural decay
of vibrational amplitude due to energy loss mechanisms within the system. Coating
loss is then calculated by comparing the losses of the uncoated and coated cantilevers.
Mechanical loss results presented in further chapters were all found through measuring
the ringdown of coated cantilever resonators.
Compressive or tensile stresses within thin-film coatings are calculated from mea-
surements of the radius of curvature of the coated cantilever, which deflects from a
flat, uncoated state based on the imparted stress of the coating. It is thought that a
number of inconsistent experimental results from the same coating using different
measurement techniques, as well as differences between predicted and measured loss
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values, could stem from the varying amounts of internal stress created by depositing a
thin-film coating on a substrate with differing material properties [229–231]. Com-
bined measurement of the mechanical loss and coating stress may lead to a better
understanding of the relation between coating stress and internal friction of a material,
which has been suggested to be a causal relationship in amorphous solids [232].
It should be noted that stringent optical requirements for coatings used in gravita-
tional wave detectors means there is more than just mechanical loss to consider when
researching new coating materials [16]. This thesis will not discuss measurement
of optical properties in detail, but in later sections discussing optimised coatings for
future detector upgrades it is crucial to take into account properties such as absorption
and reflectivity which, if found lacking, eliminate a material from consideration. For
information about characterising coating absorption see [233].
3.2 Sample preparation
Here, the coating deposition methods used to create coatings studied in this thesis will
be discussed, as well as the sample substrates upon which these coatings are deposited.
3.2.1 Coating deposition methods
Physical vapour deposition (PVD) describes a wide range of coating deposition meth-
ods where a solid or liquid material is vaporised and the atoms/molecules transported to
a substrate where they condense into a thin film. The method of material vaporisation,
environment in which the vapour travels/condenses, and treatment of the substrate
surface all differ depending on the method of PVD. Each deposition method will pro-
duce coatings with characteristic properties that can vary for a given material. Current
gravitational wave detector test mass coatings are deposited by ion beam sputtering,
which will be discussed along with a number of possible alternative sputtering methods
for which mechanical loss measurements are presented in later chapters. Crystalline
coatings, a possible alternative for future detectors [229, 234, 235], are created through
a process known as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), which will not be discussed in
detail*.
*For information on MBE see references [236–238].
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3.2.1.1 Ion beam sputtering
Sputtering PVD processes vaporise coating materials via direct bombardment from
atomic-sized particles. The momentum transfer from incident ions dislodges atoms
or molecules from a target material, which then condense on the substrate, forming a
thin film. Ion beam sputtering (IBS) is a specific type of sputtering PVD where high
energy ablating ions are created away from the target surface via an ion gun. Figure
3.1 shows the layout of an IBS coating chamber, which is held under vacuum during
deposition. Metallic oxide coatings can be created by sputtering from a pure target
and bleeding oxygen into the chamber in order to oxidise the sputtered material en
route to, and at, the surface of the substrate. Standard IBS does not include external
heating of the substrate, but the substrate can reach a temperature of ∼100 ◦C during
deposition [239, 240].
Fig. 3.1 Schematic of an ion beam sputtering chamber. Dual ion beam sputtering
would have a second ion gun with its beam aligned to bombard the substrate surface,
thus increasing the surface energy during coating growth.
Ion beam sputtering has been proven to create coatings with extremely low optical
losses from absorption and scatter, which is why both aLIGO and Advanced Virgo
have test masses coated via IBS [241]. IBS coatings have also been shown to have low
mechanical loss when compared to other deposition methods, and can be sputtered
such that the absorption is below instrument requirements for advanced detectors [16].
The high energy with which an IBS sputtered material reaches the substrate allows
for greater surface mobility, which results in denser coatings with greater adhesion.
Ion beam sputtered atoms incident on the substrate have kinetic energy on the order
of 10 eV, which is ∼100 times greater than thermal evaporation coatings and ∼10
times greater than glow discharge coating techniques such as magnetron sputtering.
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Increasing surface mobility and allowing coating atoms to migrate to optimal positions
in a minimum energy configuration is thought to be related to low mechanical loss in
some coatings, e.g. aSi deposited at high temperatures [242–245].
IBS is highly customisable in terms of sputter rate and ion energy, with variables
including differences in ion source accelerating grid separation and curvature, variation
in aperture sizing for the ion beam, and angle of incidence of the ion beam on the
target material. This can be disadvantageous in that two different IBS coatings of
the same material may differ slightly in terms of their physical and optical properties
depending on the specific conditions within the coating deposition chambers [246].
However, this capability for variation in deposition parameters allows for fine tuning of
the coating process and better customisation opportunities. Another advantage of ion
beam sputtering is the ease with which multilayer coatings can be created. The ablation
ions are not created at the surface of the target, but rather arrive at the sputtering target
from an external source, so an arbitrary number of materials can be rotated sequentially
in front of the ablating ion beam without breaking vacuum or significantly interrupting
the flow of ions during a single coating run [239, 242].
3.2.1.2 DC magnetron sputtering
DC magnetron sputtering is an alternative PVD method. A glow discharge plasma is
used to sputter atoms from a target material and magnets are used to contain electrons
stripped from the target material near to the surface of the target. The ‘trapped’
electrons near the target surface increase the chance of further ionisation, creating
denser plasma near the sputtering target material and, in turn, a steep rise in target ion
bombardment [247–249]. As shown in figure 3.2a, the basic magnetron sputtering
system holds the dense plasma region just above the target material, with the substrate
receiving comparatively little energy.
It is beneficial for coating density and adhesion to have the sputtered atoms con-
densing on the substrate in a sufficiently energetic environment [242]. Strengthening
the outer magnets in the magnetron system creates an unbalanced magnetic field,
which extends the region of dense plasma far enough to energise the substrate surface
during deposition, as shown in figure 3.2b. Adding additional sets of magnet-target
pairs and creating a closed magnetic field around a rotating substrate holder further
increases coating uniformity and sputter rates [250]. This is shown in figure 3.2c and
is representative of the coating chamber used to produce the DC magnetron coatings
discussed in Chapter 6. Metallic oxide coatings can be produced in this system by
periodically passing the substrate through an atomic oxygen plasma. DC magnetron
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Fig. 3.2 Simplified schematic of magnetron sputtering systems. DC magnetron sputter-
ing refers to the direct current source used to ionise the inert gas. Electric insulators
require a radio frequency oscillating power supply in order to maintain a consistent sput-
tering plasma. (a) Basic, balanced magnetron sputtering. (b) Unbalanced magnetron
sputtering, with outer magnetic poles strengthened relative to the central magnetic pole
and the dense plasma extended to the substrate surface. (c) Multi-magnetron, closed
loop sputtering system.
sputtering reaches temperatures of ∼100 ◦C at the substrate during deposition and
produces films with very consistent layer thickness but with lower packing density
than IBS systems [247, 250].
3.2.1.3 Reactive low voltage ion plating
Ion plating, also known as ion-assisted deposition or ion vapour deposition, describes
a wide range of PVD techniques where the substrate surface is bombarded with
atomic-sized particles during film growth [251]. The coating material can be vaporised
via a number of methods, e.g sputtering or thermal evaporation, during ion plating.
Reactive low voltage ion plating (RLVIP) vaporises the coating material using a low
voltage electrical arc between an argon plasma source and a crucible containing this
material [252]. Figure 3.3 shows a representative RLVIP coating chamber, where the
coating material is evaporated via electron bombardment from a nearby e-beam source.
Oxygen can be leaked into the chamber near the crucible to oxidise the coating during
deposition.
A potential difference is created between the crucible and the insulated substrate
holder, creating strong acceleration for the positive, evaporated coating ions. Coating
atoms incident on the substrate can have high kinetic energy (∼30 to 50 eV) which,
similarly to IBS, results in a significant amount of surface mobility for the evaporated
coating atoms on the substrate and leads to a dense coating. The substrate is heated to
∼250 ◦C during RLVIP, which has been shown to provide further surface mobility and
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Fig. 3.3 Diagram of RLVIP coating deposition chamber. RLVIP is a combination of
evaporative and sputtering techniques.
facilitate coating atoms condensing in a preferred, low energy state, which may result
in lower coating mechanical loss [245].
3.2.2 Substrates
Substrate material and geometry are chosen based on the specific properties of the
coating being measured. The substrate can affect certain properties, such as coating
stress or growth structure, or it can limit measurement of other properties like me-
chanical loss and absorption. Measuring coating loss requires very low loss substrate
materials in shapes that allow for a sufficient portion of total mechanical energy stored
in the resonant modes of the sample to be stored in the coating. A greater ratio of
energy contained in the coating as opposed to the substrate results in clearer distinction
between the two materials’ internal dissipation. Cantilevers were first used for coating
mechanical loss characterisation by Berry and Pritchett in 1975 [253] and continue to
be a productive substrate geometry due to the high amount of total energy stored in
the coating and the large range of vibrational eigenfrequencies with which to observe
internal dissipation [229, 254–259].
3.2.2.1 Silica cantilevers
Fused silica has extremely low mechanical loss at room temperature, so it is widely
used as a substrate material for coating mechanical loss measurements; many previous
and current loss experiments use 7.62 cm diameter, 0.254 cm thick machined and
polished silica discs [158, 163, 165]. Some of the measurements presented in Chapter
6 used a different silica substrate geometry in the form of laser-welded cantilevers. The
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cantilevers were constructed from two separate silica pieces: a 45 mm × 5 mm blank
silica blade, which is typically∼150 µm thick, and a 10 mm×∼10 mm× 1 mm silica
block. A 100 W CO2 laser was used to weld 1 mm to 3 mm of the thin silica blade
to the the top face of the thicker block; the weld joint can be seen in figure 3.4. The
length of the finished cantilevers will vary depending on the size of the welded portion.
Fig. 3.4 Silica cantilever blade laser-welded to a silica clamping block.
The thick block is necessary because it provides a clamping point for the sample
while the thin cantilever blade is electrostatically driven to excite a resonance and
allowed to freely decay during mechanical loss measurements. The large difference
in thickness between the blade and the clamping block reduces stick-slip loss at the
interface between the clamp and the sample; a significant amount of energy might be
dissipated at this interface if the cantilever was affixed without a clamping block, which
acts to isolate the bending motion of the cantilever from the clamping system [260].
The clamping block also provides a sturdy base during handling and holding the thin
cantilever blades for coating and experimental characterisation. Uncoated welded
silica cantilevers exhibit a loss of about 1 to 5×10−6 depending on the individual
cantilever and the measured bending frequencies.
3.2.2.2 Silicon cantilevers
Low thermal conductivity and poor low temperature mechanical loss render welded
silica cantilevers unsuitable as substrates for measuring coating loss at cryogenic
temperatures. Etched crystalline silicon cantilevers were used instead due to a thermal
conductivity high enough for fast and accurate temperature changes and the absence
of a peak in dissipation at low temperatures. The cantilevers were chemically etched
by Kelvin NanoTechnology (KNT) [261] from 0.5 mm thick polished single crystal
silicon wafers, creating cantilevers with a 0.5 mm thick clamping block and cantilever
blades ∼70 µm thick (can vary wafer to wafer). Figure 3.5 shows a representative
diagram for one of these silicon cantilevers. While a proven method for producing
cantilever blades, the etching process is time consuming and expensive, and it creates
uneven thicknesses across the length of the cantilever. An alternate method of creating
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silicon cantilever blades through hydroxide-catalysis bonding cleaved silicon blades
to silica clamping blocks is discussed in Appendix A. These bonded cantilevers,
however, failed to match the low loss of the etched blades, which were used for all low
temperature mechanical loss measurements presented in this thesis.
Fig. 3.5 Diagram of an etched silicon cantilever with relevant silicon crystal axis
orientation. Coatings are applied to the un-etched, bottom side of the cantilever due its
better surface roughness.
Etched crystalline silicon cantilevers achieve mechanical loss values from mid
10−7 to low 10−6 at temperatures between 10 K and ∼150 K, which is well below the
loss of bulk silica at these temperatures (mid 10−4 to low 10−3 [262]) and sufficiently
low for characterising the mechanical loss of many amorphous thin-film coatings [263].
Thermoelastic loss* associated with heat flow within the silicon cantilevers during
bending mode vibration significantly increases the loss above ∼150 K (especially for
high frequency modes) [214] and is the limiting source of internal dissipation up to
room temperature.
Single crystal bulk silicon has been shown to exhibit lower mechanical loss than
is seen with the etched cantilevers. At low temperatures the difference is due to the
presence of thermally grown silicon dioxide on the cantilever. It has been shown that a
thermal oxide layer of ∼20 nm is beneficial for sputtered film adhesion [229]. This
thermally grown SiO2 film is a limiting source of loss at low temperatures and the
loss increases significantly with greater oxide thicknesses, displaying a similar broad
dissipation peak to that of bulk silica. This is especially an issue for post-deposition
heat treatments approaching 1000 ◦C, as discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. A
primary reason for the loss discrepancy at higher temperatures (above ∼150 K) is
the elevated thermoelastic loss of thin flexures compared to large, bulk substrates. In
the frequency range of cantilever bending modes (0.5 to 30 kHz), equations 2.17 and
2.18 in section 2.2.3 show a significant decrease in ‘high’ temperature thermoelastic
*See section 2.2.3 for more information about thermoelastic loss.
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loss once the object thickness is greater than ∼1 mm*. Further difference in intrinsic
dissipation between bulk silicon and cantilevers is thought to stem from excess surface
loss on the cantilevers as a result of the etching process [263, 264].
3.2.2.3 Ellipsometry
The thicknesses of both sputtered films and thermal oxide layers on silicon cantilevers
were measured using a Sentech SE850 spectroscopic ellipsometer [265]. Ellipsometry
is a non-destructive, indirect optical measuring technique for characterising thin film
thicknesses and refractive indices. It works by emitting collimated, polarised light
of varying wavelengths onto a sample at a known incidence angle and measuring
the ellipsometric angles Ψ and ∆, which are defined by the ratio of the complex
Fresnel equations rs and rp, corresponding to parallel and perpendicular polarised light,
respectively [266–268]:
ρ =
rp
rs
= tan(Ψ)ei∆ , (3.1)
where
tan(Ψ) =
|rp|
|rs| (3.2)
and
∆= δp−δs , (3.3)
where δx represents the change in phase of the light polarised in the x direction. The
angles Ψ and ∆ are measures of the change in amplitude and phase, respectively, of
the light after refraction through the coating and reflection back to the detector. If the
wavelength-dependence of the sample material’s refractive index is known, then the
thickness of the sample can be determined from measurements of Ψ and ∆ and use of
equations 3.1 through 3.3 as well as the Fresnel equations.
Figure 3.6 shows example ellipsometer measurements, where three silicon samples
with varying thicknesses of thermally grown SiO2 were probed with wavelengths
from 320 to 790 nm at an incident angle of 70°. There is only a difference of about
35 nm between each thermal oxide thickness from 15 to 94 nm, but there is a marked
difference in both Ψ and ∆ for the three thicknesses. Ellipsometry is accurate to the
*The opposite is true in this frequency range for thermoelastic loss with respect to thickness on
the micrometer scale. This is shown in figure 4.2 in section 4.2.2.1, where an increase in cantilever
thickness from 50 µm to 80 µm results in higher cantilever thermoelastic loss across all temperatures.
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sub-nanometre when the refractive indices are well known, as is the case for crystalline
silicon and thermally grown silicon dioxide. It should be noted that the reason behind
the observed deviation in measured Ψ and ∆ from the model at wavelengths below
∼400 nm is unknown but thought to originate from an inaccurate silicon dioxide
model; the refractive index of SiO2 changes very little from wavelengths of 400 nm
to 800 nm but increases rapidly with decreasing wavelengths below 400 nm. It is
reasonable to assume that the silicon dioxide model has a change in refractive index in
this ‘volatile’ wavelength range not matching that of the measured, thermally grown
silica on top of the etched silicon cantilevers.
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Fig. 3.6 Ellipsometer measurements of the thermal oxide on three different cantilever
samples. (a) Psi is related to the amplitude, and (b) Delta the phase shift, of the light
after reflection off the sample.
3.3 Temperature-dependent coating mechanical loss
3.3.1 Cantilever loss analysis
As discussed in Chapter 2, mechanical loss is the energy dissipated per cycle of motion
in an oscillating system, normalised to the total energy within the system. Physical
oscillations within a system are induced by exciting resonance at eigenfrequencies,
which are determined by substrate geometry and material properties. The mechanical
loss angle of a given sample (cantilevers in this case) can be determined by measur-
ing the time dependent amplitude decay, A(t), of a freely resonating eigenmode at
frequency f :
A(t) = A0e−π f tφ( f ) , (3.4)
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where A is the amplitude at time t and A0 is the amplitude at t = 0. The characteristic
decay time, τ , for equation 3.4 represents the time at which amplitude has reduced by
a factor of 1/e from A0, and is inversely proportional to the total loss of the resonating
sample for this mode frequency:
τ =
1
φ( f )π f
. (3.5)
Cantilevers have two primary forms of eigenmodes: bending modes and torsional
modes, both of which are shown in figure 3.7 and can be excited by the experimental
apparatus described in section 3.3.2. The frequencies at which a cantilever of length L
and thickness ts has bending mode resonances can be found using the formula [269]:
fn = Γ2
ts
4π
√
3L2
(
Ys
ρ
) 1
2
, (3.6)
where n is the mode number, and Ys and ρ are the Young’s modulus and density of the
cantilever material. Γ represents a mode-dependent constant; Γ is 1.875, 4.694, 7.853,
10.996 and 14.137 for modes n = 1 to 5 and is approximated by π2 (2n−1) for modes
greater than n = 5. Equation 3.6 is used to find the bending modes measured via the
method described in section 3.3.2 based on approximate cantilever thicknesses and
known substrate material properties. A more accurate thickness of the cantilever can
be determined using equation 3.6 once fn is found for a number of modes.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.7 Cantilever substrate eigenmodes, as modelled using ANSYS finite element
analysis software. The undeflected cantilever position is given by a black outline, and
the colour gradient of the cantilever represents total deflection (blue is minimum, red
maximum). Both models are silicon cantilevers with dimensions shown in figure 3.5
and represent (a) the third bending mode (1.356 kHz) and (b) the first torsional mode
(1.046 kHz).
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The measured loss angle found via equation 3.5 represents the total dissipation
of the sample. In the case of a coated cantilever, the total energy lost per cycle of
oscillation is comprised of the sum of energy lost within the substrate and energy lost
within the thin-film coating:
Elost, coated = Elost, substrate+Elost, coating . (3.7)
It follows from equation 2.16 that dividing equation 3.7 by 2πEstored, coated gives
the mechanical loss for the coated cantilever:
φ( f )coated =
Elost, substrate
2πEstored, coated
+
Elost, coating
2πEstored, coated
. (3.8)
Coatings usually comprise less than 1% of the coated cantilever thickness, so it can
be assumed that the total energy stored within the coated cantilever is approximately
equal to the energy stored in the substrate:
φ( f )coated ≃ φ( f )substrate+
Elost, coating
2πEstored, substrate
. (3.9)
The second term in equation 3.9 is equivalent to φ( f )coating multiplied by the ratio
of energy stored in the coating to the energy stored in the substrate. If this energy
ratio is known, then the mechanical loss of a thin-film coating on a cantilever can be
calculated from measurements of a bare and a coated substrate [270]:
φ( f )coating ≃ Estored, substrateEstored, coating (φ( f )coated−φ( f )substrate) . (3.10)
Energy storage and dissipation differ between torsional and bending modes*. There
is evidence that torsional cantilever modes have significantly reduced thermoelastic
effects, but torsional modes were not included in the coating mechanical loss results
presented in Chapters 4-6 so will not be covered in detail within the scope of this
thesis. It should be noted, however, that the vibrational frequencies of torsional modes
can sometimes overlap with bending mode frequencies during measurements. This is
thought to be a significant source of error for some bending mode measurements, as
will be discussed in section 4.3.1.
The energy ratio for coated cantilever bending modes can be found by considering
a beam of thickness ts, length L, and width u, with a thin coating layer of thickness tc.
When the beam is bent to form an arc of angle θ , as shown in figure 3.8, elastic strain
*The energy ratio for a torsional mode can be approximated from equation 3 within [271].
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Fig. 3.8 A beam of thickness ts and length L curved to a radius r. A coating of thickness
tc is applied to one side and lengthened to L+∆L by the beam deflection. The dotted
line represents the neutral line, where there is no change in length during bending.
Above this line the beam is under compression, and below the line the beam is under
tension
energy is stored in both the coating and the bulk substrate. The energy in the coating,
Ec, as it is stretched from length L to L+∆L can be described by
Ec =
Yctcu
2L
∆L2 , (3.11)
where ∆L can be shown to be 12tsθ and Yc is the Young’s modulus of the coating [272].
In order to find the energy stored in the bulk of the beam substrate, it is assumed that
the shorter half of the beam in compression has stored energy equal to that of the
longer half of the beam under tension. The energy stored within a small slice of the
substrate under tension can be given as:
dE =
Ysu∆L2
2L
dr , (3.12)
where Ys is the Young’s modulus of the substrate, and ∆L is equal to (r− r0)θ . Substi-
tuting for ∆L and integrating over the full tensile half of the deflected beam gives:
Es
2
=
∫ r+ ts2
r
Ysuθ 2
2L
(r− r0)2dr = 148
Ysuθ 2t3s
L
. (3.13)
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Multiplying equation 3.13 by 2 gives the total stored elastic strain energy within
the substrate. Dividing this strain energy by equation 3.11 results in the ratio of energy
stored within the substrate to that stored in the coating:
Es
Ec
=
Ysts
3Yctc
. (3.14)
Equation 3.10 can now be rewritten such that the mechanical loss of a coating
on a cantilever can be calculated solely from material properties of the coating and
substrate and measurements of bending mode energy dissipation of the coated and
uncoated cantilever:
φ( f )coating ≃ Ysts3Yctc (φ( f )coated−φ( f )substrate) . (3.15)
3.3.2 Experimental method for measuring cantilever mechanical
loss
3.3.2.1 Measurement apparatus and technique
Fig. 3.9 A schematic diagram of the cryostat with dual clamps and optical lever
readouts. The liquid nitrogen space is a cylindrical shell with an internal volume of
4.37 L and the liquid helium space is a cylinder with a volume of 4.39 L. A combination
of roughing and turbo vacuum pumps keeps pressure in the ∼10 L measurement space
below 10−5 mbar during cooling and measurement.
Cryogenic cantilever mechanical loss measurements were made using the setup
shown in figure 3.9. Room temperature loss measurements with silica cantilevers
were taken using a similar apparatus and technique but without any of the temperature
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regulation hardware or software. Cantilevers were clamped in a two-piece stainless
steel clamp, where one piece is a large (4× 3× 5cm) base with flanges for rigid
attachment to the base of the measurement space and the other is a small (4×1×1cm)
piece able to be tightened over the cantilever clamping block using two M4 hex screws.
The compression under which cantilevers are clamped directly affects the efficiency
with which the cantilever clamping block isolates the energy loss within the cantilever
blade. Loose clamping of the sample results in excess stick-slip energy loss at the
clamp-cantilever interface, but too much sample compression when affixed at room
temperature can result in cracks or breakage of the clamping block when cooled to
10 K due to the differing thermal expansion of crystalline silicon and stainless steel.
The surfaces of the clamp in contact with the cantilever were polished and then buffed
to a mirror finish to reduce the likelihood of breakage because of over tightening.
Polishing was done using a Struers Labo-Pol-4 lapping machine with 1 µm grit polish.
The pieces were then buffed with Brasso metal polish.
Fig. 3.10 A split photodiode detector, aligned with the return laser spot from the optical
lever shone incident in the middle of the two photodiodes. The laser spot oscillates
across the photodiodes at the same frequency as the vibrating cantilever.
Once the samples were clamped, the cryostat was pumped down to below 10−5 mbar
in order to reduce gas damping to a negligible level during cantilever vibration [253].
The cantilever vibrations were monitored using an optical lever system, where a HeNe
laser was shone through an infrared filtered window* in the cryostat and reflected
off a 45° mirror onto the top face of the clamped cantilever, where the spot was then
reflected back onto the same mirror and out of the cryostat. Any small oscillation of
the cantilever blade causes lateral movement of the return spot, which was incident on
a split photodiode (shown in figure 3.10) and converted to a sinusoidal voltage signal
corresponding to the frequency and amplitude of cantilever oscillation.
Cantilever resonances were excited using an electrostatic drive plate positioned
about 2 mm to 5 mm below the free end of the clamped cantilever. Electrostatic drives
*The filtered window reduces the influx of ambient heat into the cryostat chamber.
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Fig. 3.11 Change in resonant frequency with respect to temperature for the eighth
bending mode of an etched silicon cantilever. Each mode experiences a similar
percentage change in resonant frequency over this temperature range.
create inhomogeneous electric fields that induce a force on nearby dielectric materials
proportional to the inverse square of the distance, and are used to both control the
position of and dampen excitations within dielectric mirrors [273, 274]. The drive
plate consisted of a circuit board with two sets of copper electrodes positioned as
an interlocking ‘comb’, where one set was grounded and the other was attached to
a high voltage source. An oscillating high voltage signal ∼ 3 Hz to 6 Hz below the
targeted mode frequency was sent to the electrostatic drive and then swept upwards
in frequency until a peak was seen in the cantilever deflection amplitude, whereafter
the voltage signal was dropped to zero and the cantilever allowed to freely resonate.
This sweeping technique was necessary to follow the shift in resonant frequency with
respect to measurement temperature, which is shown for an uncoated silicon cantilever
in figure 3.11 and occurs due to the temperature-dependent variation of the cantilever’s
Young’s modulus [263]. A schematic of the drive used to excite cantilever resonances
can be seen in figure 3.12. The DC offset and root mean square of the oscillatory
voltage varied depending on the mode frequency, separation between the drive plate
and the cantilever, and the position of the laser spot on the face of the cantilever in
relation to mode nodes and antinodes.
Once mode frequencies were confirmed and room temperature loss shown to
be limited by thermoelastic loss, which is indicative of clamp quality and adequate
vacuum pressure, both cryogen spaces in the cryostat were filled with liquid nitrogen
and the baseplate, samples, and nitrogen shield cooled to ∼77 K. Liquid nitrogen
was then removed from the helium space and replaced with liquid helium. The
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Fig. 3.12 Simplified schematic of the electrostatic drive used to excite resonances of
the dielectric cantilevers.
baseplate reached ∼5 K but samples only reached a minimum temperature of ∼8 K
due to the heating power of the laser and stray radiation entering through the filtered
cryostat windows. Temperatures were monitored using calibrated Lakeshore DT-670-
SD silicon diode temperature sensors, which were located on the nitrogen shield,
baseplate, and cantilever clamp, and are rated at an accuracy of ±12 mK from 1.4 K
to 77 K and ±22 mK from 77 K to 300 K [275].The temperature along the length of
the cantilever was taken to be the same as that at the clamping block due to the high
thermal conductivity of silicon*.
Loss measurements were first carried out at 8 K, after which the samples were
heated to the next temperature step using two resistive heaters attached to the clamp
and measured again; measurement temperatures and step sizes are shown in table 3.1.
Temperatures were controlled using a Lakeshore 340 PID temperature controller, with
a maximum power output of 25 W (50 V at 2 A) [277]. Each cantilever mode was
measured twice at every temperature step.
3.3.2.2 Data acquisition
Early measurements were conducted with one sample clamped and measured during
each cooling cycle and controlled with a LabView software program created by Ronny
Nawrodt, a former member of IGR. The system was then upgraded to measure two
samples simultaneously and the majority of results presented in chapters 4, 5, and 6
*The thermal conductivity of crystalline silicon is strongly temperature dependent. It is
∼424 W/(mK) at 5 K, reaches a maximum of ∼5140 W/(mK) at 25 K and then decreases with higher
temperatures, reaching ∼148 W/(mK) at 300 K. Listed values are quoted with a maximum of 10%
error. [276]
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Table 3.1 Temperature steps for cryogenics mechanical loss measurements. Extra
fidelity was chosen for temperatures below 50 K and around 120 K, which encom-
passes the possible temperatures of future cryogenic gravitational wave detectors as
well as areas of interest for coating structural changes seen through mechanical loss.
Measurements at a new temperature step began only after the sensors at the cantilever
clamp registered a temperature within ±0.05 of the set temperature, with a change in
temperature of less than 0.01 Kh−1 for 1 K and 1 K steps, and a change in temperature
of less than 0.1 Kh−1 for 4 K and 5 K steps.
Sample
temperature range
(K)
Temperature step
size (K)
8-50 1
50-80 2
80-100 4
100-110 5
110-114 4
114-118 2
118-122 1
122-126 2
126-130 4
130-295 5
were obtained with this new, improved setup. The upgrade consisted of duplicating
the hardware necessary for sample clamping, temperature control, excitation, and
observation, as well as altering the LabView software to accommodate an extra sample
measurement channel.
Temperature control remained the same, with the only addition being a second
heater channel and monitor; both samples are kept at the same temperature through all
temperature steps. The single channel photodiode voltage monitor previously operated
only when the sample was under excitation or free decay and was otherwise ignored.
This was a problem for the dual channel setup, since the photodiode outputs could not
be independently measured at will. The issue was overcome by having both photodiode
voltage signals monitored constantly and frequency/amplitude data pulled from the
data stream when needed. This can be seen in figure 3.13b as a digital oscilloscope
screen in the user interface page for sample excitation and ringdown. The sampling
rate needed to be reduced to 100 kHz in order to maintain efficient running in this
configuration.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.13 (a) Mode tables for both clamps under simultaneous measurement. (b)
Measurement screen for dual clamp upgrade, where the top and bottom pair of graphs
represent clamps one, and two, respectively.
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The new system allows for fully independent, simultaneous mode incrementing,
ringing up, and ringing down for two samples at each temperature step, thus doubling
the rate of measurement for the cryostat without requiring extra cryogens or increasing
the time at each temperature step. The user interface for this simultaneous sample
measurement can be seen in figure 3.13a.
One possible source of error with the dual channel measurement system could be
energy transfer between the two resonating cantilevers with similar mode frequencies.
Both clamps are attached to the same baseplate through rigid screws, so resonant
vibrations of one cantilever could possibly effect the ring down of the other cantilever.
The majority of samples measured during the same cooling cycle were chosen to have
significantly different thicknesses for this reason. However, figure 3.14 shows the
amplitude decay of two clamped cantilevers with nearly identical mode frequencies,
where the cantilevers were measured one at a time, at the same time, and with one
sample delayed to begin excitation while the other is already ringing down. While
there is an observable difference between the ringdowns, this difference is well within
the spread of values seen between multiple measurements of one sample mode. In
other words, any change in exponential decay and, subsequently, mechanical loss
caused by energy transfer between clamps is less than the expected measurement
uncertainty.
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Fig. 3.14 Ringdowns after excitation of nearly identical mode frequencies of bare
silicon cantilevers held at 80 K in the dual clamp cryostat. (a) Graph of two mode 8
ringdowns from channel one showing one measurement without the second clamp
operating and another where the same mode is measured at the exact same time
on channel two. (b) Graph of two mode 8 ringdowns from channel two showing
one measurement without channel one operating and another where the same mode
is measured on channel one halfway through the channel two measurement. Both
tests show a change in loss of less than 2%, which is consistent with measurement
differences in a single clamp cryostat.
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3.4 Coating stress from sample curvature
3.4.1 Theory
Stress in optical coatings is of interest due to its possible influence on coating mechan-
ical loss and, thus, thermal noise [232]. Additionally, recent results suggest multilayer
coatings measured on silica disc substrates have a mechanical loss value that differs
from the loss measured using thin silicon cantilever substrates [278]. One possible
explanation for this discrepancy could be stress within the coating and the resulting,
differing curvatures of substrates.
The deposition of thin-film coatings on a relatively thick substrate produces a
combination of thermal and intrinsic stress. The thermal stress component arises
from deposition temperature parameters and the difference in the thermal expansion
coefficients between the substrate and film. The combination of these elements can be
seen in the relation [279]:
σcoating = σI+(αs−αc)Bc∆T , (3.16)
where σI is the intrinsic stress in the coating, ∆T is the difference between measure-
ment and deposition/heat-treatment temperature, αs and αc are the thermal expansion
coefficients of the substrate and coating, and Bc is the biaxial modulus of the coating
and is defined as: Bc = Y1−ν , where Y and ν are the Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio
of the coating material. As previously mentioned, coating deposition often takes place
at elevated temperatures, so the subsequent cooling to room temperature produces a
thermal stress. This thermal stress can be seen to change while the sample changes
temperature [280]. The intrinsic stress is thought to originate due to the films formation
in a state of non-equilibrium [281].
Both the intrinsic and thermal stress in a deposited coating can be seen by the phys-
ical deflection of the substrate, as shown in figure 3.15. Biaxial compression/tension
in the coating and the corresponding tension/compression in the substrate reach an
equilibrium state, which results in macroscopic curvature of the coated sample [282].
The curvature of a substrate can therefore be used to determine the magnitude of the
stress present in the corresponding thin-film coating. The stress-curvature relation can
be shown to be described by a modified version of Stoney’s equation [283]:
σcoating =
Bst2s
6tc
(
1
R
− 1
R0
)
, (3.17)
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Fig. 3.15 Curvature induced in a ∼74 µm thick silicon cantilever due to compressive
stress from the deposition of 5.22 µm of niobia via DC magnetron sputtering. The
cantilever is curved to a radius of ∼23 cm.
where σcoating is the stress in the coating, tc and ts are the thicknesses of the coating
and substrate, Bs is the biaxial modulus of the substrate, R is the radius of curvature
of the coated cantilever, and R0 is the radius of curvature of the cantilever prior to
coating. R0 is assumed to be infinite for the cantilevers used in measurements, as they
are sufficiently flat to be of negligible curvature prior to coating [280].
While the origin and nature of the stress components within a thin-film coating are
not fully understood [232, 279], the magnitude and sign of the coating stress can be
determined through equation 3.17, which only requires knowledge of the substrate
material properties and experimental determination of the radius of curvature of a
coated sample.
3.4.2 Experimental apparatus
Cantilever radii of curvature were determined with the apparatus shown in figure
3.16, where a laser beam was split into two parallel beams a distance x apart using a
beam-splitter and a 45° mirror and shown incident on the curved sample. The parallel
beams reflect off the face of the cantilever and travel a distance, L, to a screen behind
the laser. In order to achieve a longer path length, the laser light is bounced between
multiple mirrors after being reflected from the curved cantilever. This provides a
much larger distance over which the beams deviate, thus reducing the error of the
final separation measurement. L is the total beam path after reflection off the sample
and is comprised of multiple distances, ln, which represent the reflections within the
folded mirror system. Figure 3.16 shows three reflections, one off the sample and two
from perpendicular mirrors, and thus L is the sum of l1, l2, and l3. The final separation
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distance, D, of the reflected beams is measured on a screen kept perpendicular to the
incident beams.
Fig. 3.16 Radius of curvature measurement apparatus. Both beam paths are shown to
diverge for the sake of clarity; measurements were taken such that the un-split portion
of the laser beam was reflected upon itself to reduce the beam spot size error on the
separation distance D.
The radius of curvature of the cantilever, R, was calculated with the relation:
R =
2Lx
δ
, (3.18)
where x is the initial separation of the parallel beams and δ is the distance of the beam
deflection, defined by δ = D− x. D will be negative in cases where the curvature of
the cantilever causes the reflected beams to cross. Concave samples result in negative
radius values, and convex samples are measured as positive. This corresponds to
compressive and tensile stress values when the laser beam is reflected off the coated
side of the cantilever [280, 284].
Each sample was measured up to seven times to ensure accurate radius values. The
initial separation of the parallel beams (x) was set at the full length of the cantilever
for one measurement and then reduced to ∼2.5 cm for the rest, which were moved
across the face of the sample. This ensured that the radius was sampled from multiple
sections of the cantilever, giving insight into the consistency of the curvature along the
length of the cantilever, while the full cantilever length radius measurement benefited
from a smaller error due to the larger initial beam separation distance. The system was
realigned for each change in x and was found to produce a dual beam deviating from
parallel by ±2.0 mm over a distance of 18.177 m. The dominant source of error in the
multi-reflection system is the measurement of the initial beam separation, x, which
is 8% for a separation of 2.5 cm. Calibration was carried out in the form of radius
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measurements for three mirrors of known curvatures: 100 cm, 30 cm, and 20 cm. All
three radii measurements were within 2% of the manufacturer specifications.
3.5 Conclusion
Ion beam sputtered coatings are the current standard for the highly reflective multilayer
mirror coatings on the test mass mirrors within gravitational wave detectors. This
form of physical vapour deposition has been shown to produce high quality thin-films,
but other deposition techniques, such as the similarly ablative magnetron sputtering
techniques or the evaporative but highly energetic ion plating deposition, have the
potential to produce coatings of interest for research into both thin-film structure and
improved mechanical loss for better mirror coatings.
Coating mechanical loss can be calculated from the material properties of the
coating and the substrate and measurements of the sufficiently low loss substrate prior
to coating and post-deposition. The cantilever substrate geometry ensures minimal
energy transfer between the resonating sample and its clamp, improving the accuracy
of mechanical loss measurements. Welded, fused silica cantilevers are used for room
temperature mechanical loss measurements due to their high room temperature quality
factor and insignificant thermoelastic loss contribution. Etched, crystalline silicon
cantilevers are used for mechanical loss measurements at cryogenic temperatures
because of their lower loss and higher thermal conductivity than fused silica at low
temperatures. A system was designed to allow characterisation of two coatings
simultaneously during one thermal cycle from 8 K to 295 K without any interference
due to energy coupling between samples, thus improving the rate at which coating
mechanical loss can be measured.
Coatings deposited on either substrate material will induce stress due, in part, to
differing thermal expansion coefficients between the coating and substrate. This stress
can be calculated from the radius of curvature of the coated cantilevers, since the
coating stress has a corresponding strain that manifests as deflection of an otherwise
straight cantilever blade. Understanding the change in stress in relation to changes
in mechanical loss may give an insight into the mechanisms behind coating internal
energy dissipation and, consequently, thermal noise in gravitational wave detectors.
Chapter 4
Mechanical characterisation of
ion-beam sputtered silica
4.1 Introduction
Ion beam sputtered amorphous silica has remained unchanged as the low index layer in
multilayer test mass coatings for second generation detectors due to its excellent optical
properties and low room temperature mechanical loss, which has been previously
shown to be strongly dependent upon post-deposition heat treatment, with minimum
loss occurring after annealing at ∼950 ◦C [285]. The multilayer IBS SiO2/Ti:Ta2O5
coatings require heat treatment to improve both loss and optical properties for use
in aLIGO and Advanced Virgo. Optical absorption, a primary limiting factor in
coating materials for use in the detectors, usually decreases with some amount of
post-deposition heat treatment. This heat treatment temperature is currently limited to
500 ◦C by the tantalum pentoxide layers, which have a low crystallisation temperature
and are also the dominant source of mechanical loss within the coating stack [158,
256].
Future detector designs include operation at cryogenic temperatures of ∼10 K to
20 K or∼120 K*. Bulk fused silica has been well characterised at low temperatures and
exhibits a broad peak in mechanical loss between 30 K and 40 K, where the mechanical
loss increases from 1×10−8 to 1×10−9 at room temperature up to ∼1×10−3 at the
low temperature peak [208, 262, 286, 287]. Previous studies of thin film silica have
shown that the method of film growth greatly affected the low temperature mechanical
loss characteristics: the presence of a low temperature peak was absent from electron-
*See section 1.6.5, and references thereof, for more details on future detectors designs.
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beam evaporated SiO2*, but thermal oxide growth on silicon and IBS SiO2 heated to
600 ◦C both exhibited a low temperature mechanical loss peak [258, 271].
Combined with the low temperature loss peaks seen in pure and titania doped
tantalum pentoxide [229, 256, 280] it would follow that the loss of a multilayer coating
stack with IBS silica layers would display a low temperature peak in mechanical loss.
However, the temperature dependent mechanical loss of mulitlayer silica/tantala coat-
ing stacks has been measured in multiple experiments and the results were equivocal.
A clearly defined peak was apparent in measurements of silicon cantilevers coated
with the IBS multilayer coating by Laboratoire des Matériaux Avancés (LMA) and
heat-treated at 500 ◦C [229, 231], but the same IBS coating stack deposited on sapphire
discs by both the JAE (annealed) and NAOJ† (not annealed) seemed to display no peak
in loss with five measurements between 4 K to 80 K [230].
Extensive mechanical loss studies after a wide range of post-deposition heat
treatment temperatures have been performed between 10 K to 300 K for Ta2O5 and
Ti:Ta2O5, as well as for potential future high index coating materials, and have resulted
in better understanding of coating structure and mechanical loss [229, 256, 259, 280].
The loss of silica has been characterised after heat-treatment at 600 ◦C [258], but
has largely been overlooked in favour of research into high index materials. Mea-
surements of the temperature dependent mechanical loss of amorphous silica with
incremental heat treatment from deposition temperature to the optimum anneal for
room temperature loss at∼950 ◦C would therefore be valuable for better understanding
the dissipation mechanisms within thin film silica, as well as for obtaining accurate
mechanical loss values at low temperatures for comparisons and thermal noise cal-
culations related to coating stacks for use in cryogenic detectors. It would also give
a much more comprehensive starting point from which to understand the significant
differences in mechanical behaviour between bulk and thin-film silica, which could be
crucial in producing future coating materials. This chapter presents the mechanical
loss of IBS silica from ∼10 K to 200 K as well structural characterisations intended
to gain a better understanding of the link been the internal structural changes through
heat treatment and coating mechanical loss.
*Electron-beam sputtered silica loss results presented by White and Pohl showed no peak in their
measured temperature range (0.05 K to 100 K) [271]. A peak could exist above these temperatures, as
the loss was increasing at the upper range of measurement temperatures.
†Japan Aviation Electronics Industry, Ltd. and National Astronomical Observatory of Japan,
respectively.
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4.2 Sample preparation
4.2.1 Coated samples
Eight silicon cantilevers etched from the same wafer were coated by IBS with
511±4 nm of amorphous silica by Advanced Thin Films (ATF) [240]. No active
substrate heating was used during deposition, but the substrates reached a maximum
temperature of ∼ 90◦C during the sputtering process. All of the cantilevers were
heated at 1000 ◦C for 15 minutes prior to coating in order to grow a thin layer of
thermal oxide, which aids in coating adhesion and consistency [229]. The 15 minute
bake resulted in an average of ∼19 nm of thermal oxide on each side of the cantilever.
It was found that the etched side of the coated cantilevers* had an increase in silica
thickness of 47±5 nm after deposition of the 511 nm coating on the opposite side.
Dry thermal oxide growth on [100] crystalline silicon is well modelled for thicknesses
at and above 20 nm and has been shown to be strongly pressure and temperature depen-
dent [288, 289]. The growth rate is insignificant at temperatures below 700 ◦C, where
the rate reaches less than 1 nm per hour [290]. Thermal oxide growth on the substrate
is therefore insignificant at the temperatures reached during deposition. Furthermore,
the diffusion rate of oxygen atoms into the oxide-silicon interface decreases with
lower atmospheric pressure, limiting oxide growth in vacuum [289]. It was therefore
assumed that the ∼47 nm of silica seen on the etched side of the cantilever was ‘over-
spill’ of sputtered atoms during deposition, so it was added to the other ∼511 nm to
create a total coating thickness of 558±6 nm, which is the final value used to calculate
mechanical loss for all heat treatments. A representative coating-oxide-cantilever
thickness profile can be seen in figure 4.1.
Post-deposition heat treatment was carried out in atmosphere, where samples
heat-treated at or below 600 ◦C were heated from room temperature to the desired
temperature over the span of ∼ 1 hour and held at a constant temperature for 4 hours
before cooling to room temperature overnight. Table 4.1 shows the post-deposition
heat treatments with corresponding sample numbers, cantilever thickness, and total
thickness of thermal oxide between the silicon cantilever and the IBS silica coating.
Samples 7 and 4 were put into the oven at the desired temperature (800 ◦C and 950 ◦C,
respectively) in order to minimise the growth of thermal oxide on the uncoated side of
the cantilever during ramp up; both samples were allowed to cool overnight. Significant
thermal oxide growth was observed via ellipsometry measurements of sample 4 heat-
*Cantilevers are coated on the non-etched side of the blade due to increased surface roughness as a
result of the wet-etch process [280].
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Table 4.1 ATF IBS SiO2 silicon cantilever sample properties. Cantilever thicknesses
were calculated from equation 3.6 using the bending mode frequencies found during
mechanical loss measurements. Listed heat treatments correspond to presented results.
Samples that were measured without any post-deposition heat treatment are labelled
AD (as deposited). Thermal oxide thickness is a combination of the oxide grown prior
to coating and any measured increase in silica thickness after heat treatment (increase
only seen in 950 ◦C treated samples.)
Heat
treatment
(◦C)
Sample
number
Cantilever
thickness
(µm)
Total thermal
oxide
thickness
(nm)
AD 3 81.1±0.2 33±3
300 7 80.5±0.4 41±4
8 80.4±0.3 44±5
450 11 80.5±0.1 41±3
600 3 81.1±0.2 33±3
800 7 80.5±0.4 41±4
950 3 81.1±0.2 88±10
950 4 61.2±0.2 188±14
treated to 950 ◦C, and therefore a second sample (3) was heat-treated at 950 ◦C without
the elongated cooldown period.
Fig. 4.1 Diagram showing the thickness profile of coated sample 8 (300 ◦C heat
treatment. Thicknesses are not to scale.
The post-deposition heat treatment temperatures listed in table 4.1 were chosen
based on previous room and low temperature mechanical loss studies of IBS silica
coatings and optimum annealing temperatures for absorption and mechanical loss in
high index coating materials of interest. An exception was the 800 ◦C heat treatment,
which was added later to better understand the significant structural changes in the
coating seen between the 600 ◦C and 950 ◦C heat treatments, as will be shown in
section 4.3.
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4.2.2 Control samples
Four uncoated silicon cantilevers were kept as control samples to represent the me-
chanical loss of the substrate during coating loss calculations (as described in section
3.3.1). The efficacy of a control sample in mimicking the substrate loss of a coated
sample is dependent on two factors: matching cantilever thicknesses to accurately
replicate higher temperature loss, where substrate thermoelastic loss is the dominant
dissipation mechanism; and matching thermal oxide thicknesses to replicate loss at low
temperatures, where internal dissipation is dominated by the thermal oxide loss peak.
The loss of uncoated control samples in these two temperature regimes is discussed in
detail in the following sections.
4.2.2.1 Thermoelastic loss control matching
Thermoelastic loss in the uncoated silicon substrate is the dominant source of dissi-
pation at temperatures above ∼185 K at the lowest frequency modes and, as shown
in figure 4.2, is frequency and thickness dependent; it increases with both mode fre-
quency and cantilever thickness for the frequencies of interest in loss calculations
(∼1 to 30 kHz). Thermoelastic loss dominates measured loss values at temperatures as
low as ∼130 K for the tenth bending mode (around 28 kHz for 80 µm thick cantilever),
where a coating loss below 1×10−4 is unable to increase the loss of the cantilever
enough to be accurately measured above the thermoelastic dissipation*. The control
cantilevers were all fabricated from the same silicon wafer as the coated cantilevers,
ensuring similar thicknesses and, therefore, similar mode frequencies and thermoelas-
tic loss. As shown in tables 4.1 and 4.3, most of the cantilevers differed in thickness
by about 1 µm. The resulting difference in thermoelastic loss between the coated and
uncoated cantilevers was within the uncertainty in the calculated thermoelastic loss.
One coated cantilever (#4) and one control sample (#9) were significantly thinner than
the rest, but were closely matched to each other enabling an accurate estimate of the
substrate loss for the coated sample.
The measured mechanical loss data for a number of control samples had gaps† at
high temperatures (200 K to 300 K). In these cases the loss of the control sample was
*The inability to distinguish between substrate thermoelastic loss and coating mechanical loss can
be seen in figure 4.6 in section 4.3
†The automated measurement system used to collect loss data at each temperature (described in
section 3.3.2) occasionally failed to track the change in mode frequency with increased temperature due
to a change in cantilever curvature or excitation amplitude. If this occurred at times where the system
was not monitored, eg overnight, no loss data would be available for these modes at the measured
temperature steps. High frequency modes are more susceptible to this phenomenon due to their greater
frequency change with temperature and decreased exponential decay constant, τ .
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Fig. 4.2 Thermoelastic loss with respect to (a) cantilever thickness, where the frequency
remains constant (10000 Hz) and (b) mode frequency, where the thickness remains
constant (80 µm). The troughs in thermoelastic loss correspond to silicon’s thermal
expansion coefficient passing through zero as it changes from positive to negative at
18 K and then back to positive at 120 K.
estimated to be above the calculated thermoelastic loss of the sample by a constant
amount that was dependent on mode frequency. These estimates were first checked
against modes with complete loss/temperature datasets before being applied to the
incomplete control data. The difference between measured control mechanical loss
and the expected thermoelastic loss of the substrate changed mode to mode, but the
absolute difference was ∼5×10−7 on average.
4.2.2.2 Thermal oxide loss control matching
Internal friction within the thermally grown amorphous SiO2 on the faces of the
cantilever is the dominant source of the measured loss at temperatures below the
influence of cantilever thermoelastic loss. A thermal oxide layer was grown on all
of the control samples in the same manner as the coated samples in order to account
for the influence of this oxide layer when calculating coating loss. The effect of
increasing thermal oxide thickness on the low temperature mechanical loss of a silicon
cantilever is shown in figure 4.3, where the magnitude of the loss peak can be seen to
be proportional to the oxide thickness. Figure 4.3 also illustrates that thermal oxide
thickness has little to no effect on the cantilever mechanical loss above ∼120 K where
thermoelastic loss in the silicon begins to be the dominant source of dissipation.
The thickness, xo, of thermally induced amorphous silica growth on crystalline
silicon due to diffusion of oxygen in a dry environment has been shown by Deal and
Grove to be modelled as a function of time, t, for relatively long oxidation times and
thick oxides by [288]:
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Fig. 4.3 Low temperature mechanical loss peak from various thicknesses of thermally
grown oxide on silicon cantilevers. Curves shown are from control samples 9 (blue),
10 (orange), and 12 (green, purple). Sample 12 was heated to grow 156 nm of thermal
oxide, and then a further 15 nm was added to better match oxide thicknesses of coated
sample number 4 after a 950 ◦C heat treatment (see tables 4.1 and 4.3).
xo(t) =
A
2
(√
1+
(t+ τ)
(A2/4B)
−1
)
, (4.1)
where τ = (x2i +Axi)/B is a corrective time shift based on the initial oxide thickness,
xi. A and B are physically based parameters relating to oxidant equilibrium concen-
tration and diffusivity, the number of oxidant molecules per unit volume of oxide
layer, and surface processes at the Si-SiO2 interface [291, 292]. Both A and B are
experimentally determined to be temperature (T ) dependent in accordance with the
Arrhenius expressions [293, 294]:
B = B0e−Ea/kBT and
B
A
=
(
B
A
)
0
e−E
∗
a/kBT , (4.2)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, B0 and (B/A)0 are experimentally determined
pre-exponential constants, and Ea and E∗a are the activation energies associated with
the combination of physical processes contained within B and B/A, respectively. For
dry oxidation Ea is equal to 1.24 eV and E∗a is equal to 2.0 eV. Table 4.2 gives the A
and B values for a range of temperatures.
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Table 4.2 Arrhenius parameters for Deal and Grove thermal oxide growth model. Val-
ues are relevant for dry oxide growth at atmospheric pressure for <100> silicon [294].
Oxidation temperature (◦C) A (µm) B (µm2/hr)
800 0.370 0.0011
920 0.235 0.0049
1000 0.165 0.0117
1200 0.040 0.045
The Deal and Grove model, as implemented through use of equation 4.1, was
tested for applicability with a set of 12 uncoated silicon cantilevers each heated at
1000 ◦C for varying times from 20 min to 240 min. Comparison of the predicted and
measured oxide growth is shown in 4.4. The measured oxide thicknesses were found
to be within 10% of the predicted oxide thicknesses for most growth times. The gap
between experimental and predicted thicknesses for the longer growth times is thought
to be a result of the continued opening of the oven for sample removal at the shorter
baking times. Oxide growth at 990 ◦C is included in figure 4.4 to show the potential
effect of a drop in oven temperature, and it can be seen that this better represents the
thicknesses for the longer growth times.
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Fig. 4.4 Thermal oxide growth on bare silicon cantilevers compared to the Deal Grove
growth model. Models for growth at 990 ◦C and 1000 ◦C are included. Cantilevers
were baked at nominally 1000 ◦C.
Following the Deal Grove model, the rate of dry thermal oxide growth on <100>
silicon at temperatures below 700 ◦C should be insignificant. This was experimentally
confirmed for the etched silicon cantilevers, where control sample 9 showed no change
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Table 4.3 Properties of uncoated silicon samples used as control data for mechanical
loss calculations of IBS SiO2. Cantilever thicknesses were calculated from equation
3.6 using the bending mode frequencies found during mechanical loss measurements.
Total thermal oxide is a combination of measured growth on both sides of the cantilever
after the dry oxide formation in a 1000 ◦C oven at atmospheric pressure and oxygen
concentration.
Sample number Cantilever
thickness (µm)
Time at 1000 ◦C
(min)
Total thermal oxide
thickness (nm)
9 64.1±0.1 20 40±2
10 80.6±0.2 20 41±3
60 93±10
12 81.0±0.2 20 43±3
115 181±14
in thermal oxide thickness on either side after heat treatment at 600 ◦C. For a cantilever
heat-treated at 800 ◦C for four hours in air, e.g. coated sample 7, the model predicts
roughly 5 nm of thermal oxide growth. Post heat treatment measurements of sample
7 showed no significant increase in oxide thickness, but the predicted 5 nm oxide
growth is within the uncertainty in measuring oxide thickness across the length of
both cantilever faces. It can be concluded that no significant thermal oxide growth
occurred on coated samples heat-treated up to 800 ◦C. Therefore measurements of
uncoated samples 9, 10, and 12 were used to represent the substrate loss during coating
mechanical loss calculations for coated samples with post-depositions heat treatments
at or below 800 ◦C*. It should be noted that the control samples did not undergo any
heat treatment after the initial oxide growth performed for all samples.
At temperatures above 800 ◦C there is predicted to be significant (»5 nm) oxide
growth over time scales approaching the duration of post-deposition heat treatment for
coated samples. For example, 20 nm of thermal oxide should double in thickness after
70min at 950 ◦C. Coated sample 4 exhibits the predicted growth, with ∼140 nm of
oxide forming during post-deposition heat treatment at 950 ◦C on top of the ∼40 nm
present prior to coating. At ∼ 25% of the total coating thickness, this thermal oxide
layer would be expected to significantly impact the mechanical loss of the heat-treated,
coated sample. A similar thickness of thermal oxide was grown on one of the control
samples in order to account for this influence: uncoated sample number 12 was baked at
*Loss data from sample 9 was omitted above∼180 K due to a large difference in thickness compared
to the coated cantilevers and the corresponding thermoelastic loss mismatch
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1000 ◦C* for 115 min (an initial 20 min plus an additional 95 min) to grow 181±14 nm
of thermal oxide, thus providing an accurate representation of the substrate loss for
the coated, 950 ◦C heat-treated sample number 4. There was a ∼20 µm difference in
thickness between samples 12 and 4 that was not expected to affect the magnitude of
loss at low temperatures, where dissipation within the oxide layers is the dominant
source of mechanical loss. Measured loss data from sample 9, which was much closer
to sample 4 in thickness, was used for coating loss calculations at temperatures above
∼ 180 K, where oxide loss is negligible in comparison to cantilever thermoelastic loss.
As previously mentioned, coated sample 3 was heat-treated at 950 ◦C for 4 hours
but without the standard, elongated cooldown period in order to reduce the thermal
oxide growth. This resulted in 88 nm of total oxide thickness on the sample, so control
sample 10 was heated to grow ∼90 nm of oxide in order to accurately match the
increase in substrate loss for sample 3.
4.3 Results
The mechanical loss of IBS silica between 10 and 295 K after a range of post-deposition
heat treatments was calculated from loss measurements of the samples listed in tables
4.1 and 4.3, following procedures described in Chapter 3. Samples were measured
between ∼1 and 28 kHz, corresponding to cantilever bending modes 3 through 11.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate the measurement process, showing data for the 3rd mode
of the as-deposited and 800 ◦C heat-treated coatings, respectively, with the measured
loss of the uncoated control sample and of the coated cantilever, the expected cantilever
thermoelastic loss, and the calculated coating loss shown. The coating can be seen to
significantly increase the loss of the silicon cantilever at low temperatures, where the
thermal oxide peak from the uncoated cantilever can also be observed at about 30 K.
It can also be seen that there is a gap in control loss between about 120 K to 150 K for
both samples shown in figures 4.5 and 4.6. The loss in this region was interpolated
for coating loss calculations, as too few control samples had enough consistent loss
data in the region to estimate the loss. The coating loss is seen to change across all
measured temperatures between these two heat treatments, with one notable change
being the inability to resolve coating loss in the thermoelastic region for the 800 ◦C
heat treatment.
As mentioned in section 4.2.2, the effect of a coating with mechanical loss lower
than 1×10−4 cannot be distinguished from measurements of uncoated cantilevers
*1000 ◦C was chosen over 950 ◦C in order to increase the oxide growth rate.
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Fig. 4.5 Mechanical loss measurements of mode 3 (∼1.59 kHz) of AD sample 3.
Purple represents coating mechanical loss as calculated at each temperature step from
the mechanical losses of the coated sample (blue) and the control sample (orange).
Thermoelastic loss of the cantilever is shown in light blue; a thickness difference of
1 µm between the control and coated sample means that the difference in thermoelastic
loss is insignificant. Thermoelastic loss becomes negligible at temperatures below
∼150 K, as can be seen in figure 4.2.
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Fig. 4.6 Calculated, measured, control, and thermoelastic losses of mode 3 (∼1.58 kHz)
of 800 ◦C heat-treated sample 7. Measured and control loss becoming indistinguishable
at ∼150 K is characteristic of heat treatments above 450 ◦C. A zoomed-in depiction of
this region is shown in figure 4.7.
above ∼185 K due to the influence of thermoelastic loss in the substrate. As-deposited
and 300 ◦C heat-treated IBS SiO2 has loss high enough to be the dominant source
of dissipation across the measurement temperature range, but with post-deposition
heat treatment above 300 ◦C the coating loss above ∼200 K decreases to a point where
the dominant source of loss is substrate thermoelastic loss. Thus we are sensitive
to sources of error such as differences in control/coated cantilever thicknesses or
statistical measurement uncertainty, which can result in erroneously reporting an un-
physical, negative coating loss. This effect is highlighted in figure 4.7, which shows
the same loss presented in figure 4.6 but over a much smaller temperature range. There
is also evidence that cantilever curvature due to stress can reduce the thermoelastic
loss of a coated silicon cantilever [295]. This could explain the lower loss consistently
measured at high temperatures in the coated cantilever compared to the uncoated
substrate, which is an effect present in the one mode of the 800 ◦C heat treatment
shown in 4.7 but prevalent across measured mode frequencies of samples heat-treated
above 300 ◦C.
Samples were clamped and measured multiple times when possible in order to
limit gaps in loss data and eliminate spurious peaks in measured data arising due to
coupling between clamping block resonances and certain mode frequencies. Figure 4.8
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Fig. 4.7 Enlarged view of figure 4.6 showing measured, control, and thermoelastic
losses over a 75 K range dominated by thermoelastic loss. Measured and control
loss becoming indistinguishable at ∼150 K is characteristic of heat treatments above
450 ◦C.
shows loss measurements of the same bending mode from two different measurement
cycles, where the first clamping produced extremely scattered and unreliable data
and the second clamping resulted in clear and consistent measured loss. The results
presented in this section are a combination of multiple measurement cycles when
possible, but values from only one clamping were used where the loss from another
set of measurement was found to be artificially high, such as the first clamp shown in
figure 4.8.
The uncertainty in coated cantilever mechanical loss at each temperature step was
calculated from the spread of measured loss values, which came from both repeat
measurements during the same clamp at a given temperature step and measurements
from successive clamps and measurements of the same sample. The mean of the
measured results was taken to be the mechanical loss for temperature steps where there
were three or more measurements, with the error bars representing the sample standard
deviation. Temperature steps with only two measurements are presented with their
average value as the loss and each measurement representing a maximum or minimum
possible value. The mean deviation of values with three or more measurements is
assigned to losses at temperature steps with only one measurement. The uncertainty in
control sample loss was derived from the spread of loss values at each temperature
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Fig. 4.8 Measured mechanical loss of 600 ◦C heat-treated sample number 3 from two
different clamps and temperature cycles.
Table 4.4 Material properties used for calculating coating mechanical and thermoelastic
loss [276, 286, 296, 297]. Thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity, and thermal
expansion are strongly temperature dependent; listed values are for room temperature
calculations (full range of values can be found in [276]).
Property Silica Silicon
ν 0.17 0.27
Y (GPa) 72 166
ρ (kgm−2) 2202 2330
α (K−1) 5.10×10−7 2.54×10−6
κ (Wm−1 K−1) 1.38 140
C (Jkg−1 K−1) 746 705
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step for a bare cantilever with multiple clamps. Four modes of control cantilever 12
were analysed and found to have an average spread in mechanical loss of 2.5%. This
percentage uncertainty was applied to all control data, as the low mechanical loss of
bare cantilevers leads to a prohibitively long ringdown time and, thus, only single
loss measurements at every temperature step. Error bars on the calculated coating
mechanical loss were formed from a combination of measurement errors for both the
coated and uncoated cantilevers, where the uncertainty in each was added in quadrature
for every temperature step. The systematic uncertainty in calculated coating loss due
to uncertainty in the Young’s modulus of both coating and substrate has been omitted,
as both properties remain within a few percent of the room temperature values over
the temperature range of the experiment and the maximum systematic uncertainty for
a given temperature step would be below 5% [276, 286, 298, 299].
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Fig. 4.9 Calculated coating mechanical loss for all measured modes of samples 7 and 8
after heat treatment at 300 ◦C. Consistency in temperature dependent loss across mode
frequencies is evident, as is an increase in magnitude of loss with frequency. Error
bars have been omitted for clarity but can be seen in figures 4.11 through 4.18.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the calculated coating loss for all measured cantilever
modes of samples heat-treated at 300 ◦C and 950 ◦C, respectively. The coating me-
chanical loss can be seen to be frequency dependent for all heat treatments, with higher
frequency modes tending to result in higher coating mechanical loss; this is also the
case for the loss of heat treatments not shown. While some modes exhibit minor
scattering of loss data from adjacent temperature steps, the loss from all heat treatment
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Fig. 4.10 Calculated coating mechanical loss for all measured modes of sample 4 after
heat treatment at 950 ◦C. The broadly consistent temperature dependent loss remained
after heat treatment, as did the increase in magnitude with frequency. Error bars have
been omitted for clarity but can be seen in figures 4.11 through 4.18.
temperatures show consistent loss shape and magnitude across measured cantilever
vibrational frequencies. Measurements at different frequencies with be analysed in
more detail in section 4.3.1.
4.3.1 Effects of heat treatment on the mechanical loss of IBS SiO2
Figures 4.11 through 4.18 show the calculated coating mechanical loss across all heat
treatments for bending modes 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, and 11. Modes 3 and 9 (figures
4.11 and 4.16) produced the clearest depiction of changes in loss with heat treatment.
Measurements of mode 7 have been omitted from this chapter due to a lack of available
data across multiple heat treatments. The most likely explanation is energy coupling
with the sixth torsional mode, which was found through FEA modelling to be nearly
identical in frequency to the seventh bending modes at some temperatures and within
150 Hz across the entire measurement temperature range.
The as-deposited coating exhibited a large, broad loss peak centred around 80 K to
100 K depending on mode frequency. The magnitude of the loss was greater than 10−3
for a majority of temperatures below 200 K, but varied with frequency to a greater
degree than the coating after any post-deposition heat treatment. It should be noted
that loss data for the as-deposited coating was consistently found to have a higher
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Fig. 4.11 Coating mechanical loss from all available heat treatments, as calculated
from measurements of mode 3 (∼1.6 kHz).
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Fig. 4.12 Coating mechanical loss from all available heat treatments, as calculated
from measurements of mode 4 (∼3.1 kHz).
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Fig. 4.13 Coating mechanical loss from all heat treatments, as calculated from mea-
surements of mode 5 (∼5.1 kHz).
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Fig. 4.14 Coating mechanical loss from all available heat treatments, as calculated
from measurements of mode 6 (∼7.6 kHz).
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Fig. 4.15 Coating mechanical loss from all heat treatments, as calculated from mea-
surements of mode 8 (∼14 kHz).
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Fig. 4.16 Coating mechanical loss from all available heat treatments, as calculated
from measurements of mode 9 (∼18 kHz).
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Fig. 4.17 Coating mechanical loss from all available heat treatments, as calculated
from measurements of mode 10 (∼23 kHz).
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Fig. 4.18 Coating mechanical loss from all available heat treatments, as calculated
from measurements of mode 11 (∼28 kHz).
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than usual degree of scatter and it was difficult to obtain clear measurements for most
mode frequencies despite multiple clampings. This can be seen in figures 4.12 and
4.13, where there are large uncertainties in the calculated coating loss for modes 4 and
5, and in figure 4.15, where there are seemingly spurious peaks notable in the data.
The inconsistencies also resulted in a lack of usable data for modes 6 and 11 despite
multiple measurements of the sample.
The most notable effect of 300 ◦C heat treatment was a significant drop in coating
mechanical loss compared to the as-deposited coating for temperatures above 60 K.
A broad peak is still present in the loss data, but the decrease in coating loss resulted
in a more defined loss curve and a peak loss temperature decreasing by about 20 K to
centre around 60 K. Coating loss at temperatures below ∼40 K remained unchanged
after the 300 ◦C heat treatment.
Heat treatment at 450 ◦C resulted in decreased coating mechanical loss across all
measured temperatures and a significant suppression of the broad loss peak in the
mid-temperature range. It also led to the emergence of a different, sharper loss peak
between 20 K and 25 K. The features and small peaks seen in modes 4, 5, 6, and 8
(figures 4.12 through 4.15) are thought to be clamping effects that would be eliminated
with more measurements*.
The silica coating heat-treated at 600 ◦C displayed the lowest mechanical loss of
any heat treatment, with the magnitude decreasing by about a factor of 2 at 10 K and
by a factor of ∼15 at 100 K compared to the coating as deposited. The loss profile is
dominated by a well-defined peak centred around ∼20 K, and there is no evidence of
the broad, mid-range peak seen in lower temperature heat treatments. IBS silica heat-
treated at 600 ◦C has been previously studied by Martin et al. [258] and comparison to
these results will be presented in section 4.6.
Further heat treatment at 800 ◦C resulted in very similar overall loss shape as the
600 ◦C heat treatment, but with an increase of roughly 30% in the magnitude of the
loss peak and a shift upward in peak loss temperature of about 5 K across all modes.
It is unclear if the sharp peak seen in the 600 ◦C and 800 ◦C heat treatments was
present in all previous annealing states of the coating but masked by the broad loss
peak centred around 90 K, or whether the low temperature peak was created through
increased post-deposition heat treatments and then shifted/increased through further
annealing. It appears that the mid-range 450 ◦C heat treatment shows some evidence
of the low temperature peak, but it could be that the magnitude of the broad loss peak
*The 450 ◦C heat-treated sample number 11 only had one measurement before breaking.
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was asymmetrically suppressed, with coating loss above 40 K decreasing faster with
heat treatment than loss at lower temperatures.
Heat treatment at 950 ◦C produced a significant increase in the magnitude of the
sharp, low temperature loss peak and a further shift upward in peak loss temperature.
Coating loss above 100 K remained unchanged for both 950 ◦C heat treatments (sam-
ples 3 and 4) compared to lower annealing temperatures, but the change in peak loss
differed between the two heat-treated samples*. Sample 4 exhibited higher peak loss
for most modes where there was comparable data, where the sample 3 peak more
consistently remains below the broad loss peak seen in the AD and 300 ◦C samples.
Figure 4.19 shows the change in cantilever mode frequency with respect to mea-
surement temperature for bending mode five of all coated and heat treated samples.
The frequencies differ between samples based on the cantilever thickness and slight
variations between clampings, so the change in frequency is shown relative to the
mode frequency measured at 10 K. Comparison of the frequency trends between heat
treatments is valuable given the observed changes in loss. The consistency in mode
frequency change between all heat treatments of the silica confirms that little change
to the coating’s dY/dT or dρ/dT occurred with annealing. An uncoated cantilever
is included in figure 4.19 as reference, but the coating had such little effect on the
frequency trend that it is effectively indistinguishable from the coated samples†. It
should be noted that the slight spread in relative change between heat-treated samples
is well within the spread seen between uncoated cantilevers.
The heat-treatment measurement series are compared to the loss of bulk fused
silica in figure 4.20. Even with the discrepancy in loss between the 950 ◦C samples,
the amorphous coating tends toward the loss characteristics of bulk amorphous silica
with increased heat treatment. The peak loss temperature of the bulk loss in figure 4.20
is greater than that seen in the IBS silica, but the bulk measurements were taken at a
vibrational frequency ∼80 kHz higher than the coated cantilever results‡. This would
be expected to shift the peak upwards in temperature [300, 301]. IBS SiO2 heat-treated
to 950 ◦C has been shown to produce the minimum loss at room temperature, with
heat treatments past 1000 ◦C resulting in an increase of the coating loss [285]. The
progression of low temperature coating loss in IBS silica with heat treatments shown
in this section give evidence that the 950 ◦C annealed coating reaches a structure as
*It should be reiterated that the 300 ◦C coating loss was comprised of measurements from two
different samples that produced nearly identical loss, so there was no reason to suspect that two different
samples heat-treated at the same temperature should exhibit different loss.
†An example of coatings having a noticeable effect on mode frequency with respect to temperature
is shown in section 5.4.2.
‡The bulk data was chosen due its use in comparing previous coating loss results [258, 271].
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Fig. 4.19 Relative change in cantilever mode frequency with respect to measurement
temperature for all heat treatments of IBS silica. All curves are from mode 5, which
varies depending on the cantilever thickness but is around 5 kHz. The frequency
change for an uncoated cantilever is included for comparison.
close to bulk silica as can be created with heat treatment of an IBS film. It should be
emphasised, however, that all other heat treatments exhibited a significant difference
in loss behaviour than bulk silica, and understanding the reason behind this difference
is crucial for producing better coatings.
4.4 Analysis and discussion
Characterisation of the temperature dependent mechanical loss of IBS SiO2 after
multiple heat treatment temperatures is important for coating thermal noise estimations
and comparison to other coating loss studies. In addition, studying the effect of heat
treatment temperature on the temperature-dependent loss of IBS silica can provide
valuable insight into the structural origin of loss mechanisms, as well as provide further
understanding of amorphous materials. This section will delve into the structural
characteristics of the amorphous silica that can be determined by its low temperature
mechanical loss, and will discuss the stress internal to the coating and compare the
IBS silica loss and structure to SiO2 coatings deposited through different methods.
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Fig. 4.20 IBS SiO2 coating mechanical loss, as calculated from measurements of
mode 3, compared to the mechanical loss of bulk SiO2. Bulk data corresponds to
measurements at 86 kHz, as presented by Cahill and Van Cleve [302].
4.4.1 Origin of mechanical loss in amorphous coatings
The movement of atoms and molecules between energy states separated by potential
energy barriers is thought to be the primary source of mechanical loss (as well as
thermal conductivity and heat capacity) within amorphous materials [303]. At low
temperatures (less than 10 K) dissipation follows a quantum tunnelling model [209,
301, 304, 305], where particles can access other local energy minima without the en-
ergy required to overcome the potential energy barrier height*. Above 10 K relaxation
processes are dominated by thermal activation, where the energy required to cross the
potential barrier comes from thermal energy in the material or absorption of a thermal
phonon [303]. An experimental characteristic of thermally activated loss processes is
that the peak mechanical loss temperature increases at higher measurement frequencies.
Heat treatments of IBS SiO2 at and above 450 ◦C show such peaks, which if assumed
to be a product of Debye relaxation, where the anelastic relaxation response to a
changing energy field is characterised by a single relaxation time, then the mechanical
loss as a function of frequency may be described by the relation [120, 307, 308]:
φ(ω) = ∆
ωτ
1+(ωτ)2
, (4.3)
*Whereas potential energy barrier heights can be on the order of meV, tunnelling in amorphous
solid requires less than 10−4 eV [306]
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where ∆ is a constant dependent on the magnitude of dissipation, and τ is the relax-
ation time, which describes the time required for the dissipative system to return to
equilibrium after some external perturbation. The origin of the dissipation in equation
4.3 is unspecified, but for thermally activated loss processes this relaxation time is
given by the Arrhenius equation [120]:
τ = τ0eEa/kBTpeak , (4.4)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Tpeak is the temperature at which the loss peak is
at a maximum, and τ0 is the characteristic time associated with attempts at overcoming
the potential energy barrier, the height of which is determined by the activation energy,
Ea. Activation energy is the minimum energy required for a system to undergo a
change in state and can be characterised by the height of the potential barrier between
two minima of potential energy wells. Figure 4.21 shows an example of an asymmetric
double potential well, or two level system (TLS), where an atom or molecule would
reside at the potential energy minima associated with energies E1 or E2 and need an
influx of energy to cross the barrier of height V . A simpler representation would be
a symmetric double well, but this would be incongruent with the linear increase in
temperature of the peak mechanical loss with relation to frequency [303].
Fig. 4.21 Asymmetric double potential well, potential energy vs configuration space.
It can be seen from equation 4.3 that such dissipation peaks should occur when
ωτ = 1, so when combined with equation 4.4 one obtains the relation:
ln(ω) =−Ea
kB
1
Tpeak
− ln(τ0) . (4.5)
The activation energy associated with a peak in mechanical loss can therefore be
determined from a linear fit of the natural log of angular mode frequency versus the
reciprocal of the temperature at which the loss peak is at a maximum. The extreme
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peak fitting function in Origin [309] was used to determine Tpeak for heat treatments
of IBS SiO2 at and above 450 ◦C, where a well-defined loss peak dominates the low
temperature mechanical loss. This method utilises a four parameter Gumbel probability
density function and was chosen due to its ability to accurately fit the asymmetric
peaks seen in the data. It should be noted that the fitting of the mechanical loss versus
temperature data does not represent any physical property in and of itself, and the
method was chosen due to its ability to match the asymmetry seen in the loss peaks.
The peak temperature was determined from the mean of a number of peak fits with
differing temperature ranges. The uncertainty in peak temperature was then determined
by the standard deviation of the fitted peaks with respect to the mean. The uncertainty
in measurement frequency (vertical axis) was insignificant, with mode frequencies
known to within a half of a hertz. This represents a relative error of less than a 0.05%
for mode 3, the lowest frequency bending mode analysed, and will decrease for higher
modes as they increase in frequency.
Table 4.5 shows Tpeak and the corresponding measurement frequencies for all
available modes of the 450 ◦C, 600 ◦C, 800 ◦C, and 950 ◦C heat treatments. A number
of modes were omitted from the fitting process, as these lacked measured control loss
data at the correct mode frequency. Gaps in low temperature control data were filled
with measured loss from the mode above or below in order to provide a close match
in the magnitude of calculated loss. This, however, could potentially alter the peak
temperature of the coating loss by laterally shifting the calculated loss values. The
high oxide thicknesses of the 950 ◦C heat treatments would be particularly susceptible
to this effect.
The values in table 4.5 were used to plot the natural log of angular measurement
frequency versus inverse peak loss shown in figure 4.22 following equation 4.5, and
the activation energies and corresponding rate constants for each heat treatment were
determined from the slopes and y-intercepts of the fits. The slopes and intercepts were
determined through weighted least squares linear regression, where the weighting of
each data point was the inverse of its variance in 1/Tpeak. Uncertainties in calculated
Ea and τ0 correspond to a one sigma confidence in the fitted slope and y-intercept. The
activation energies and rate constants for each heat treatment are listed in table 4.6.
Figure 4.22a shows the Arrhenius analysis for the coating heat-treated at 450 ◦C.
The data for this heat treatment exhibits a considerable spread in lnω versus inverse
Tpeak, illustrating the benefit of the weighted regression, which yields a 26% uncertainty
in Ea compared to a 41% uncertainty when calculating Ea from an unweighted linear
regression. The 600 ◦C heat-treated IBS silica shown in figure 4.22b can be seen to
have the best fit, where all of the inverse peak temperatures scaled linearly with the
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Table 4.5 Temperatures and the associated measurement frequencies corresponding to
the maximum magnitude of the low temperature loss peak in heat-treated IBS silica.
Mode numbers correspond to the cantilever bending modes, where the frequency given
is that measured at the peak temperature.
Mode Frequency
(Hz)
Tpeak (K) Mode Frequency
(Hz)
Tpeak (K)
450 ◦C 950 ◦C sample 3
4 3102 22.69±0.09 3 1768 30.10±0.28
5 5122 23.83±0.32 4 3484 29.95±0.38
8 14189 23.89±0.18 6 8629 32.80±0.26
11 27766 25.26±0.26 8 16046 34.10±0.35
10 25822 34.41±0.24
600 ◦C 950 ◦C sample 4
3 1596 20.51±0.33 3 1200 31.95±0.38
4 3127 20.61±0.30 4 2360 32.61±0.88
5 5162 21.01±0.29 5 3903 33.70±0.40
8 14295 21.90±0.24 9 13826 34.96±0.17
10 22891 22.20±0.16 11 20933 34.21±0.12
11 27963 22.43±0.22
800 ◦C
3 1591 23.24±0.21
4 3112 24.32±0.37
5 5129 25.07±0.50
8 14169 25.52±0.39
11 27688 25.97±0.25
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Fig. 4.22 Linear fits of the natural log of peak frequency versus inverse of the peak
temperature, as listed in table 4.5 for (a) 450 ◦C, (b) 600 ◦C, (c) 800 ◦C, (d) 950 ◦C
sample 3, and 950 ◦C sample 4.
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Table 4.6 Activation energy, Ea, and characteristic time, τ0, for all heat treatments.
Heat treatment Ea (meV) τ0 (s)
450 ◦C 45.2±11.8 (45.9±8.2)×10−16
600 ◦C 53.4±4.1 (55.4±3.1)×10−19
800 ◦C 52.5±7.7 (46.7±4.9)×10−17
950 ◦C 3 47.1±8.3 (90.4±9.6)×10−14
950 ◦C 4 75.2±47.6 (98.0±4.3)×10−17
natural log of measurement frequency and no mode was outwith the fitted line given
the uncertainty in Tpeak. This resulted in the lowest uncertainty in activation energy
and rate constant, at 8% and 6%, respectively. The 800 ◦C heat treatment, shown in
figure 4.22c had about a 15% uncertainty in activation energy due to modes 4 and 5,
which had Tpeaks increasing in temperature at a greater rate than that determined by the
rest of the modes (3, 8, and 11). Despite having the lowest fitting uncertainty for its
peak temperatures, sample 3 heat-treated at 950 ◦C had an 18% uncertainty in Ea. This
was due to the peak temperature for mode 4 being greater than the lower frequency
mode 3. There was no reason to omit mode 4, especially given the high fidelity, low
uncertainty peak fit.
The Arrhenius fitting for these four heat treatments resulted in calculated activation
energies between 45.2 and 53.4 meV, with all values within fitting uncertainties of
each other. There was no observed trend of activation energy with heat treatment,
leading to the conclusion that Ea remained the same throughout heat treatment of the
sample. Previous measurements have shown the activation energy associated with the
low temperature loss peak in bulk silica to be in the range of 44 meV to 52 meV [208,
310], and IBS SiO2 heat-treated at 600 ◦C to have an Ea of 32.1±2.9 meV for the
observed low temperature peak [258]. The results presented in table 4.6 for all but the
950 ◦C heat-treated sample 4 fall within the range of measured bulk silica, but do not
agree with the calculated activation energy for the low temperature loss peak in IBS
SiO2 deposited by The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO) and presented by Martin et. al. [258]. It should also be noted that the rate
constant calculated for the low temperature in peak in CSIRO IBS SiO2 was found to
be 18±1×10−14 s, five orders of magnitude lower than that calculated for ATF IBS
SiO2 after the same heat treatment. The effect of this disparity will become apparent
in section 4.6.
Another notable result from the Arrhenius fitting is that the activation energy
associated with the low temperature peak in the 950 ◦C heat-treated sample 4 differed
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significantly from those calculated from the rest of the heat treatments, including the
other 950 ◦C heat-treated sample. It can be seen in figure 4.22e that the two most
well-defined low temperature peaks (from modes 9 and 11) do not agree with the
linearly increasing inverse peak temperature seen in the other heat treatments. The
peaks for modes 9 and 11 were very well-defined, leading to both being weighted
heavily in the linear regression. The significant decrease in Tpeak for mode 11 resulted
in a 63% uncertainty in Ea. Omitting mode 11 as an outlier gives an activation energy
of 80±8 meV, which corresponds to a much better linear fit, but an activation energy
significantly higher than that calculated for the other heat treatments*. One possible
explanation for the anomalous results for 950 ◦C sample 4 could be the use of a much
thicker cantilever for the low temperature control loss. As discussed in section 4.2.2,
sample 4 was much thinner than the rest of the measured samples but had significantly
higher thermal oxide layer present after heat treatment. The oxide layer was accounted
for during mechanical loss calculations by using a control sample with matching
thermal oxide growth, but this sample was about 20 µm thicker than sample 4. The
difference in thickness resulted in disparities between measured mode frequencies
(steadily increasing from a ∼500 Hz difference for mode 3), which could shift Tpeak
because of the frequency dependence of the peak.
4.4.1.1 Barrier height distribution
Activation energies were only calculated for samples heat-treated above 450 ◦C, as
there were no sufficiently defined temperature peaks in the AD or 300 ◦C samples.
Even the sharply-defined peaks of the 950 ◦C heat-treated samples were wider and less
symmetric than the theoretical Debye peaks that should accompany a single thermal
activation energy; this can be seen in figure 4.23 for the 600 ◦C, 800 ◦C, and 950 ◦C
heat treatments. Unlike perfectly crystalline materials†, glasses contain many degrees
of structural freedom and are characterised by a distribution of two level systems rather
than one asymmetric potential and a single Debye peak [306]. Figure 4.24 shows
an example of such an energy landscape, where a number of TLS combine to create
a distribution of barrier heights, g(V ), and well asymmetries, f (∆). In this case the
activation energies found through equation 4.5 and presented in the previous section
represent the average barrier heights of a number of the dominant TLS [311].
Internal friction within an amorphous solid is the result of thermally induced
transferring of particles between potential energy minima in a TLS distribution [245].
*Omitting mode 9, for comparison, results in an activation energy of 124±38 meV.
†In a perfect crystal each atom is constrained by symmetry to occupy a single potential mini-
mum [306]
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Fig. 4.23 Silica coating loss peaks from 600 ◦C, 800 ◦C, and 950 ◦C heat treatments and
their corresponding, theoretical Debye peaks from Arrhenius fits. Mode 3 (1.60 kHz)
is shown for 600 ◦C, 8 (14.2 kHz) for 800 ◦C, and 10 (25.8 kHz) for 950 ◦C sample 3.
Fig. 4.24 One dimensional potential energy landscape of an amorphous solid, where
atoms/molecules (red, blue, and green spheres) are shown to reside within differing
areas of local potential energy barrier heights depending on conditions during coating
formation. Slow deposition rate, high temperature/energy deposition, and slow cooling
of a coating allows sufficient particle mobility to reach the lowest potential energy
minima and create an ultra-stable, i.e. ultra low-loss amorphous coatings [243, 244,
312].
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Fig. 4.25 Atomic structure of (a) amorphous and (b) crystalline SiO2 [316].
The wide low temperature loss peak in silica is thought to arise from a distribution
of TLS within the amorphous material. Figure 4.25b shows the atomic structure
of crystalline quartz, which can be seen to be highly ordered, with constraints in
terms of possible bond angles and lengths. Figure 4.25a shows one possible snapshot
of an amorphous silica structure, which can be seen to posses significantly more
disorder due to its under-constrained bond angles and lengths. It is the disorder in
the amorphous silica that is thought to be the cause of the increased mechanical
loss due to structural relaxation associated with mechanically coupled TLS [262].
These TLS could correspond to a number of physical processes, with the distribution
in their parameters related to the disorder inherent in an amorphous material. For
example, thermally induced barrier height ‘hopping’ could correspond to the flipping
of Si-O bond angles between possible equilibrium states [208], rearranging between
multiple stable bond lengths between Si-O-Si structures [313], or the rotation of
tetrahedral SiO4 structures between stable orientations [306, 314]. Recent studies have
also shown that TLS could also correspond to larger scale reorientation of groups of
ordered atoms within the potential energy landscape, even well below glass transition
temperatures [211, 315].
The distribution of barrier heights and asymmetries created by any of the structural
models laid out above can be shown to predict mechanical loss in an amorphous solid
from the following relationship [303]:
φ =
γ2
kBTCii
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
ωτ
1+(ωτ)2
sech2
(
∆
2kBT
)
f (∆)g(V ) d∆dV , (4.6)
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where γ is a constant related to the coupling of defect mechanisms to an applied strain,
Cii is the relevant elastic constant for the measured mode shape*, and ω is the angular
frequency of the measured mode. Potential well asymmetries should fluctuate in
time at temperatures nearing the glass transition (Tglass)† due to large scale structural
changes, but at energies much less than 2kBTglass the distribution of well asymmetries
can be assumed to be static, with f (∆) equal to a constant f0 [303]. g(V ) can be
assumed to be temperature independent at temperatures much less than Tglass, which
allows equation 4.6 to be rearranged to relate dissipation to the distribution of barrier
heights [317]:
φ =
πγ2 f0
Cii
kBT g(V ) , where V =−kBT ln(ωτ0) . (4.7)
Equation 4.7 can be used to experimentally determine the distribution of barrier
heights within an amorphous coating through measurement of mechanical loss as
a function of temperature. This analysis was applied to the coatings heat-treated at
450 ◦C, 600 ◦C, 800 ◦C, and 950 ◦C. Figure 4.26 shows the calculated barrier height
distribution for all the measured modes of 600 ◦C heat-treated IBS silica; the frequency
dependence in the link between measurement temperature and barrier height seen
in equation 4.7 counteracts the frequency dependence in mechanical loss, leading to
nominally identical barrier height distributions for all mode frequencies, as would be
expected. As mentioned in section 4.3.1, mode 7 produces anomalous mechanical loss
results across all samples and heat treatments. It was thought that there was significant
energy coupling with a torsional mode rather than measurement of a purely bending
mode for the 600 ◦C heat-treated sample, which can be seen in figure 4.26 where the
mode 7 distribution is an outlier compared to the other seven measured modes.
Knowledge of the product of barrier height and well asymmetry distribution with
respect to potential barrier height for an amorphous coating gives valuable insight
into the internal mechanisms behind its mechanical loss, specific heat, and thermal
conductivity [210, 211, 304, 315, 319, 320]. Figure 4.27 shows the change in barrier
height distributions for all heat treatments of IBS SiO2 as compared to bulk silica.
Similar to the trend seen in mechanical loss shown in figure 4.20, it can be seen that the
distribution of barrier heights associated with low temperature mechanical loss in the
ATF IBS silica tends towards that of bulk, fused silica with increased post-deposition
heat treatment.
*The values for Cii and γ were taken from the literature to be 3.3×10−4 and 0.9 eV for fused
silica [317]
†∼1500 K for SiO2 [318]
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Fig. 4.26 Barrier height distribution times f0 versus barrier height for all available
modes of 600 ◦C heat-treated IBS SiO2.
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Fig. 4.27 Product of barrier height and well asymmetry distribution versus barrier
height for bulk silica and all heat treatment temperatures of ATF IBS SiO2, as cal-
culated from mode 3 (mode 4 for 450 ◦C) loss between 10 K to 100 K. Bulk data
corresponds to measurements at 86 kHz between 10 K to 100 K, as presented by Cahill
and Van Cleve [302].
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A number of interesting shifts in barrier height distribution occurred during the
transition towards a bulk silica potential energy landscape with heat treatment. The
number of barriers at all energies decreased for the coating heat-treated at 600 ◦C
compared to the coating heat-treated at 450 ◦C, with a more significant decrease seen
at the higher energies than the low energies.
The 800 ◦C heat-treated sample continued to have a lower overall g(V ) f0 than the
450 ◦C sample’s distribution and had a nearly identical number of barriers as the 600 ◦C
sample at all energies up to ∼80 meV. The highest energy barrier heights within the
600 ◦C distribution did not remain after heat treatment to 800 ◦C. The temperature
dependent mechanical loss of the 800 ◦C and 600 ◦C heat-treated coatings were nearly
identical as well, with the slight increase in mechanical loss seen in the 800 ◦C sample
seeming to correspond with a small decrease in potential barrier heights within the
energy landscape after the higher temperature anneal.
Sample 3 heat-treated to 950 ◦C continued the trend in barrier height energy
reduction seen for the 600 ◦C and 800 ◦C heat treatments; there is a significant decrease
in distribution of energies greater than∼70 meV. This heat treatment increased slightly
the number of barriers in the mid-energy range and then appeared to have lowered
the distribution of energies below ∼25 meV compared to the 800 ◦C sample. These
changes induced by the 950 ◦C heat treatment resulted in the barrier height and well
asymmetry distribution of the thin film silica to very closely resemble that of bulk
SiO2 for all energies. In other words, the increase in the low temperature mechanical
loss peak seen in 950 ◦C IBS SiO2 to match that observed in bulk silica corresponds to
a marked reduction in the distribution of high energy barriers observed in the lower
temperature heat treatments.
Values plotted in figure 4.27 for sample 4 heat-treated at 950 ◦C continue to
highlight the disparity between the two 950 ◦C heat-treated samples. There can be seen
to be similarities in g(V ) f0 between the two samples (as well as with bulk silica), with
sample 4 appearing to have a similar distribution of barrier heights between low and
high energy as sample 3, just with more barriers at each potential energy. However,
the large uncertainty in activation energy presented in section 4.4.1 and the anomalous
nature of the temperature dependent mechanical loss and associated barrier height
distribution for sample 4 leads to low confidence in conclusions drawn from either
calculated values for this 950 ◦C sample.
Sample 4 aside, a link between increase in low energy barrier heights with a
sharpening of the peak mechanical loss at low temperatures was seen with increased
heat treatment of the ATF IBS silica. This agrees with computational modelling of
silica films, where a high density of two-level systems with small barrier heights results
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in a large, peaked value of modelled mechanical loss at low temperature [211]. This
correlation leads to the conclusion that an ideal g(V ) f0 for low temperature coating
mechanical loss would be dominated by high energy barrier heights, where the low
thermal energy prevents minima hopping between potential wells. The opposite would
therefore be desirable for mechanical loss at room temperature, as evidenced by 950 ◦C
heat treatment resulting in the largest and most narrow low temperature loss peak as
well as the lowest room temperature mechanical loss.
4.4.2 Coating stress
Mechanical loss is the time delay between an applied stress and the resulting strain,
which, as described in the previous section, could be related to a number of physical
deformations from bond orientation changes to medium and large range molecular
motion. It is thought that internal stresses within an amorphous material can therefore
decrease the mechanical loss angle by increasing potential barriers of coating defects,
thereby reducing their associated thermal activation and tunnelling processes [232]. A
possible correlation between coating stress and mechanical loss would provide further
structural understanding of mechanical loss, as well as explain contradicting results
between the same coating on differing substrates [229, 278].
Measurements of the radii of curvature (ROC) and subsequent calculation of
coating stresses for all cantilevers coated with SiO2 were carried out following the pro-
cedure described in section 3.4.2. As discussed in section 4.2.1, the coated cantilevers
were found to have 511 nm of IBS silica on their flat side and a further ∼47 nm of IBS
silica overspill onto the etched side. The total thickness was therefore increased for
coating mechanical loss calculations, but the overspill should have a counteracting
effect on the cantilever curvature caused by the coating. In fact, coating substrates on
both sides is a common practice for eliminating sample curvature*. The ROC, and
thus coating stress, was therefore assumed to be from 464±6 nm of IBS silica. By the
same logic, thermal oxide growth should have no effect on the final coating stress.
Coating stresses for all heat treatments are shown in table 4.7†, where the negative
values correspond to compressive stress. This compressive stress in the coating can be
*It is questionable whether this results in a reduction of stress, as recent models have shown that
balancing the stress by coating both sides of a cantilever leaves the substrate in a very highly stressed
state, where the stress neutral line (where compressive and tensile meet to form a line of zero stress) is
centred but the magnitude of stress at each coating-sub interface is much higher than if allowed to relax
through curvature in a single-side coated cantilever [295].
†The sample numbers do not necessarily match heat treatments as listed in table 4.1. ROC
measurements taken during the initial stages of the experiment were discarded after a ’flat’ mirror in the
curvature measurement was found to have a non-zero ROC.
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Table 4.7 Coating stress and coated cantilever radius of curvature for heat-treated
samples of ATF IBS silica. Negative stress corresponds to compressive rather than
tensile stress in the coating.
Heat treatment
(◦C)
Sample Radius of
curvature
(cm)
σcoating
(MPa)
σthermal
(MPa)
σintrinsic
(MPa)
AD 1 48±4 −858±67 −14±1 −844±67
300 1 67±5 −611±51 −49±4 −562±51
7 82±3 −642±26 −593±26
8 84±6 −622±45 −573±45
450 11 154±13 −343±29 −75±6 −268±30
5 149±13 −360±31 −285±32
600 1 174±12 −235±17 −102±8 −133±19
800 1 179±13 −228±18 −137±10 −91±21
7 233±23 −227±23 −90±25
950 3 183±17 −290±32 −163±12 −127±34
4 108±7 −280±46 −117±48
seen to steadily decrease with higher heat treat temperatures up to 800 ◦C, where it
appears to plateau before increasing slightly after 950 ◦C. The coating stress calculated
from measured ROC can be thought of as a combination of intrinsic stress (σintrinsic)
created by the deposition process and thermal stress (σthermal) due to differences in
thermal properties between the coating and substrate [279, 281]. Intrinsic stress
originates from a number of interconnected sources*, but thermal stress can be shown
to be a linear function of the temperature difference, ∆T , between the measurement
temperature and the deposition or heat treatment temperature:
σthermal = (αs−αc)Bc∆T , (4.8)
where αs and αc are the coefficients of thermal expansion of the substrate and coating,
respectively, and Bc is the biaxial modulus of the coating (defined as Yc/(1−νc)). From
equation 4.8 it is clear that the thermal stress increases linearly with heat treatment, and
since the room temperature thermal expansion coefficient of the silica coating is greater
than that of the silicon substrate the thermal stress is compressive. Intrinsic stress,
therefore, decreases with continued heat treatment of the coating. This is illustrated in
figure 4.28.
*The intrinsic stress is strongly dependent on the coating deposition parameters, e.g. sputter rate
and ion energy [321].
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Fig. 4.28 Thermal, intrinsic, and total coating stress for all heat treatments of IBS SiO2.
All of the coating stresses are compressive and are given in table 4.7.
The intrinsic stress is of interest for comparing to room temperature silica loss
measurements taken on silica discs, where the coating stress induced by thermal
expansion mismatch with silicon cantilever substrates would not apply. Figure 4.29
displays a comparison of intrinsic coating stress and room temperature coating loss
with respect to heat treatment temperature. The intrinsic coating stress is compressive,
but the magnitude of stress is shown to highlight its decrease with heat treatment
temperature. There appears to be a correlation between the stress and loss, where a
decrease in loss accompanies a decrease in the magnitude of coating stress. This is
the opposite effect of that observed in [232], where higher stress in silicon nitride
coatings corresponded to lower mechanical loss. It is not mentioned whether the
silicon nitride stress is compressive or tensile, so it possible that compressive stress is
detrimental to loss while tensile improves it, but there is not enough evidence at this
time to definitively claim causation.
4.5 Reactive low voltage ion-plated SiO2
As described in Chapter 3, section 3.2.1.3, reactive low voltage ion plating (RLVIP)
is a high energy coating deposition method that is thought to produce coatings as
dense and homogenous as IBS films [252]. RLVIP is of interest as an alternative
deposition method because of the substrate reaching temperatures of ∼250 ◦C during
the ion-plating process. The high temperature deposition (compared to ∼100 ◦C for
IBS) is thought to endow coating particles with enough energy to migrate towards
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Fig. 4.29 Magnitude of intrinsic stress and room temperature loss versus heat treatment
temperature for IBS SiO2. All stress values correspond to the intrinsic compressive
stress given in table 4.7. Coating mechanical loss values are from [285] and correspond
to a 500 nm thick IBS silica coating measured on a silica disc.
the lowest available potential energy position prior to being trapped under further
particles or fully solidifying on the surface of the substrate [244]. In an idealised
state, high surface energy during deposition could allow the coating particles to
explore regions of the potential energy landscape that would result in an ultra-stable
glass (as previously illustrated in figure 4.24 [243]. Evidence of the link between
high temperature deposition and a reduction in TLS has been presented by Liu et.
al. [245] for e-beam deposition of amorphous silicon. The high energy of incident
coating particles, elevated substrate temperature during deposition, and IBS-like dense
deposited coating points towards RLVIP as a possible alternative deposition method for
improving the mechanical loss of amorphous silica, particularly at the low temperatures
of future cryogenic gravitational wave detectors. It is also of interest in terms of further
investigation of deposition parameters and structural properties with respect to coating
mechanical loss*.
Five silicon cantilevers etched from the same wafer were coated with RLVIP SiO2
by Tafelmaier [252]. Similar to the overspill seen with the ATF IBS SiO2, the RLVIP
*Recent experimentation [246] with slow deposition rate IBS SiO2 has shown significant structural
change compared to the standard deposition rate, as well as an accompanying reduction in room
temperature mechanical loss, further motivating studies of deposition parameters with respect to coating
loss. The relative deposition rate of RLVIP to these IBS studies is currently not known.
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Fig. 4.30 Temperature dependent coating mechanical loss of RLVIP SiO2 as calculated
from seven measured modes.
deposition resulted in ∼28 nm of silica overspill onto the backside of the cantilever.
This resulted in a total coating thickness of 528±7 nm, with a total thermal oxide
thickness of about 34 nm. Temperature dependent mechanical loss measurements
were performed for two clamps/temperature cycles of the as-deposited RLVIP SiO2
on a 60.3±0.8 µm silicon cantilever (sample 8). Figure 4.30 shows the temperature
dependence of calculated coating loss for seven measured modes*. Error bars were
omitted in figure 4.30 for clarity, but the uncertainty in loss below 150 K was notably
low (≤5%), with excellent agreement between the two clampings/measurement cycles
for the presented modes. The coating loss exhibits a clearly defined loss peak at around
20 K to 25 K and steadily decreasing loss from 30 K to 140 K.
Figure 4.31 compares the coating loss calculated for the AD RLVIP silica to
coating the loss for all heat-treatments of the IBS silica. It is important to note that
the ∼250 ◦C deposition temperature would make the as-deposited RLVIP silica most
appropriately matched to the 300 ◦C IBS silica in terms of thermal history. However,
the ion-plated silica clearly has significantly lower loss at all temperatures compared to
the AD, 300 ◦C, and 450 ◦C heat-treated IBS coating, as well as showing no evidence
of a broad loss peak centred in the 60 K to 90 K range. While the RLVIP coating
loss is higher that of IBS heat-treated above 450 ◦C at temperatures above ∼50 K, the
*Modes 5, 6, and 7 were omitted due to excess measured loss and inconsistent data between
measurement cycles (similar to that shown in figure 4.8).
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Fig. 4.31 Cryogenic mechanical loss of AD RLVIP SiO2 and all heat treatments of IBS
SiO2. Coating loss was calculated from mode 3 for all heat treatments and coatings
except for the 450 ◦C heat-treated IBS SiO2, where mode 4 was used.
ion-plated silica as deposited exhibited lower coating loss below 50 K than any of the
IBS heat treatments; the 600 ◦C heat treatment produced the lowest loss for IBS silica
but was still about 50% higher at 20 K than the RLVIP silica. Figure 4.32 is included
to show that there is no measurement effects contributing to the loss differences. The
change in mode frequency with respect to measurement temperature for the RLVIP
silica sample is nearly identical to that of the IBS silica.
Similar to the heat-treated IBS SiO2, the RLVIP silica has a peak in mechanical
loss around 20 K, which was analysed in the manner described in section 4.4.1 to
calculate the associated activation energy and rate constant. Table 4.8 shows Tpeak
Table 4.8 Thermally activated peak loss temperatures for AD RLVIP SiO2.
Mode Frequency
(Hz)
Tpeak (K)
3 1196 20.97±0.06
4 2349 21.72±0.05
8 10671 22.78±0.16
9 13652 23.16±0.25
10 16978 23.07±0.14
12 24626 24.47±0.35
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Fig. 4.32 Relative change in cantilever mode frequency with respect to measurement
temperature for all heat treatments of IBS silica and the RLVIP silica. All curves
are from mode 5, which varies depending on the cantilever thickness but is around
5 kHz. The discontinuity in the RLVIP silica data from about 90−150 K is an artefact
of the measurement technique, where extended periods of rest at a given temperature
(78 K in this case) can alter the measured mode frequency. It is the relative change in
frequency, i.e. the shape of the curve, that is relevant for comparison between heat
treatments, so this slight change in mode frequency is irrelevant and not indicative of
any structural feature of the coating. If the curve from this temperature range were
scaled to match the relative frequency change in the temperature ranges prior to and
following it, there would be a consistent, unbroken trend.
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Fig. 4.33 Arrhenius plot for AD RLVIP SiO2 using Tpeaks and measured frequencies
shown in table 4.8.
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Table 4.9 Radius of curvature and coating stress for all RLVIP SiO2 samples.
Sample Radius of
curvature
(cm)
φcoating
(MPa)
3 68±6 −428±134
4 69±6 −423±132
6 69±6 −423±133
7 63±6 −462±145
8 42±3 −691±55
and measurement frequency for all measured modes with control data of matching
frequency. As is indicative of thermally activated loss processes, the peak loss tem-
perature increased with measurement frequency for all but mode 10. An Arrhenius
plot utilising these fitted Tpeak values is shown in figure 4.33, where the low frequency
modes had relatively large weighting due to their extremely low uncertainty in peak
temperature. The activation energy of the low temperature peak was 46.6±5.8 meV
with a rate constant of 92.4±8.3×10−17 s. This Ea agrees with that calculated for
the peaks in IBS silica and is within the range of activation energies found for bulk
silica. The barrier height distribution determined by τ0 will be shown in section 4.6.
As mentioned in section 4.4.2, there is a possible correlation between coating
stress and temperature dependent mechanical loss. Given the significant difference in
mechanical loss between the IBS and RLVIP silica without any heat treatment, it is of
interest to see the native stress within the RLVIP coating. Table 4.9 contains the radii
of curvature and coating stresses for all 5 cantilevers coated with RLVIP silica. Notable
in comparing the magnitude of stress between coated samples is the disparity between
sample 8 and the rest of the coated samples. Sample 8 was the only cantilever for
which the thickness was confirmed through mode frequency measurements. Cantilever
thicknesses for the rest of the samples were assumed to be within 12 µm* of cantilever
8, so the stress values presented in table 4.9 are calculated with identical thicknesses,
with the uncertainty accounting for a possible increase or decrease coating thickness of
12 µm. This wide thickness range and accompanying large uncertainty fails to rectify
the difference in stress between the samples. However, sample 8’s apparent elevated
stress could be explained by the cantilever being an outlier in thickness for the wafer,
similar to cantilever 4 in the ATF silica coating run. If samples 3 through 7 in table
*6 µm is the average deviation of cantilever thicknesses for cantilevers from the same wafers studied
in this thesis.
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4.9 were 77 µm thick (well within the range of cantilevers from a single wafer) rather
than the 60 µm as assumed, then the stresses for all coated samples match given the
measured radii of curvature.
Further evidence for the validity of −691±55 MPa as an accepted value for the
stress in the as-deposited RLVIP can be seen in figure 4.39 in the next section, where
the ion-plated silica is plotted with respect to its deposition temperature at 250 ◦C
and found to fall within the trend of stress reduction with heat treatment of the silica
coating. This agreement is particularly interesting given the stark difference in loss
between this coating and the heat-treated IBS SiO2. The initial conclusion is that the
ion plating changes the silica coating structure in a way to reduce the loss without
having a significant effect on the coating stress. The thermal stress should be the same
for both coatings, so it would be the intrinsic coating stress for which high temperature
deposition matches the effects seen with post-deposition heat treatment.
Continued measurement of the RLVIP silica samples would be extremely valuable
to determine the validity of not only RLVIP as a valid alternative to IBS but also the
model of ultra-stable vapour deposited glasses produced via increased surface mobility
during deposition at elevated temperatures. The difference in loss seen between the
300 ◦C heat treated IBS silica and the RLVIP SiO2 clearly points towards interesting
differences between the application of thermal energy to a coating during the sputtering
process as opposed to after deposition. Other experiments aimed at understanding
the effects of heated substrate deposition are focused on high index coatings such
as amorphous silicon or tantalum pentoxide, where there is evidence that heating
the substrate during deposition improves the room temperature mechanical loss as
deposited, with further improvement through post-deposition heat treatment [322,
323]. However, IBS tantalum pentoxide, previously shown to begin crystallising after
heat treatment at 600 ◦C [256], exhibited signs of crystallisation during deposition
at 480 ◦C [324]. It is possible that tantala is unable to reach the stage of an ultra-
stable glass due to a relatively low crystallisation temperature. Thin film SiO2 has
resisted crystallisation at temperatures up to 1200 ◦C [285], so silica-based deposition
experiments, whether through RLVIP or IBS, are therefore highly valuable in testing
whether an ultra-stable glass is attainable through high surface energy deposition alone.
While further measurements of heat-treated RLVIP silica will be of interest for
comparison with IBS SiO2, the reduction in loss seen with as-deposited RLVIP silica
already makes it a valuable substitution material in considering future mirror coating
designs. Amorphous silicon is currently likely to be used as a high index coating layer
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in future, cryogenic detectors, but it requires heat treatment at 400 ◦C to 500 ◦C in
order to minimise absorption* [259, 325, 326].
If the temperature dependent mechanical loss of RLVIP SiO2 after a ∼450 ◦C heat
treatment remains similar to that seen with the coating as deposited, then using RLVIP
rather than IBS SiO2 would significantly improve the thermal noise of the multilayer
mirror coatings in future detectors operating below 50 K, such as the proposed Einstein
Telescope. Chapter 7 will discuss the thermal noise implications of different coating
combinations in more detail.
4.6 Deposition comparisons
The parameter space of coating deposition variables–deposition rate, ion-beam energy,
intra-chamber substrate motion, etc.–is large enough that the same coating technique
can produce thin films with different properties. Even nominally the same input
parameters can result in differences in mechanical loss of the IBS coating when
produced in different coating chambers [246]. This section will compare IBS silica
coatings produced from a number of different deposition chambers while also including
the RLVIP silica to provide context for its properties presented in section 4.5.
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Fig. 4.34 Temperature-dependent mechanical loss of as-deposited RLVIP SiO2 and
heat-treated IBS SiO2 coatings deposited in three different sputtering chambers. All
loss is from measurements of cantilever bending mode 3.
Figures 4.34 through 4.37 show the temperature dependent mechanical loss of
600 ◦C IBS amorphous silica deposited in three different sputtering chambers, as well
*Measurements of the RLVIP SiO2 absorption are preliminary but have shown levels less than
3 ppm, well within the range for further decrease through heat treatment towards that of IBS silica.
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Fig. 4.35 Temperature-dependent mechanical loss of heat-treated IBS SiO2 coatings
deposited in three different sputtering chambers. All loss is from measurements of
cantilever bending mode 5.
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Fig. 4.36 Temperature-dependent mechanical loss of as-deposited RLVIP SiO2 and
heat-treated IBS SiO2 coatings deposited in two different sputtering chambers. All
loss is from measurements of cantilever bending mode 9.
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Fig. 4.37 Temperature-dependent mechanical loss of as-deposited RLVIP SiO2 and
heat-treated IBS SiO2 coatings deposited in two different sputtering chambers. All
loss is from measurements of cantilever bending mode 10.
as the AD RLVIP SiO2. The three IBS silica films are from ATF (presented in this
thesis), CSIRO [258], and LMA [327]. Figure 4.34 shows the loss at ∼1 kHz (mode
3) for all these coatings. As was shown in figure 4.31, the RLVIP exhibits the lower
loss below 50 K than IBS silica. The ATF SiO2 had the lowest loss of the three IBS
coatings at this frequency and temperature range, with the LMA and CSIRO loss
having comparable magnitudes. Above 50 K, the LMA silica can be seen to have
similar loss to the RLVIP silica, where both are roughly double the loss of the ATF
IBS coating. The CSIRO silica had a large gap in data in this temperature range, but
a peak in loss around 150 K is apparent and the magnitude of the loss above 50 K is
about five times that of the ATF silica.
Figure 4.35 shows the loss of the three IBS coatings as calculated from mode 5; the
RLVIP silica did not have any loss data for this mode frequency. Both the LMA and
CSIRO coatings display reduced mechanical loss compared to mode 3 at the lowest
temperatures, with about a 33% reduction in mechanical loss at 20 K for the LMA
IBS silica and ∼20% for the CSIRO. The loss above 50 K remained nearly the same
as mode 3, although the peak in loss for the CSIRO coating seems centred around
175 K rather than 150 K. The ATF silica appears to fluctuate in loss in this temperature
region, with what could be a peak at a similar spot as the CSIRO, but the relative
loss increase at the peak and the preceding ∼60 K temperature steps is much less
pronounced than the CSIRO, which sees the ‘high’ temperature peak loss match that
of the loss peak at 25 K.
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Figures 4.36 and 4.37 (modes 9 and 10) show nearly identical trends, where the
CSIRO silica now has lower loss at the 25 K than the ATF IBS SiO2. In both cases the
RLVIP silica continued to have the lowest in mechanical loss at the peak temperature,
but for modes 9 and 10 it is only about 15% lower than the CSIRO loss, as compared
to over 50% lower for the CSIRO loss from mode 3. No LMA silica data was available
for modes 9 and 10.
While the origins of the differences are not fully understood, figures 4.34 through
4.37 show evidence that there is variability in coating properties even when deposited
using the same sputtering technique. The losses of all three differ significantly at
the low temperature peak, and the CSIRO and LMA silica coatings display greater
change in loss at low temperatures with respect to measurement frequency than the
ATF coating. All three behaved differently above 50 K, particularly the CSIRO silica,
which contained a loss peak at about 150 K not seen in the other coatings.
Computational modelling of amorphous silica could give an explanation behind
the high temperature peak, as recent modelling results have come close to replicating
the CSIRO ∼150 K peak while maintaining a low temperature loss peak [211]. All
previous modelling efforts utilised a TLS distribution comprised of uncorrelated barrier
height and asymmetry distributions [303, 315, 317, 320, 328–330]. This ‘separable’
distribution was found to greatly overestimate coating loss above 20 K so was altered
to have an asymmetry cutoff of 0.1 eV, which was an arbitrary value chosen because it
forced a low temperature peak in the modelled loss that better matched experimental
silica loss [315, 320]. The separable-cutoff TLS distribution gives a temperature
dependent loss very close to that of the LMA silica coating at 1 kHz, with a 20 K peak
of about 8×10−4 and a plateau of about 2×10−4 above 100 K. However, the cutoff
energy is an ad hoc decision and a separable TLS distribution is not justified given the
correlated nature of barrier heights and assymetries with respect to relaxation time
of a material. A fully correlated TLS distribution adds computational requirements
but it better represents the TLS model used to describe mechanical loss in a material.
Modelling coating loss with the correlated TLS distribution produces a peak at 115 K
similar in shape to that seen at 150 K for the CSIRO coating, but adds an extra peak at
12 K that is both sharply defined and large (1.3×10−3) [211]. The new, correlated TLS
distribution model is a step forward in terms of marrying theory with computational
results, but the accuracy of these models is dependent on the experimental results
which they attempt to replicate; two out of the three IBS silica coatings shown here do
not match the loss produced by the current iteration of this model, so little is currently
explained by the computational loss modelling, but future results are of high interest.
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Fig. 4.38 Barrier height distribution for 550 ◦C heat-treated LMA IBS SiO2, 600 ◦C
heat-treated CSIRO IBS SiO2, AD RLVIP, and 600 ◦C heat-treated ATF IBS SiO2. All
calculated coating values are from mode 3.
One possible origin of the difference in CSIRO silica loss in this higher temperature
region is the difference in film thickness; whereas the LMA and ATF coatings were
both nominally 500 nm, the CSIRO IBS silica was 1 µm thick*. Other origins of
the difference may be highlighted by looking beyond mechanical loss. Figure 4.38
shows the barrier height distributions for RLVIP silica as deposited, 600 ◦C heat-
treated CSIRO, 550 ◦C heat-treated LMA IBS silica, and 600 ◦C heat-treated ATF IBS
SiO2. CSIRO Ea and τ were taken from Martin et. al. [258] to be 32.1±2.9 meV
and 1.8±0.1×10−13 s, respectively. The rate constant used to determine barrier
heights for the LMA silica was 4.3±0.4×10−14 s, which was determined through an
Arrhenius fit of the peak temperature and measurement frequency for three measured
modes and, as such, was an estimation. The dominant activation energy of the low
temperature, thermally activated loss peak in heat-treated LMA silica was calculated
from the slope of the estimated Arrhenius fit and found to be 32.0±3.5 meV. This
matches the activation energy associated with the loss peak in CSIRO silica, and might
explain the greater similarity between these IBS coatings than with the ATF IBS silica
in terms of g(V ) f0.
*Differences in calculated coating loss with respect to coating thickness will be shown in Chapter 5
with respect to measurements of an Al2O3 coating.
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The ATF silica can be seen to have more barriers at all energies above ∼40 meV
than the LMA or CSIRO coatings, which share similar overall distributions. The
CSIRO silica seems to have a similar number of high energy barriers but fewer low
energy barriers than the LMA coating. All three ∼600 ◦C heat-treated IBS silica
barrier height distributions were different than the AD RLVIP silica, which displayed
a similar spread of barrier heights to the 450 ◦C ATF SiO2 shown in figure 4.27, but
with fewer barriers at all potential energies. This was similar to the loss profile of the
two coatings shown in figure 4.31, where the shape of the RLVIP loss mirrored that of
the 450 ◦C ATF IBS loss but lower in magnitude across all temperatures.
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Fig. 4.39 Magnitude of coating stress for AD RLVIP silica, 600 ◦C CSIRO IBS silica,
and all heat treatments of ATF IBS SiO2. All of the coating stress was compressive,
which is normally denoted as negative, but is shown as positive to demonstrate the
reduction in coating stress with heat treatment.
While the mechanical loss and barrier height distribution showed little agreement
between silica depositions, the coating stresses with respect to heat treatment shown
in figure 4.39 display similarities between the measured coatings. Coating stress
for the LMA IBS SiO2 was not available, but the stress in the CSRIO cantilever
(−261±26 MPa) was found to be within measurement uncertainty of the 600 ◦C ATF
silica*, and the AD RLVIP plotted based on its deposition temperature fits within the
trend of reduction in the ATF IBS silica stress with heat treatment.
One material property not known was the coatings’ relative densities. A 1% change
in density can result in up to a 50% change in rigidity (shear modulus) and a 0.01
*The CSIRO coating was 1 µm thick and deposited on a∼50 nm silicon cantilever; its coating stress
agreeing with the matching heat treatment of ATF silica assuaged concerns over assumptions of relative
coating-substrate thickness upon which the modified Stoney’s equation was predicated.
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difference in Poisson’s ratio, and for bulk silica the density is strongly dependent on
the temperature at which the silica was fused [300]. There was also found to be a
strong link between density and mechanical loss through TLS modelling of thin film
silica [211]. Coating density could differ for a number of reasons, the trapped water
content, for example, can be a factor with 0.96 ppm decrease in density for every
1 weight ppm of water in the glass [331]. However, the difference in mechanical
loss between coating chambers at LMA corresponded to a 10% difference in coating
density [246], which could point towards slight differences in deposition chambers re-
sulting in altered coating density even with the same IBS parameters. Measurement of
the densities of the three IBS coatings and the RLVIP coating compared in this section
would therefore be of high interest. Furthermore, while comprehensive investigation
of temperature dependent mechanical loss for the CSIRO and LMA IBS silica coatings
would be of interest to see if the trends in loss and barrier height distribution are consis-
tent even with slightly different magnitudes of loss, the continued heat treatment and
measurement of RLVIP silica remains a high priority in order to investigate the change
in coating loss for a silica coating already exhibiting low temperature mechanical loss
than any measured IBS coating.
4.7 Conclusions
The mechanical loss of IBS SiO2 was characterised from 10 K to 300 K for the coating
in an as-deposited state, as well as for post-deposition heat treatments at 450 ◦C, 600 ◦C,
800 ◦C, and 950 ◦C. A consistent changing of the shape and magnitude of the low
temperature coating loss occurred with increasing heat treatment temperature. A broad,
high loss peak was seen in the coating as deposited and decreased in magnitude with
heat treatment until disappearing after 600 ◦C. Simultaneously, a sharp peak below
50 K began to emerge, increased in magnitude, and shifted upwards in temperature
with increased heat treatment temperature. The shape and magnitude of the low
temperature loss peak tended towards the loss peak observed in bulk silica loss with
heat treatment; the 950 ◦C heat treatment displayed loss very similar to bulk SiO2.
Heat treatments above 450 ◦C had mechanical loss too low to be measured above
200 K. These samples displayed nearly identical loss from 100 K to 200 K. These
trends were apparent in all measured modes except number 7, which often displayed
evidence of energy coupling with a torsional mode.
One sample heat-treated at 950 ◦C was found to have anomalous coating loss,
activation energy and barrier height distribution. The results were included but assumed
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to be an artefact of either the sample breaking during measurement or the high oxide
thickness relative to the IBS coating. Measuring another sample heat-treated to 950 ◦C
would be valuable to confirm this assumption.
IBS silica heat-treated at 600 ◦C was found to have the lowest loss across all
measured temperatures, which corresponded with the largest proportion of high energy
barrier heights of any heat treatment. The barrier height distribution of silica heat-
treated from 450 ◦C to 950 ◦C tended toward that of bulk silica in a similar manner
to that seen in the mechanical loss measurements. Above 600 ◦C the coating can
be seen to gain increasing numbers of low energy barriers and lose access to the
low potential wells seen by the 600 ◦C heat-treated coating. The activation energy
associated with the low temperature loss peak in the heat-treated silica was found to
be consistent within uncertainty across heat treatments and in the range from 45 meV
to 53 meV, which agrees with the Ea for bulk (and RLVIP) silica but not with previous
measurements of IBS SiO2 coatings deposited by CSIRO and LMA. The coating stress,
however, was found to be consistent between the CSIRO and ATF silica coatings, with
the ATF silica having high compressive coating stress (−858±67 MPa) that reduced
with heat treatment to match that of the CSIRO silica (about−260 MPa) after a 600 ◦C
heat treatment.
RLVIP silica as deposited was found to have lower loss below 50 K than any heat
treatment of the IBS silica coating. It displayed no evidence of the broad loss peak
seen in the AD, 300 ◦C, and 450 ◦C heat treatments of ATF IBS silica. This may point
towards high temperature deposition producing greater changes in loss than possible
through post-deposition heat treatment, and is worth further investigation. It is of high
interest to heat-treat the RVLIP silica coating to observe the change in loss and barrier
height distribution with this high energy, heated substrate coating technique. The stress
in the RLVIP coating was found to be in the range expected for an IBS silica coating
heat treatment at the RLVIP deposition temperature.
Greater understanding of correlations between structural changes and temperature
dependent mechanical loss moves the field closer to understanding the causal origins
of mechanical loss in thin film coatings. The inverse relationship between loss at
30 K and at room temperature for increased heat treatments of silica seen in this
chapter gives a much fuller picture of the physical changes in silica coatings with
post-deposition annealing. The comprehensive loss data also enables significantly
increased accuracy in the design of future coating stacks, where absorption in the high
index layer may require heat treatments, and therefore loss estimations, at temperatures
besides the 600 ◦C samples already measured. These new values also provide crucial
references for statistical modelling of mechanical loss within amorphous solids, a
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rapidly improving field that could be a powerful tool for understanding the difference in
material behaviour observed between bulk and thin-film form, as well as for choosing
new coating materials for future cryogenic gravitational wave detectors.
Chapter 5
Mechanical characterisation of
ion-beam sputtered aluminium oxide
5.1 Introduction
Coating thermal noise from the multilayer mirror coatings in gravitational wave de-
tectors is currently dominated by the high index 25% Ti:Ta2O5 layers; the low index
SiO2 layers have comparatively insignificant mechanical loss at room temperature. As
a result, the majority of coatings research has concentrated on reducing the mechanical
loss of the high index coating layer through further doping or replacing the tantalum
pentoxide [229, 259, 280]*. With the proposed switch to cryogenic operation temper-
atures the relative thermal noise contribution of the low index layer is significantly
increased due the low temperature peak in loss for silica, which is discussed in detail in
Chapter 4. It is therefore of increasing importance to find possible alternatives for silica
as a low index coating layer for cryogenic gravitational wave detectors, particularly
given the emergence of potentially viable high index replacement materials such as
amorphous silicon [259, 326, 332].
Ion-beam sputtered (IBS) amorphous alumina (Al2O3) has been studied previously
and ruled out as a viable room temperature low index coating layer due to its higher
loss and refractive index than amorphous silica [163]. However, the low temperature
mechanical loss has not been characterised, and alumina could be a viable replacement
for silica in cryogenic detectors if found to have lower loss near potential operating
temperatures (∼10, 20, and 120 K). The refractive index of alumina coatings can vary
depending on the deposition technique and substrate from 1.52 to 1.76 [333, 334]. The
refractive index of ALD amorphous alumina at 1064 nm on a silicon substrate was
*See Chapter 6 for a more in-depth look into high index coating research.
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found to be 1.63 [335], which is the value assumed for IBS alumina studied in this
thesis. Compared to the refractive index of 1.45 for silica, this would result in more
coating layers to achieve the same reflectivity as the current coating stack, resulting
in a thicker coating and, therefore, a likely increase in thermal noise. However,
if the mechanical loss of alumina is significantly lower at cryogenic temperatures
then the extra layers may not matter in terms of overall thermal noise contribution.
Furthermore, the dependence of both thermo-optic and coating Brownian noise on the
relative Young’s modulus of coating layers with respect to the substrate could result
in alumina providing better noise characteristics as a low index coating layer; the
cryogenic detectors will utilise bulk silicon or sapphire substrates, with both materials
having greater Young’s moduli than that of the fused silica currently used.
The viability of alumina as a coating material rests on it having significantly lower
mechanical loss at temperatures between 10 and 130 K than IBS silica. Two sets of
etched silicon cantilevers were coated with IBS Al2O3 in order to characterise the
temperature-dependent coating loss for a series of post-deposition heat treatments.
The two sample sets were coated with different thicknesses of alumina, 505 nm and
2.02 µm*, in order to investigate any possible dependence of the mechanical loss on
the coating thickness, which could be an intrinsic property of the coating or occur as a
result of stress and curvature in the cantilever. This chapter presents the temperature
dependent mechanical loss of both thicknesses of alumina, as well as its change in
stress, with respect to heat treatments between 300 ◦C and 800 ◦C.
5.2 Sample preparation
Amorphous alumina thin-film coatings were deposited onto silicon cantilever substrates
via ion beam sputtering by ATF using an aluminium sputtering target [240]. Similar to
the silica coatings presented in Chapter 4, there was no active substrate heating during
deposition, but temperatures up to ∼90 ◦C were reached during the sputtering process.
Two different coating thicknesses were deposited, resulting in eight cantilevers with
a 2.02±0.02 µm thick coating and eight cantilevers with a 505±8 nm thick coating.
No overspill of IBS alumina was found through ellipsometer measurements of the
back (etched) side of the coated cantilevers.
Four samples from each coating thickness were heat treated by ATF, with two sam-
ples annealed at 300 ◦C and two more at 400 ◦C. Their heat treatment profile consisted
*The requested deposition thicknesses were 500 nm and 2.00 µm, with the extra 5 and 20 nm,
respectively, of alumina measured post-deposition.
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Table 5.1 ATF IBS Al2O3 coated silicon cantilever samples. Cantilever thicknesses
were calculated from the bending mode frequencies found during mechanical loss
measurements. Each coating thickness deposition run included sample numbers 1
through 12; duplicate sample numbers between coating thicknesses do not mean that
the 505 nm samples were coated with extra alumina to reach 2.02 µm.
Heat treatment (◦C) 2.02 µm 505 nm
Sample Thickness
(µm)
Sample Thickness
(µm)
AD 1 72.9±0.1 2 59.8±0.1
300 7 60.3±0.4 7 50.8±0.1
300 (24 h) 7 60.3±0.4 1 60.0±0.2
400 11 60.5±0.1 10 55.1±0.2
600 (24 h) 3 54.6±0.1 3 60.5±0.1
800 (24 h) 10 61.7±0.1 4 61.3±0.1
of 90 minutes of ramp up time, a 60 minutes plateau at the maximum temperature,
then 60 minutes of ramp down time. All other heat treatments were performed with
a ramp up of about one hour followed by a 24 hour plateau at temperature and then
an overnight ramp down to room temperature. The samples measured during this
experiment and their corresponding heat treatments are shown in table 5.1.
All samples were baked in atmosphere at 1000 ◦C prior to coating to grow a layer
of thermal oxide. The cantilevers coated with 2.02 µm IBS alumina had an average
oxide thickness of ∼84 nm prior to coating, and those coated with 505 nm had a pre-
coated average oxide thickness of ∼58 nm. This oxide thickness, as measured through
ellipsometry, did not increase after the cantilevers were coated. Cantilevers from
each wafer underwent the 1000 ◦C thermal oxide growth stage but were not coated
in order to provide control data for coating loss calculations. The 2.02 µm control
sample was 59.8±0.2 µm thick with about 95 nm of total oxide thickness, and the
505 nm control sample was 59.6±0.1 µm with about 40 nm of thermal oxide. Gaps in
control sample data in temperature range dominated by thermoelastic loss (∼ 150 to
300 K ) were interpolated based on standard differences seen between expected and
measured thermoelastic loss for uncoated samples with full data sets. All but four of
the cantilever samples listed in table 5.1 were within one micron of their corresponding
control cantilevers, and therefore required no scaling of the control data. Samples 1
and 3 for the 2.02 µm coating and 1 and 10 for the 505 nm differed in thickness by at
least five microns. The control data for these samples was increased or decreased in
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Table 5.2 Range of Young’s modulus values for thin film alumina deposited via a
number of PVD techniques, as well as a polycrystalline bulk alumina sample (PC bulk).
RE is reactive evaporation, PLD is pulsed laser deposition, RMS is reactive magnetron
sputtering, and ALD is atomic layer deposition. A γ suffix represents deposition in a
state of partial or full crystallinity (cubic).
Deposition method Film thickness
(µm)
Young’s modulus
(GPa)
RE 0.35 100 [336]
E-beam 0.35 120 [337]
ALD 0.5 200 [338]
PC bulk 2540 309 [339]
RMS 0.3 to 1.2 140 [340]
1.0 to 2.0 105 to 170 [341]
1.0 to 2.0 110 to 220 [342]
0.2 to 3.0 177 to 219 [343]
RMS-γ 1.0 to 2.0 300 [342]
2.0 350 [344]
PLD-γ 1.0 320 to 360 [345]
the thermoelastic region according to the thickness of the coated sample following the
method described in Chapter 4 (section 4.2.2).
5.2.1 Young’s modulus of thin-film Al2O3
Previous mechanical loss studies of IBS alumina as the low index layer in multilayer
mirror coatings assumed the Young’s modulus to be 400 GPa, which is identical
to bulk, crystalline sapphire [163, 195]. This assumption was necessary due to an
absence of Young’s modulus characterisation of IBS alumina films in the literature.
However, Al2O3 films formed by other deposition methods, particularly magnetron
sputtering, have been extensively studied and the range of Young’s moduli from these
investigations is summarised in table 5.2. It can be seen that even coatings deposited in
a crystalline state (RMS-γ and PLD-γ) remain well below the bulk alumina modulus
used in previous studies.
One possible explanation for the large disparity in stiffness shown in table 5.2
could be the nature of amorphous alumina formation: alumina is a non-quench glass,
meaning that Al2O3 cannot be formed in an amorphous state via rapid cooling from a
liquid state [346]. Amorphous alumina can be created using PVD, but some deposition
techniques have shown evidence of polycrystalline structures, even at deposition
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temperatures below 100 ◦C. Ion beam assisted IBS alumina deposited at 100 ◦C,
however, has been shown to be amorphous [347, 348]. Even so, the hardness of
alumina films have been found to increase with post deposition heat treatment as the
film transitions from an amorphous to a crystalline structure [349].
The transition temperature from amorphous film to a crystalline structure has been
shown to depend strongly on both the deposition method and deposition temperature,
where some amorphous films crystallise after heat treatments as low as 570 ◦C and
others can resist crystallisation at annealing temperatures up to 1200 ◦C [348–351]. Ion
beam assisted IBS alumina has been shown to be amorphous at deposition temperatures
below 500 ◦C and to have a post deposition heat treatment phase transition path
of a-Al2O3
800◦C/6h−−−−−−→ γ-Al2O3 1000
◦C/6h−−−−−−→ γ-Al2O3+α-Al2O3 1200
◦C/6h−−−−−−→ α-Al2O3,
which is very similar to the thermal behaviour of pulsed reactive magnetron sputtered
alumina [347]. It was therefore assumed that the structure of IBS Al2O3 is most
comparable to RMS films and the Young’s modulus taken to be 200 GPa. This value is
within the upper range of the measured RMS stiffnesses, but was chosen due to the
increased density and uniformity seen in IBS compared to magnetron sputtered films,
as well as the relatively high heat treatment temperatures used for this experiment.
5.3 Results
The mechanical loss between between 10 K to 295 K of 505 nm and 2.02 µm thick IBS
Al2O3 was calculated after a range of post-deposition annealing temperatures following
the procedures detailed in Chapter 3. Figure 5.1 shows the expected thermoelastic loss,
measured control and coated cantilever loss, and calculated coating loss for a 505 nm
IBS alumina sample. The same set of measured and calculated loss can be seen for
the 2.02 µm thick coating in figure 5.2. The samples were heat treated at 600 ◦C and
800 ◦C, respectively, but are broadly representative of the measured versus calculated
data from all samples and heat treatments studied for each thickness.
Unlike the silica coatings presented in Chapter 4, the IBS alumina loss remained
well above that of the bare silicon control at temperatures above 100 K. This resulted
in greater coating loss fidelity in the mid-range temperatures. However, it can be
seen in figure 5.1 that the measured sample loss is affected by the thermoelastic loss
of the control sample at temperatures above ∼200 K, where the loss increases in
conjunction with the rise of substrate thermoelastic loss. The frequency dependence
of thermoelastic loss resulted in this influence being magnified for higher frequency
modes. The same effect was not present for the 2.02 µm alumina coating, which can
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Fig. 5.1 Control, measured, and calculated loss for 505 nm of 600 ◦C heat treated
Al2O3. Shown values are from mode 5 (∼3.8 kHz).
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Fig. 5.2 Control, measured, and calculated loss for 2.02 µm of 600 ◦C heat treated
Al2O3. Shown values are from mode 4 (∼2.4 kHz).
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be seen in figure 5.2 to be unaffected by the increased substrate thermoelastic loss at
high temperatures. This is a result of the thicker coating having about four times the
relative energy dissipation compared to the 505 nm sample, thus increasing the gap in
measured loss between the control cantilever and the coated sample.
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Fig. 5.3 Coating loss from all measured modes of 505 nm Al2O3 without heat treat-
ment.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show coating loss for 505 nm Al2O3 as deposited and 2.02 µm
Al2O3 heat treated at 400 ◦C, respectively, where the loss was calculated from all
measured cantilever bending modes. Both loss compilations show consistent loss
trends between measured modes, as well as evidence of increased loss accompanying
higher frequency modes. This was the case for all measured samples of both coating
thicknesses.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show coating loss for all heat treatments of 505 nm thick
alumina, where each graph represents coating loss calculated from one measured mode
frequency (modes 4 and 8, respectively). Below 25 K the loss can be seen to be nearly
identical regardless of heat treatment temperature; all samples agree to within 10% in
this temperature range. This region is also notable for exhibiting a slight trough in loss
just below 20 K, which is clearly defined for all heat treatments.
Heat treatment of the Al2O3 produced changes in the magnitude of loss above
the low temperature trough region, but after an initial reduction in loss following
heat treatment at 300 ◦C, only minor changes were observed at higher heat treatment
temperatures. Further annealing at 400 ◦C and 600 ◦C produced slight variations in
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Fig. 5.4 Coating loss from all measured modes of 2.02 µm Al2O3 after heat treatment
at 400 ◦C.
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Fig. 5.5 Coating loss from all heat treatments of 505 nm IBS Al2O3, as calculated
from mode 4 (∼1.9 to 2.3 kHz).
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Fig. 5.6 Coating loss from all heat treatments of 505 nm IBS Al2O3, as calculated
from mode 8 (∼8.9 to 10.7 kHz).
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Fig. 5.7 Coating loss from all heat treatments of 2.02 µm IBS Al2O3, as calculated
from mode 4 (∼2.1 to 2.8 kHz).
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Fig. 5.8 Coating loss from all heat treatments of 2.02 µm IBS Al2O3, as calculated
from mode 8 (∼9.6 to 12.8 kHz).
mechanical loss from∼40 to 200 K, but no significant changes in the overall loss trend
occurred. In other words, the gradual increase and then plateau of mechanical loss
seen after heat treatment at 300 ◦C remained for all further heat treatments.
There is some evidence, seen in figure 5.5, that the 800 ◦C heat treatment resulted
in an increase in loss compared to the lower temperatures. As outlined in section 5.2.1,
800 ◦C is the temperature at which IBS alumina begins to transition from amorphous
to crystalline, so the slight increase in loss at this heat treatment temperature could be
indicative of the early stages of crystallisation within the 505 nm coating. Furthermore,
ion-assisted IBS alumina coatings have shown increased surface roughness after 800 ◦C
heat treatment, which could be responsible for the slight increase in mechanical loss
for this heat treatment of the ATF IBS alumina [347].
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the same loss versus heat treatment curves as 5.5 and 5.6
but for the 2.02 µm thick coating. Similar to the thinner alumina coating, the 2.02 µm
Al2O3 increases in loss with measurement temperature in an as-deposited state, and it
follows a temperature dependent loss trend of trough-rise-plateau for all heat treated
samples. Heat treatment can also be seen to have little to no effect on coating loss at the
low temperature trough region. Unlike the 505 nm thick alumina, the 2.02 µm coating
clearly exhibits the lowest loss after 600 ◦C and shows no difference in loss after heat
treatment at 800 ◦C. Notable as well is the improved fidelity of the 2.02 µm loss;
single mode heat treatment loss comparisons for the 2.02 µm alumina coating were
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Table 5.3 Coating stress and coated cantilever radius of curvature for heat treated
samples of ATF IBS alumina. Negative stress corresponds to compressive stress in the
coating. Positive values indicate tensile coating stress.
Heat treatment (◦C) 2.02 µm 505 nm
ROC (cm) σ (GPa) ROC (cm) σ (GPa)
AD 22±2 −461±35 53±3 −504±35
300 – – 90±7 −301±23
300 (24 h) 24±2 −279±21 59±4 −331±25
400 27±2 −251±19 96±7 −236±17
600 173±11 32.3±2.1 245±17 112±8
800 48±3 147±10 134±8 210±13
more consistent between modes and had significantly less measurement error for each
heat treatment. It is unknown why the thicker coating had this reduced measurement
uncertainty.
5.4 Analysis
The characterisation of temperature dependent coating loss for a range of heat treat-
ments of IBS Al2O3 is valuable for judging its merit as a low index coating in future
coating designs. This section will compare the loss results to those presented for
silica in Chapter 4, as well as delve deeper into the features seen between Al2O3
thicknesses and heat treatment parameters. Measurements of the coating stress for all
heat treatments of both thicknesses is also presented.
5.4.1 Stress
The radius of curvature was measured and coating stress calculated using the proce-
dures described in section 3.4 for all of the studied alumina coatings. Since there was
no evidence of alumina overspill on the coated samples, the coating thicknesses used
in stress calculations match those used for calculating loss. No oxide growth was
measured on the back side of the cantilevers, and the pre-coating thermal oxide thick-
ness was equal on both sides of the cantilevers, so it was assumed that any curvature
induced by thermally grown SiO2 would cancel itself out. A summary of all radii and
coating stress is given in table 5.3.
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Both coating thicknesses share similar stress trends, with a continued change in
stress after increased-temperature heat treatments and a transition from compressive to
tensile stress occurring between the 400 ◦C and 600 ◦C heat treatments. They differ,
however, in that the 2.02 µm alumina displayed lower stress at all heat treatments
except the 400 ◦C. The disparity was more pronounced after the transition from
compressive to tensile stress, where the 505 nm alumina had over three times the
coating stress as the thicker coating after 600 ◦C and 30% higher stress after 800 ◦C*.
5.4.2 Thickness dependent mechanical loss
The 2.02 µm coating was found to exhibit lower loss than the 505 nm coating across all
measured temperatures for all heat treatments, and the difference was found to increase
with heat treatment. Figure 5.9 shows the loss of the coatings as deposited and the
difference can be seen to be minimal, with less than a 10% difference in loss across
the measured temperature range and nearly indistinguishable loss from 50 to 100 K.
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C heat treatments, respectively, and
display a gradual increase in loss disparity with heat treatment culminating in a clear
and distinct difference in loss of about 20% across all measured temperatures after
heat treatment at 800 ◦C, which is shown in figure 5.12. The 600 ◦C annealed coating
loss fits within this trend as well and can be seen in figures 5.21 and 5.22 in section
5.4.4. Figure 5.13 shows the difference in loss between the two thicknesses at 10 K,
20 K, and 120 K to summarise the changes seen between the thicknesses after each
heat treatment. While the magnitude of the difference is relatively small, there is a
clear trend of the 505 nm coating having higher loss than the thicker coating, with this
difference increasing in conjunction with increased heat treatment temperatures.
The relative energy dissipated within a thin-film coating compared to the bulk sub-
strate is dependent on the coating thickness, as shown in section 3.3.1. If the coatings
remain homogenous and isotropic then there should be no thickness dependence with
regards to mechanical loss. It was therefore expected that the 505 nm and 2.02 µm
IBS alumina coatings would produce identical temperature dependent mechanical loss
results. The trends shown in figures 5.9 through 5.13 clearly show otherwise, and
understanding the origin of the loss disparity could provide insight into connections
between coating structure and loss.
A potential origin of the loss difference could be an increase in surface defects
on the coatings. It has also been shown that high temperature annealing of alumina
coatings increases the surface roughness of the films [347], and high surface roughness
*A graph of the results shown in table 5.3 is presented in section 5.4.4.2 (figure 5.23)
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Fig. 5.9 Coating loss of 2.02 µm versus 505 nm Al2O3 without heat treatment and
calculated from mode 4: 2.8 kHz and 2.3 kHz, respectively.
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Fig. 5.10 Coating loss of 2.02 µm versus 505 nm Al2O3 heat treated at 300 ◦C and
calculated from mode 4 (2.3 kHz for both thicknesses).
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Fig. 5.11 Coating loss of 2.02 µm versus 505 nm Al2O3 heat treated at 400 ◦C and
calculated from mode 6: 5.7 kHz and 5.2 kHz, respectively.
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Fig. 5.12 Coating loss of 2.02 µm versus 505 nm Al2O3 heat treated at 800 ◦C and
calculated from mode 4: 2.4 kHz and 2.3 kHz, respectively.
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Fig. 5.13 Absolute difference in loss between the 505 nm and 2.02 µm thick alumina
samples at 10 K, 20 K, and 120 K with respect to heat treatment temperature. The
temperature for the as-deposited coating loss difference is 90 ◦C, which is roughly the
temperature reached during deposition. The 10 K and 120 K values are shifted left and
right, respectively, by 10 ◦C for the sake of clarity.
has been linked to increased mechanical loss for both silicon cantilever and silica disc
substrates [264, 352]. While the surface roughness of the IBS alumina coatings are
unknown, the greater surface to volume ratio of the thinner coating would lead to this
being a more pronounced effect for the 505 nm alumina and could serve to raise its
loss above that of the thicker coating.
A possible cause for the increase in difference with heat treatment could be a
changing Young’s modulus. Heat treatment of pulsed magnetron sputtered alumina has
been shown to result in increased hardness just before and during the transition from
amorphous Al2O3 to γ-Al2O3 [349]. If this hardening effect occurs for IBS alumina
and thicker coatings were found to be more susceptible*, then the increased Young’s
modulus for the 2.02 µm coating would bring its current calculated loss down with
increased heat treatment. This is supported by the loss of the thicker coating exhibiting
a greater change with heat treatment than the 505 nm coating.
Linked to changes in coating stiffness is the stress in the coating and substrate. The
room temperature coating stress displayed in table 5.3 shows inconsistent changes in
magnitude with heat treatment and little evidence for correlation between the changes
in coating stress and the increased difference in mechanical loss between thicknesses
with continued heat treatment of the samples. However, during loss measurements
*Thinner coatings have been shown to resist crystallisation to a greater extent than thicker coatings
of the same material [353, 354].
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it was noticed that the alumina samples significantly changed in curvature over the
course of the measurement cycle. This could possibly be a result of changing thermal
stress with measurement temperature.
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the change in mode frequency (relative to its starting
value at 10 K) with respect to measurement temperature for mode 4 of the 505 nm and
2.02 µm samples, respectively. The 505 nm samples emulate closely the frequency
changes seen for an uncoated cantilever, with consistent relative frequency change with
respect to temperature between all heat treatments. It should be noted that the 800 ◦C
heat-treated sample contains a second curve visible from 78 K to ∼140 K, which is
an artefact of re-cooling the cryostat to measure loss in this range. The origin of this
frequency change is unknown, but there is no correlated change in the mechanical loss
when this frequency change occurs. One potential reason for the shift could be elastic
hysteresis in the clamping block from the contraction, expansion, and re-contraction
of the steel clamping block during re-cooling.
The 2.02 µm coated samples, on the other hand, show marked changes in the
mode frequency reduction. All of the samples differ significantly from the uncoated
cantilever below 150 K. The 600 ◦C and 800 ◦C heat treatments display significantly
altered trends compared to the bare cantilever across the full temperature range, where
both samples produced a much more linear decrease in frequency with temperature.
The discontinuity seen in the 400 ◦C heat-treated samples is a product of long rest times
in between measurements and is not a noteworthy feature; in this case the cryostat was
held at 78 K for an extended period of time.
Figure 5.16 shows the same frequency change versus temperature analysis but for
multiple measurement cycles of the same sample: the 300 ◦C heat treatment of the
2.02 µm alumina. This figure highlights the altered trend in mode frequency seen for
the 2.02 µm thick alumina samples, but is also included to show the consistency in
frequency change between multiple measurements. The third clamp contains a discon-
tinuity (similar to that seen in the 400 ◦C sample in figure 5.15) where the cryostat was
held at 78 K for an extended period of time prior to resuming measurements, the trend
in this temperature range is consistent with the other cycles, just shifted downwards
in relative frequency. The trend in frequency change is clearly consistent between
measurements, so the differences seen in figures 5.14 and 5.15 cannot be attributed to
variations from temperature cycles. Figure 5.16 also includes two different uncoated
cantilevers to show the consistency of frequency change in uncoated cantilevers, even
of different thicknesses (56 and 60 nm).
It can be concluded from the changes in mode frequency with respect to tempera-
ture in the 2.02 µm coating that something is happening to the thick alumina during
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Fig. 5.14 Relative change in mode frequency with respect to temperature for mode 4
from all heat treatments of the 505 nm thick alumina. Uncoated silicon cantilever data
is included for comparison.
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Fig. 5.15 Relative change in mode frequency with respect to temperature for mode
4 from all heat treatments of the 2.02 µm thick alumina. Uncoated silicon cantilever
data is included for comparison.
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Fig. 5.16 Relative change in mode frequency with respect to temperature for three
separate measurement cycles of 300 ◦C heat-treated 2.02 µm Al2O3. Uncoated silicon
cantilever data is included for comparison.
heat treatment that is not occurring during heating of the thinner coating. This can also
be seen in the loss, where the 2.02 µm coating appears to undergo a greater change
in coating loss than the 505 nm. It is unclear why this observed frequency effect
would result in lower mechanical loss, but, particularly for the 600 ◦C and 800 ◦C heat
treatments, there is a significant reduction of loss that accompanies the more rapid
change in frequency with respect to measurement temperature. The mode frequency is
dependent on the square root of the ratio of Young’s modulus to density, so if dY/dT
and dρ/dT were to be thickness dependent, and also change with heat treatment at
a different rate depending on coating thickness, then this would explain loss differ-
ences observed between the 505 nm and 2.02 µm Al2O3. Measurement of the stress
with respect to temperature would be valuable in providing further evidence for this
hypothesis.
5.4.3 300 ◦C heat treatment comparison
It was of interest to test the dependence of loss on heat treatment times given the
difference between the ∼2 hour ATF heat treatment used for the 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C
heat treatments (described in detail in section 5.2) and the 24 hour anneal used for
the 600 ◦C and 800 ◦C samples. In order to test the validity of comparing samples
heat treated under different conditions, it was decided to compare the temperature
dependent loss of two samples, each heat treated at the same temperature (300 ◦C) but
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for different times; this comparison was performed for the 505 nm coating. Another,
similar comparison was performed for a 2.02 µm coating heat treated by ATF, which
was measured for temperature dependent loss, heat treated for an additional 24 hours
at 300 ◦C, and then measured again.
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Fig. 5.17 Coating loss from mode 4 (2.29 kHz) of 505 nm Al2O3 heat treated at 300 ◦C
for 24 h versus loss from mode 4 (1.19 kHz) of another 505 nm thick coating sample
heat treated at 300 ◦C for ∼1 h by ATF.
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Fig. 5.18 Coating loss from mode 5 (3.80 kHz) of 505 nm Al2O3 heat treated at 300 ◦C
for 24 h versus loss from mode 5 (3.22 kHz) of another 505 nm thick coating sample
heat treated at 300 ◦C for ∼1 h by ATF.
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the loss comparison for 505 nm samples heat treated
by ATF and separate samples annealed for 24 hours. The two heat treatments produce
a large separation in loss values between 30 and 60 K, with the 24 hour heat treatment
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exhibiting higher loss. The loss disparity in both figures reaches near 10% for some
temperature steps, but the differences are inconsistent between measured modes and are
difficult to confidently ascribe to the continued heat treatment; particularly given that
the measured loss was from two different samples, neither of which had as-deposited
loss data to check for a loss difference before heat treatment.
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show coating loss for 2.02 µm alumina heat treated at
300 ◦C by ATF for about one hour compared to the same sample heated at 300 ◦C
for an additional twenty four hours. The 24 hour heat treatment appears to have
systematically lowered the loss of the sample (opposite to the effect seen in the 505 nm
samples), and there is a noticeable separation in loss values between the two heat
treatments from 40 K upwards. However, the difference in loss never exceeds 5% and
the two data sets are consistent enough to be considered in agreement within normal
variations between multiple clamps of the same sample.
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Fig. 5.19 Coating loss calculated from mode 3 (1.19 kHz) of 2.02 µm Al2O3 heat
treated by ATF at 300 ◦C for ∼1 h versus the loss of the same coating sample heat
treated for an additional 24 h.
Unfortunately this heat treatment comparison experiment was designed and per-
formed prior to observing both the difference in loss between alumina coatings of
differing thicknesses discussed in section 5.4.2 and the relatively little change in loss
profile of alumina with heat treatment at temperatures below 800 ◦C. The disparity in
loss between the two coating thicknesses was far greater than the differences observed
when heat-treating for different times. This, combined with the relatively insignificant
change in loss of alumina with heat treatment, as well as opposite findings for the
2.02 µm and 505 nm experiments, leads to the results being inconclusive. There may
be a slight change in the temperature dependent loss of alumina coatings heat treated
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Fig. 5.20 Coating loss calculated from mode 4 (2.33 kHz) of 2.02 µm Al2O3 heat
treated by ATF at 300 ◦C for ∼1 h versus the loss of the same coating sample heat
treated for an additional 24 h.
for differing amounts of time, but it is not a limiting factor in comparing different
annealing temperatures. A similar experiment but with more comparison samples of
a coating with pronounced changes in loss, eg silica or tantalum pentoxide, would
be valuable in providing a more rigorous look at the effects of heat treatment ramp
up/down and plateau times on temperature dependent mechanical loss.
5.4.4 Comparison to SiO2
5.4.4.1 Mechanical loss comparisons
The primary motivation for characterising the temperature dependent mechanical loss
of IBS Al2O3 was to determine its potential as a replacement low refractive index layer
for the multilayer mirror coatings in future cryogenic gravitational wave detectors.
With a higher refractive index than silica, the mechanical loss benefits of alumina
need to outweigh the increased thermal noise from additional layers required to match
reflectivity. Figures 5.21 and 5.21 show the loss of both alumina coating thicknesses
compared to the IBS and RLVIP SiO2 coatings presented in Chapter 4, as calculated
from modes 3 and 4, respectively. Both the IBS silica and alumina loss in the figures
are from the 600 ◦C heat treated samples in order to match the current aLIGO coating
stack post deposition heat treatment as closely as possible; the RLVIP silica loss is
from the coating measured as deposited. It can be seen in both figures that the alumina
loss is lower than the IBS silica at 10 K and significantly lower at 20 K. The RLVIP
silica is comparable to the alumina at temperatures below 40 K, with a maximum
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difference of about 10% at 20 K. The loss of Al2O3 is comparatively very high at
120 K, with both thicknesses displaying about five times the loss of the RLVIP silica
coating and well above five times the loss of the IBS silica.
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Fig. 5.21 Low temperature loss of IBS Al2O3 and SiO2, both heat treated at 600 ◦C.
The as-deposited RLVIP SiO2 loss is included for comparison as well. All loss
calculated from mode 3. Dotted lines represent the coating loss of both thicknesses
of IBS alumina if the Young’s modulus of the coating matches that of bulk sapphire
(400 GPa).
Figures 5.21 and 5.22 also show (dotted lines) the loss of the 505 nm and 2.02 µm
thick alumina coatings if the Young’s modulus of the films were to match that of bulk
sapphire. As discussed in section 5.2.1, this is not a realistic estimation, but the loss
from such an assumption is shown to highlight both the necessity for nanoindentation
of alumina films and the hazards of assuming bulk material stiffness for thin film
coatings. The higher Young’s modulus reduces the loss at all temperatures by 50%,
artificially bolstering Al2O3 in loss comparisons with other low index coatings. The
Young’s modulus of the coating layers and the mirror substrate material factors into
the thermal noise associated with a coating stack, so the larger Young’s modulus of
400 GPa–much larger than silica at 72 GPa– would also have an effect on the theoretical
change in detector sensitivity associated with any improvements in coating thermal
noise. In other words, the bulk Young’s modulus assumption results in significant
underestimation of coating thermal noise. The potential of alumina as a low index
replacement for improved coating thermal noise will be investigated in Chapter 7,
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Fig. 5.22 Low temperature loss of IBS Al2O3 and SiO2, both heat treated at 600 ◦C.
The as-deposited RLVIP SiO2 loss is included for comparison as well. All loss
calculated from mode 4. Dotted lines represent the coating loss of both thicknesses
of IBS alumina if the Young’s modulus of the coating matches that of bulk sapphire
(400 GPa).
but it was worth noting here the importance of an accurate elastic modulus for both
mechanical loss calculations and thermal noise estimates. An investigation into the
Young’s modulus of thin-film IBS Al2O3 is of the utmost importance.
5.4.4.2 Stress comparison
The clearest difference between stress in heat treated SiO2 and Al2O3 coatings is
the transition from compressive to tensile stress seen in the alumina coatings. The
comparative transition of coating stress in the two materials with continued heat
treatment is shown in figure 5.23. The magnitude of stress in both coatings decreases
linearly from an as-deposited state until heat treatment at 450 ◦C, after which the silica
appears to plateau at ∼−230 GPa for the 600 ◦C and 800 ◦C anneals and the alumina
continues in a roughly linear manner through a point of zero stress and increasing
in tensile stress. There is a difference between the magnitude of tensile stress in the
505 nm and 2.02 µm alumina coatings, but the trend is consistent between the two
thicknesses and very different from that seen in the silica coatings.
Notable as well is the lack of correlation between alumina loss and coating stress,
compared to the apparent connection between temperature dependent loss and coating
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Fig. 5.23 Coating stress in silica and alumina coatings. Both thicknesses of the IBS
Al2O3 are shown, and the silica stress includes both CSIRO and ATF IBS SiO2 as well
as the RLVIP SiO2.
stress seen in IBS silica and discussed in section 4.4.2. Combined with the lack of a
defined activation energy for TLS within the alumina coating, its lack of correlation
between stress and loss could be further evidence of a difference in internal relaxation
mechanisms between the two coating materials.
5.5 Conclusions
Amorphous IBS Al2O3 was considered as a possible alternative to SiO2 as the low
index coating layer in highly reflective multilayer mirror coatings given the increase in
mechanical loss of silica at the operating temperatures of future cryogenic detectors.
Alumina’s mechanical loss was found to be thickness dependent, with 2.02 µm thick
coatings displaying increasingly higher loss with continued heat treatment compared
to that of the 505 nm coatings. Both thicknesses of IBS alumina exhibited a significant
decrease in loss after heat treatment at 300 ◦C, but relatively little change in loss was
observed for further heat treatments up to 800 ◦C, with no change at all for temperatures
below ∼50 K. An experiment to test differences in loss with respect to heat treatment
time at 300 ◦C was inconclusive, likely in part due to this lack of significant change in
loss with increased temperatures.
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Unlike the mechanical loss, the stress within the alumina coatings changed sig-
nificantly with subsequent heat treatments, with both coating thicknesses containing
more than 450 GPa of compressive stress in their as deposited state and transitioning
to tensile stress after heat treatment at 600 ◦C. There appeared to be no correlation
between mechanical loss and stress for the alumina coatings, and, especially compared
to IBS silica, they exhibited a consistent change in stress with each increasing heat
treatment.
Both coating thicknesses of alumina were found to exhibit lower mechanical loss
than IBS silica below 40 K but significantly higher loss at temperatures above 100 K.
However, comparisons between the mechanical loss of silica and alumina depend
strongly on knowledge of the Young’s modulus for IBS Al2O3. The assumption of
a value at 200 GPa adds significant systematic error to all the reported loss values,
particularly given the possible evidence of increased stiffness with heat treatment. A
systematic study of the change in Young’s modulus with heat treatment is essential for
evaluating alumina as a possible low index coating material.
Chapter 6
Temperature dependent mechanical
loss of high index coating materials
6.1 Introduction
Reflectance in multilayer coatings is determined by both the number of layer pairs
and the difference in refractive indices of the materials comprising said pair. A large
difference in refractive indices of the layer materials allows for higher reflectivity
with less coating pairs, i.e. a thinner coating, which is beneficial because thermal
noise is directly proportional to coating thickness. The current, advanced gravitational
wave detector coating is comprised of amorphous silica for the low index layers
(n ≈ 1.45) and 25% titania doped tantalum pentoxide (n ≈ 2.03) for the high index
layers. The coating used in the first generation of detectors contained pure Ta2O5, but
it was shown that doping with TiO2 reduced the room temperature mechanical loss
by ∼ 40% [165]. Even with the ∼ 40% reduction, tantala dominates the mechanical
loss of the multilayer coating and is therefore the primary source of thermal noise
within the coating at room temperature*. 25% Ti:Ta2O5 displays a loss peak at low
temperatures comparable in magnitude to that seen in amorphous silica [254]. It is
therefore of primary importance to find a material suitable for replacing the high index
layer for both upgrades to the current, room temperature detectors and new coatings
for future, cryogenically cooled detectors.
Extensive studies have been carried out to further improve on 25% Ti:Ta2O5 as the
high index layer, but it has been a decade since the last significant reduction in coating
thermal noise was achieved through titania doping [165]. Continued measurement
*The loss of silica at room temperature is about 5×10−5 [158], compared to the 2.3×10−4 for
titania doped tantala [355].
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of the loss characteristics of new materials is important, but investigations into the
structural origins of mechanical loss could provide more valuable results with regards
to discovering a new, low loss coating and is crucial given the detector upgrade and
construction timelines. This chapter studies the loss characteristics of a number of new
coating materials and deposition methods in order to test their validity* as replacement
high index layers. It also presents loss comparisons of new coating techniques with
a growing body of work on tantalum pentoxide in the hope of eventually finding a
correlation between deposition parameters and thermal history with loss and coating
structure.
6.2 Ion-beam sputtered materials
Ion-beam sputtering is the current standard for the mirror coatings in gravitational
wave detectors. It is a high energy deposition method that has hitherto not been
surpassed as a technique for producing homogenous coatings with sufficiently low
scatter, and the only deposition chamber currently capable of sputtering coatings for
detector test masses utilises IBS [356]. It is therefore of significant interest to look
first to coating materials deposited by IBS as replacements for the current high index
25% Ti:Ta2O5 layers. This section will present results from four different high index
materials produced through ion-beam sputtering.
6.2.1 High deposition temperature tantalum pentoxide
As discussed in section 4.4.1.1, mechanical loss in thin films is thought to originate
from thermally induced transitions between asymmetric double well potentials, with
the distribution of two-level systems (TLS) comprised of barrier heights and barrier
asymmetries serving as predictors of loss in an amorphous solid. It is thought that
coatings formed with increased surface mobility during deposition could reach a
lower potential energy landscape once cooled, reducing the number of TLS present
in the cooled glass [243, 244]. Post-deposition heat treatment works to accomplish a
similar goal, but ‘trapped’ particles within a coating structure are limited in changing
their local energy landscape by neighbouring particles; those at the surface during
deposition have a significantly increased volume of configuration space to explore for
the lowest energy states. Increasing the substrate temperature during deposition allows
*Absorption and other optical properties are also crucial in determining the practicality of a coating
material, but mechanical loss is a limiting material property with regards to implementation viability
and is the primary focus of this thesis.
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for greater surface mobility and more effective formation of coatings in their lowest
energy states, the ideal state being an ultra-stable glass that is at an energy landscape
effectively devoid of TLS. The use of deposition temperatures approaching 400 ◦C has
been shown to significantly reduce the loss of e-beam evaporated amorphous silicon
coatings, thought to be a result of this increased surface mobility and a reduction in two-
level systems [245]. It is therefore of interest to explore elevated substrate temperature
deposition for potential thermal noise improvement through reduced coating loss*,
with current experiments focusing on Ta2O5 due to the wealth of previous research on
the coating material under standard deposition conditions.
Ion-beam sputtered coatings, such as those presented in Chapters 4 and 5, reach
substrate temperatures of about 90 ◦C during sputtering purely as a result of the deposi-
tion process. Silica disc substrates have been heated beyond this natural plateau during
deposition to 150 ◦C, 250 ◦C, 400 ◦C, and 480 ◦C to test the effect on room temperature
loss, which was found to decrease for all elevated substrate temperatures compared
to unheated deposition but, unfortunately, with little difference among the elevated
substrate temperatures [324]. Also of note was the continued decrease in loss with
post-deposition annealing, even at temperatures below the heating during deposition.
This implies that elevated deposition temperatures and post-deposition annealing are
not analogous, with each producing different structural changes. While not producing
dramatic reduction in mechanical loss, the elevated deposition temperatures are clearly
producing significant structural changes, so observing the loss behaviour at cryogenic
temperatures is of value for a fuller picture of this new variable space in the coating
deposition process.
A number of elevated deposition temperature IBS tantalum pentoxide samples
were produced by The University of the West of Scotland (UWS), from which an
etched silicon cantilever with a 577±20 nm thick coating both deposited at and then
heat treated at 300 ◦C was measured following procedures described in section 3.3.2.
Figure 6.1 shows the coating loss† below 200 K calculated from all measured modes
of the ∼68 µm thick coated sample. The change in loss with respect to temperature is
consistent between measured modes, with a peak in loss at about 40 K. One notable
feature is the consistency in magnitude for all modes below 40 K compared to the
spread in magnitude above the peak temperature, where the loss appears to be more
strongly frequency dependent.
*There is also evidence that high temperature deposition of tantalum pentoxide results in an
increased refractive index, which could result in thermal noise reduction even if the loss remains
unchanged by reducing the number of coating layers required for high reflectivity [357]
†The Young’s modulus was assumed to be the same as IBS Ta2O5, 140 GPa
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Fig. 6.1 Coating loss from modes 3 through 11 (1.28− 23.5 kHz) of 300 ◦C heat
treated IBS Ta2O5 deposited at 300 ◦C.
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Fig. 6.2 300 ◦C heat treated IBS Ta2O5 loss from coatings deposited without substrate
heating (CSIRO, data from [256]) and deposited at 300 ◦C (UWS). The loss is cal-
culated from mode 3, which is 1.28 kHz for the UWS tantala and 1.00 kHz for the
CSIRO.
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Fig. 6.3 300 ◦C heat treated IBS Ta2O5 loss from coatings deposited without substrate
heating (CSIRO, data from [256]) and deposited at 300 ◦C (UWS). The loss is cal-
culated from mode 4, which is 2.55 kHz for the UWS tantala and 1.90 kHz for the
CSIRO.
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Fig. 6.4 300 ◦C heat treated IBS Ta2O5 loss from coatings deposited without substrate
heating (CSIRO, data from [256]) and deposited at 300 ◦C (UWS). The loss is calcu-
lated from mode 5, which is 4.26 kHz for the UWS tantala and 3.2 kHz for the CSIRO.
The 500 ◦C heat treatment for CSIRO Ta2O5 is included for comparison as well (data
also from [256]).
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Figures 6.2 (mode 3) and 6.3 (mode 4) show the loss of the elevated deposition
Ta2O5 compared to standard IBS Ta2O5 (sputtered by CSIRO [256]), where both
coatings have been heat treated at 300 ◦C. A 10% systematic uncertainty stemming
from unknown Young’s modulus has been added to the loss from tantala deposited at
300 ◦C. This was done in response to the significant structural changes apparent from
the room temperature loss results for high temperature deposition tantala and comprises
the majority of the uncertainty in results; the statistical measurement uncertainty was
extremely low across measured temperatures for all modes (∼2%). Even with the
wide range of expected Young’s moduli (126 to 154 GPa), the 300 ◦C deposited tantala
has higher loss at all temperatures above 30 K; the loss below 20 K is nearly identical.
A significant difference, other than the magnitude of loss, is the shifted peak
loss temperature for the 300 ◦C deposited Ta2O5. Figure 6.4 (mode 5) highlights
this difference as, unlike modes 3 and 4, it has data at every temperature step for
the elevated temperature tantala. The two measured cantilevers differed in thickness,
resulting in a higher measured frequency at each mode for the elevated temperature
tantala. This could result in a slight lateral shift in peak temperature, but would be in
the order of tenths of a Kelvin rather than the observed 5 to 10 K shift. Figure 6.4 also
includes the loss of the CSIRO tantala after a 500 ◦C heat treatment, which has a peak
temperature closer to that of the 300 ◦C deposition temperature Ta2O5. This could
provide evidence of the elevated deposition temperature having a structural effect
greater than post-deposition heat treatment at the same temperature, similar to the
decrease in crystallisation temperature with deposition temperatures nearing 500 ◦C.
Continued measurement of the temperature dependent loss of IBS tantala deposited
at varying deposition temperatures would serve to provide a wider lens through which
to view the structural changes in coatings with applied thermal energy. Current
tantala results do not yet match the TLS-reduced ultrastable glass formation seen in the
theoretical models. Further research may point towards incremental loss improvements
through an optimised combination of heated substrate deposition and post-deposition
heat treatment, and significant structural changes with little effect on loss at room
temperature may become apparent with cryogenic mechanical loss measurements.
Measurement of the coating stress would also be of interest, since the higher deposition
temperature should lead to a greater amount of thermal coating stress in the coating.
6.2.2 68% Ti:Ta2O5
Doping pure Ta2O5 with titanium dioxide during coating deposition has been shown
to significantly reduce the mechanical loss of the coating [165]. TiO2 has a high
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elastic modulus, atomic compatibility with tantalum pentoxide, and stability in an
amorphous state, and an optimum dopant concentration of 25% was found for use in
the aLIGO and Advanced Virgo highly reflective multilayer mirror coatings to reduce
the coating thermal noise contribution while maintaining the optical properties required
for reaching design sensitivity [16]. It is of interest, however, to investigate the changes
in optical and mechanical properties that occur with differing doping percentages in
order to gain a better understanding of the origins of coating loss and its relation to
structural and chemical differences. The temperature dependent mechanical loss of
tantala doped with titania percentages of 14% and 52% has been characterised both
as-deposited and after heat treatment at 400 ◦C and 600 ◦C, respectively [229, 280].
Measurement of samples coated with 68% Ti:Ta2O5* should provide a systematic look
at the effect of titania doping percentages on the loss of tantalum pentoxide.
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Fig. 6.5 IBS 68% Ti:Ta2O5 coating loss calculated from all measured modes: 500 ◦C
heat treatment.
It should be noted that the Young’s modulus of this coating is unknown, but previ-
ous nano-indentation studies of titania-doped tantala found greater variance in Young’s
modulus between heat treatment temperatures of identical coatings than between 0%,
14%, and 52% titania doping percentages [280]. A value of 140 GPa was, therefore,
used in all loss calculations, as well as for comparison coating curves from previous
measurements. The Young’s modulus of pure, thin-film TiO2 is 151 GPa [358], so
this assumption would, at most, impart about an 8% systematic uncertainty in loss
*The nominal doping percentages were 25%, 55%, and 75%. Electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) measurements later revealed the actual stoichiometry to be 14%, 52%, and 68% titania, which
are the percentages quoted throughout this thesis. Results for titania-doped tantala presented in [229,
280] refer to the nominal percentages.
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Fig. 6.6 IBS 68% Ti:Ta2O5 coating loss calculated from all measured modes: 600 ◦C
heat treatment sample 2.
given the worst case of the coating having the stiffness of titania rather than tantalum
pentoxide.
The loss of 500±10 nm of 68% Ti:Ta2O5 has been measured for the coating
as-deposited, as well as after heat treatment at 600 ◦C where it was found to exhibit
anomalous loss characteristics, with loss nearly an order of magnitude lower at the low
temperature peak after heat treatment (this can be seen in figure 6.8). Two additional
samples were measured to confirm the drastic loss reduction; one (70.1 µm thick) was
heat-treated at 600 ◦C to compare directly with the extraordinary sample (70.2 µm
thick), and another (66.5 µm thick) was annealed at 500 ◦C in an attempt to track the
reduction in loss. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the coating loss from these samples after
heat treatment at 500 ◦C and 600 ◦C, respectively. Both figures contain loss calculated
from all measured bending modes of the coated sample. A peak in mechanical loss
at ∼35 K can be seen for both heat treatments, with the loss increasing afterwards to
create another, much broader peak in the loss between 100-150 K.
Figure 6.7 shows the loss from these samples (labelled sample 2 for the 600 ◦C)
compared to the previous measurements of the coating loss as-deposited and after heat
treatment at 600 ◦C. It can be seen clearly that the seemingly anomalous reduction
in loss with heat treatment is, in fact, characteristic of 68% Ti:Ta2O5. The losses
of the 500 ◦C and both 600 ◦C heat-treated samples are nearly indistinguishable and
significantly lower than the loss of the coating without heat treatment. The reduction
in loss with heat treatment is particularly apparent when compared with other titania
doping percentages.
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Fig. 6.7 IBS 68% Ti:Ta2O5 coating loss for all heat treatments as calculated from
bending mode 4. The loss as-deposited and 600 ◦C sample 1 is part of ongoing research
by P. Murray [359].
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Fig. 6.8 Mechanical loss as-deposited for 0%, 14%, 52%, and 68% Ti:Ta2O5. All loss
is calculated from bending mode 4 of the coated samples. Data for the pure Ta2O5 is
from [256]; the data for 14% and 52% Ti:Ta2O5 is from [229, 280]. All losses are
calculated from measurements of cantilever bending mode n = 4.
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Fig. 6.9 Loss after heat treatment at 600 ◦C for 0%, 14%(400 ◦C), 52%, and 68%
Ti:Ta2O5. Data for the 600 ◦C pure Ta2O5 is from [256]. The 400 ◦C 14% Ti:Ta2O5
and 600 ◦C 52% Ti:Ta2O5 data is from [229]. All losses are calculated from measure-
ments of cantilever bending mode n = 4.
Figure 6.8 shows the as-deposited coating loss of 68% Ti:Ta2O5 compared to
14% and 52% as well as pure tantalum pentoxide. The lower doping percentages
significantly reduce the tantala loss across all temperatures, but the 68% titania doping
returns the loss to a level much closer to the pure tantala. However, the opposite is true
with heat treatment of the coating. Figure 6.9 shows these same coatings heat treated
at 600 ◦C*, where the 68% titania doped tantala exhibits loss an order of magnitude
lower than the other doping percentages and pure tantala.
The reason behind the large drop in loss with heat-treated 68% Ti:Ta2O5 is un-
known, but it is worth noting that EELS measurements showed evidence that the 68%
Ti:Ta2O5 coating is not homogeneous; it appears to have distinct layers of varying
titania doping percentages[360, 361]. The stated value of 68% titania is an averaging
of the layers and further investigation is required in order to conclude that the higher
titania doping percentage is worth replacing the 25% doping percentage used in the
current generation of mirror coatings. It should also be noted that, while display-
ing low mechanical loss, this coating has visual evidence of crystallisation. Initial
optical measurements show evidence of a more singular crystalline structure rather
than a polycrystalline formation [362]. Investigations of the loss after heat treatments
*No data is available for the 600 ◦C14% Ti:Ta2O5, so the 400 ◦C heat treatment is shown instead.
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below 500 ◦C would be valuable in order to see the progression between the high
loss as-deposited and the large reduction with 500 ◦C and 600 ◦C heat treatments, and
further measurements regarding the para-crystallinity of the structure are of interest
for marrying the loss trends with coating structure.
6.2.3 IBS titanium dioxide
Titania has long been known as a high refractive index material (2.5 [363, 364]) with
low mechanical loss over a wide temperature range [365]. It displays loss lower than
that of pure Ta2O5, which, combined with compatible material properties, was the
motivation for choosing TiO2 as the dopant material to reduce the loss of tantalum
pentoxide [165]. Titania could not fully replace the Ta2O5 because ion-beam sputtered
TiO2 displays polycrystalline structure formation after heat treatment at temperatures
above 200 ◦C [353, 366]. This results in a significant increase in optical scatter and
mechanical loss and has, to this point, eliminated titania as a high index coating layer
in the multilayer detector coatings. There is evidence that doping pure titania with a
more stable glass former, such as SiO2, retards these crystallisation effects seen at low
heat treatment temperatures, but with a decrease in refractive index [363, 367]. One
possible solution to retain the low loss of titania films in a multilayer coating without
reducing the refractive index is to use much thinner (∼20 nm) ‘nanolayers’, which
lowers the crystallisation temperature of TiO2 compared to thicker coatings [368].
This alternate coating structure replaces the high index layer with a collection of
nanolayers of titania and silica. The refractive index of this composite is still high
enough to be considered a high index coating, and the layered sub-structure inhibits
crystallisation within the TiO2. It is therefore of interest to measure the temperature
dependent mechanical loss of IBS TiO2 after heat treatment temperatures near, and
above, 200 ◦C in order to investigate the effect of shrinking coating thickness to the
nanometre scale on polycrystalline structure formation.
Figure 6.10 shows the coating loss of 500 nm of 150 ◦C heat-treated IBS TiO2
calculated from bending mode decay of a 70.1 µm thick silicon cantilever. Loss is
calculated from all measured bending modes of the coated sample and can be seen
to be broadly frequency dependent, with about a 20% difference between the loss of
the 3rd bending mode and the 11th. Over the short measurement temperature range
the loss exhibits relatively little change, with a slight trough at about 20 K being the
only defining feature. Figure 6.11 shows the loss after heat treatment at 300 ◦C, which
produces a significant reduction in loss and a markedly different trend with respect
to measurement temperature. The loss peak at about 120 K appears in all measured
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Fig. 6.10 Coating loss as calculated from all measured modes of the 150 ◦C heat-treated
TiO2 sample.
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Fig. 6.11 Loss of 300 ◦C heat-treated IBS TiO2 as calculated from all bending modes
of the coated sample.
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modes of the heat-treated sample, but there was only one clamp measured so it may
be an artefact of the temperature cycle. This peak is thought to be spurious in part
due to its absence in previous measurements, albeit of a much greater thickness of
titania [365]. A second measurement of this heat treatment would be valuable to
determine whether the peak is a structural feature of the 300 ◦C heat treatment.
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Fig. 6.12 Mechanical loss of TiO2 loss as-deposited and heat treated at 150 ◦C and
300 ◦C. The AD TiO2 data is from [359] and all loss is calculated from bending mode
8 of the coated samples.
Figure 6.12 shows a comparison of loss from the 150 ◦C and 300 ◦C heat treatments,
with the loss of the coating as deposited included for reference. The continued heat
treatment of the titania coating can be seen to significantly reduce the mechanical
loss across all measurement temperatures. This is unexpected due to evidence in
the literature of polycrystalline structure formation in TiO2 after heat treatment at
temperatures as low as 200 ◦C and the narrow low-temperature peaks and increased
loss* in tantalum pentoxide as a result of crystallisation. Annealing pure titania at
300 ◦C was expected to induce loss effects consistent with the onset of crystallisation,
but the loss instead reduced in magnitude and displayed no signs of forming a peak in
the 20 to 40 K range.
Figure 6.13 shows the 600 ◦C heat-treated 68% Ti:Ta2O5 for comparison, where
both coatings would be expected to show loss signs of polycrystalline structure forma-
tion. Neither coating exhibit such effects and, in fact, the 68% titania doped sample
*See figure 6.19 for the loss effects from heat-induced crystallisation in tantalum pentoxide.
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Fig. 6.13 Loss of 300 ◦C heat-treated TiO2 compared to 600 ◦C 68% Ti:Ta2O5, as
calculated from bending mode 8 of the cantilever samples.
has lower loss than the pure titania at all measurement temperatures. It is therefore
of further interest to continue measuring the loss of IBS titania with heat treatment
temperatures greater than 300 ◦C. Furthermore, there is evidence that IBS creates
oxygen deficient titania coatings that tend towards TiO2 with heat treatment [369].
This could be a possible explanation for the continued reduction in loss with heat
treatment seen in pure titania, as well as the massive reduction in loss seen with the
68% Ti:Ta2O5. Measuring the stoichiometry of the titania coatings as-deposited and
after heat treatments would serve to test this hypothesis.
6.2.4 34.5% zirconia-doped tantalum pentoxide
The significant reduction in tantalum pentoxide loss with titania doping led to structural
investigations of TiO2 doped compared to un-doped Ta2O5 in order to better understand
the origins of coating mechanical loss. It was found that titania doping changed
the atomic structure at the nearest-neighbour scale, which was thought to affect
macroscopic processes such as mechanical loss through increased bond homogeneity
and altered bond angle distribution [370]. Figure 6.14 shows an example of the short
range (< 0.5 nm) order atomic structure of amorphous tantala, which contains ring
structures that occur in its crystalline form. The vibrational modes of these tantalum-
oxygen ring structures gives insight into their flexibility, which increases when doped
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with titanium. Models doped with zirconium instead of titanium saw a further increase
in flexibility, so zirconia-doped tantala was chosen as a promising new coating based
on the hypothesis that the higher atomic flexibility of titania doped tantala could be
the origin of its reduced mechanical loss [371, 372].
Fig. 6.14 Atomic models of ring structures [360] comprised of tanala (blue) and oxygen
(red). The top model is un-doped, and the middle and bottom are doped with titanium
and zirconium, respectively. Hydrogen (white) is added to keep the model charge zero,
a requirement for vibrational analysis of these structures.
Doping Ta2O5 with concentrations of ZrO2 between roughly 30% and 60% has also
been shown to increase the temperature at which tantala coatings can be heated prior to
crystallisation, with the amorphous-crystalline transition temperature increasing from
approximately 600 ◦C to 900 ◦C [373]. As shown in figure 4.29, the loss of amorphous
silica at room temperature improves with heat treatments up to 950 ◦C. Titania doping
seems to have minimal effect on the crystallisation temperature of Ta2O5, limiting
the heat treatment of a multilayer stack to below 600 ◦C. If the mechanical loss of
zirconia-doped tantala is below that of Ti:Ta2O5 then it would provide the opportunity
for high temperature heat treatment of a SiO2 and Zr:Ta2O5 coating stack, which would
lower the loss of both coating layers compared to a current silica and titania-doped
tantala coating stack design. Lower loss compared to Ti:Ta2O5 would also provide
evidence for the link between increased bond flexibility and mechanical loss.
A 162±1 µm thick, welded silica cantilever was coated with 590±10 nm of 34.5%
Zr:Ta2O5 in order to measures the room temperature loss*. The results are shown
in figure 6.15, which contains calculated loss of the coating as deposited, as well
as after heat treatment at 300 ◦C, 400 ◦C, 500 ◦C, and 600 ◦C. The heat treatments
*The Young’s modulus of the coating was found through nanoindentation to be 130±2 GPa [374]
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resulted in lower loss compared to the coating as-deposited, but there is little in terms
of consistent loss trends. The loss of the 400 ◦C, 500 ◦C, and 600 ◦C samples are equal
within measurement uncertainties for modes 1, 2, and 4, but are not equal for modes
3 and 5. Modes 6 and 7 were measured as well, but the loss of the coated sample
was less than the measured loss of the uncoated cantilever for most heat treatments.
Even for the modes presented in figure 6.15, the control data was within 50% of the
measured coating data for heat treatments above 300 ◦C. The room temperature loss
values are, therefore, taken to be upper estimates of the coating loss and the apparent
stop in improvement after 400 ◦C attributed to the elevated loss of the cantilever rather
than a trait of the coating. One conclusion from this upper estimate loss, and the
plateaued improvement with heat treatment, is that crystallisation of the coating at
600 ◦C is unlikely due to the consistent low loss of this sample. It is also clear that
heat treatment reduces the loss, which, after 400 ◦C, is equivalent to the accepted room
temperature values of 25% Ti:Ta2O5 (2.0-2.4×10−4) [16, 40, 355].
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Fig. 6.15 Room temperature coating mechanical loss of 590 nm 34.5% Zr:Ta2O5,
as measured on a welded silica cantilever. Loss is calculated from silica cantilever
bending modes 1-5.
Silicon cantilevers* were coated at the same time as the silica cantilever in order
to measure the loss at cryogenic temperatures. Figure 6.16 shows the coating loss
calculated from all measured modes of the zirconia doped tantala sample, as-deposited.
The loss increases with measurement frequency but is broadly similar in shape for all
*All measured cantilevers were ∼70 µm thick.
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modes. Figure 6.17 shows the coating loss after heat treatment at 600 ◦C. There is a
significant increase in loss compared to the annealed sample, as well as the formation
of a sharp peak in loss at ∼25 K. The same frequency dependence is apparent for
measurement temperature above the loss peak, but the coating loss is indistinguishable
between modes at temperature below ∼25 K. This same trend remains after an 800 ◦C
heat treatment, as shown in figure 6.18. The 800 ◦C heat treatment increased the
magnitude and narrowed the low temperature peak seen with the 600 ◦C. Loss at
temperatures above the peak remained similar.
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Fig. 6.16 Coating loss of 34.5% Zr:Ta2O5 as calculated from all measured modes of
the sample as-deposited.
Figure 6.19 shows the loss of all zirconia doped tantala samples compared to the
loss of equivalent heat treatments of pure Ta2O5. As shown in [256], the 800 ◦C heat
treatment of pure Ta2O5 results in significant increase in loss at all temperatures and
is associated with crystallisation of the coating. Doping with zirconium has clearly
suppressed this effect and resulted in comparatively little change in loss with the high
temperature anneal. Figure 6.20 shows the same loss comparison but zoomed in to
omit the high loss of the 800 ◦C undoped Ta2O5.Here it can be seen that the zirconium
doping results in reduced loss across all temperatures for the coatings as-deposited, but
the 600 ◦C heat treatment results in very similar loss between the doped and undoped
coatings. Noticeable, however, is the difference in peak shape between the 600 ◦C
heat treatments: the pure Ta2O5 has a much sharper and a more well-defined peak.
The sharp peak is thought to be indicative of a shift towards crystallinity within the
coating, so the 600 ◦C heat treatment is beginning to crystallise the undoped Ta2O5
but not the Zr:Ta2O5. The 800 ◦C heat treatment produces a nearly identical sharp,
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Fig. 6.17 Coating loss of 34.5% Zr:Ta2O5 as calculated from all measured modes of
the sample after a 600 ◦C heat treatment.
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Fig. 6.18 Coating loss of 34.5% Zr:Ta2O5 as calculated from all measured modes of
the sample after a 800 ◦C heat treatment.
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defined peak at ∼25 K in the Zr:Ta2O5 as seen in the 600 ◦C annealed Ta2O5, leading
to the conclusion that the doped coating is beginning to crystallise after 800 ◦C but has
resisted paracrystallinity prior to this heat treatment.
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Fig. 6.19 Loss of 34.5% Zr:Ta2O5 compared to that of undoped Ta2O5 for the coatings
as-deposited and heat treated at 600 ◦C and 800 ◦C. Loss data for the pure Ta2O5 is
from [256, 359], and all loss is calculated from bending mode 4 (∼2.6 kHz).
The primary benefit of an increased crystallisation temperature is the ability to
anneal multilayer coatings to a higher temperature. Thin film coatings usually tend
towards lower room temperature loss with increased heat treatment up to the point
of crystallisation. It is clear from both the low temperature and room temperature
loss behaviour that doping Ta2O5 with 34.5% zirconium would allow for higher heat
treatment temperatures and, therefore, possible improvement to the thermal noise
performance of the current, SiO2 and 25% Ti:Ta2O5 coating stack. Further studies of
the room temperature loss with respect to heat treatment are of high interest to confirm
the conclusions drawn from the low temperature loss behaviour of the Zr:Ta2O5.
Figure 6.21 shows the loss compared to titania doped tantala, where it can be seen that
the Zr:Ta2O5 would provide no benefit as a replacement high index layer for cryogenic
detector mirror coatings. Further low temperature measurements are, therefore, not as
valuable as a more in-depth look into possible benefits of using the coating in a room
temperature coating stack able to be heat treated above the current 500 ◦C anneal and
take advantage of reduced loss in both the high and low index layers.
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Fig. 6.20 Rescaled version of figure 6.19 shown to better observe the differences in
loss shape and magnitude otherwise obscured by the 800 ◦C heat-treated Ta2O5.
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Fig. 6.21 Loss of 600 ◦C heat-treated 34.5% Zr:Ta2O5 compared to 400 ◦C 14% and
600 ◦C 52% Ti:Ta2O5. All loss was calculated from the fourth bending mode of the
respective cantilever samples.
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6.3 Alternative deposition methods
While IBS coatings are the current standard for low loss, low scatter, and low ab-
sorption mirror coatings, it is of interest to investigate different coating techniques
to better understand the connection between structural differences within coatings
of the same material and any resulting changes in optical and mechanical properties.
This section contains temperature dependent mechanical loss results for high index
coating materials deposited via direct current magnetron sputtering (DC magnetron)
and reactive low-voltage ion-plating (RLVIP).
6.3.1 DC magnetron sputtered tantalum pentoxide
As discussed in section 3.2.1.2, DC magnetron sputtering differs from IBS in that
the sputtering ions are created by a glow discharge plasma encompassing both the
target and substrate, as opposed to IBS where the ablating ions are introduced by
an ion gun aimed only at the sputtering target. DC magnetron sputtering produces
coatings with less packing density than IBS, but with higher density than evaporative
deposition methods [247, 250]. DC magnetron is cost-effective and comparatively
simple to implement, and the creation of an ablating plasma directly on the target
surface eliminates the potential for contamination present with most IBS systems.
Standard IBS ion sources send the ions through an extraction grid, which erodes over
time and must be replaced, leading to the potential introduction of sputtered screen
molecules [322]. Comparing the loss characteristics of this deposition technique to the
standard, IBS tantala coatings could possible further the understanding of the structural
origins of coating loss in Ta2O5.
A 63.7±0.1 µm thick silicon cantilever was coated with 5.22±0.20 µm of DC
magnetron sputtered Ta2O5 and measured following the procedures discussed in sec-
tion 3.3.2. Tantalum pentoxide was chosen due to both the extensive characterisation
of IBS Ta2O5 and the continued investigation of Ta2O5-based coatings as high index
multilayer coatings. Figure 6.22 shows the loss of the as-deposited coating, which can
be seen to exhibit the low temperature loss peak characteristic of IBS Ta2O5 coatings.
The peak is centred around ∼45 K and is present in all measured modes of the sample,
and the loss broadly increases with measurement frequency.
The substrate reaches temperatures of ∼90-100 ◦C in both IBS and DC magnetron
sputtering, so a direct comparison of the coatings as-deposited is shown in figure 6.23.
The measurement uncertainty for the DC magnetron coating is extremely low (<1%)
across all measurement temperatures, but a 10% systematic uncertainty stemming
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Fig. 6.22 Coating loss of DC magnetron sputtered Ta2O5, as calculated from all
measured bending modes.
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Fig. 6.23 Loss of DC magnetron Ta2O5 compared to that of IBS Ta2O5 (from [256]).
Both displayed coatings are as-deposited, and loss was calculated from the third
bending mode of each coated silicon sample.
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from unknown Young’s modulus has been added to the loss for figure 6.23 (140 GPa
was used as the modulus for loss calculations). Even accounting for the large range of
possible Young’s moduli, the DC magnetron Ta2O5 exhibits lower mechanical loss
across all measured temperatures, and the low temperature loss peak is more clearly
defined than the peak in IBS Ta2O5. Interestingly, the loss magnitude and peak shape
of the DC magnetron Ta2O5 is much closer to that of the IBS Ta2O5 heat treated to
300 ◦C. This comparison can be seen in figure 6.27 in section 6.3.3. The absorption,
however, was found to be about 85 ppm, which is far greater than that of IBS Ta2O5
and high enough to outweigh the mechanical benefits of the coating [375].
6.3.2 RLVIP amorphous silicon
Ion-beam sputtered amorphous silicon (a-Si) is a candidate as a replacement high
index coating layer in future, cryogenic detectors due to its extremely low mechanical
loss [40, 376]. Amorphous silicon has already been shown to exhibit losses below 10−4
with heat treatment up to 450 ◦C over a wide range of measurement temperatures [259],
which is well below that of the current high index layer (25% Ti:Ta2O5) dominating
the coating thermal noise of the room temperature detector mirror coating. However,
the absorption requirements for detector coatings are very strict: for aLIGO it is
0.5 ppm [165], the Voyager cryogenic upgrade to aLIGO is 1-2 ppm [376], and the
ET design study has a requirement of less than 5 ppm [40]. These stringent limits are
in place because coating absorption results in thermal distortion and lensing of the
test-mass mirrors, and high coating absorption would inhibit cooling and temperature
stability of the mirrors for cryogenic detectors. Increasing the laser wavelength
from 1064 to 1550 nm reduces the absorption in amorphous silicon, but it is still
at a level too great for use as a high index bilayer in detector coatings. Recent
measurements of RLVIP a-Si show a significant reduction in absorption compared
to other amorphous silicon coatings [325] that, while still prohibitively high, puts
RLVIP a-Si in a promising position to replace IBS as a potential upgrade material
in future coating stacks. It is therefore important to characterise the loss in order to
make accurate thermal noise estimations. Furthermore, if heat treatment of the RLVIP
SiO2*, is found to decrease its loss and produce a viable replacement for IBS silica,
then confirming low loss for RLVIP silicon will allow for all layers to be produced via
the same sputtering technique, thereby eliminating significant engineering issues.
*The loss of RLVIP SiO2 as deposited was shown in sections 4.5 and 4.6 to be below that of IBS
SiO2 at the low temperature loss peak, but greater than IBS SiO2 at temperatures above ∼60 K. Further
measurements are required to directly compare the coatings after a 600 ◦C heat treatment.
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Fig. 6.24 Coating loss of as-deposited RLVIP a-Si calculated from cantilever bending
modes 3-5, 7, and 8. All calculations assumed zero loss in the substrate, so the shown
values represent an upper limit on coating loss.
Coating loss was calculated from measurements of a 67.0±0.2 µm thick silicon
cantilever coated with 1.00±0.01 µm RLVIP a-Si. No thermal oxide was grown on
the cantilevers prior to coating in anticipation of coating loss below that of the low
temperature peak in loss created by thermally grown SiO2. No control samples were
used in the loss calculations; there were no measurements of un-oxidised cantilevers
from the same wafer with which to subtract the loss of the substrate. Figure 6.24 shows
the coating loss as calculated assuming zero substrate mechanical loss and a coating
Young’s modulus of 147 GPa*. The reported loss values are, therefore, an upper limit
on the actual coating loss, which is likely to be much lower at temperatures below
50 K where the substrate loss is expected to be within 50% of the measured loss of
the coated sample. Three of the measured modes (3, 4, and 8) shown in figure 6.24
agree well with each other, with the other two modes (5 and 7) displaying consistent
loss above ∼75 K but scattered or no data at lower temperatures. The reason behind
this low temperature scatter is unknown, but it is also evident in measurements of IBS
amorphous silicon [259]. Even as an upper limit, the coating loss seen in figure 6.24 is
*This is the Young’s modulus of IBS aSi as found through nanoindentation [280].
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an order of magnitude lower than any of the doped or pure tantala coatings presented
in this chapter at temperatures below 100 K*.
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Fig. 6.25 Loss of as-deposited RLVIP a-Si compared to AD and 300 ◦C and 450 ◦C
heat treated IBS amorphous silicon. All coating loss is calculated assuming zero
substrate loss, and the IBS a-Si loss is from [259].
Figure 6.25 shows the loss compared to that of multiple heat treatments of IBS
a-Si. With a deposition temperature of 250 ◦C, the RLVIP a-Si might best be compared
to the 300 ◦C heat treated IBS silicon, but the RLVIP silicon exhibits significantly
lower loss than all of the IBS heat treatments. All of the coating loss is calculated
assuming a zero substrate mechanical loss, which means the loss shown in figure 6.25
represents the upper limit, and all the curves are likely to shift towards lower loss
when the substrate is taken into account. However, for the lowest IBS loss (450 ◦C
heat treatment) to reach the same loss as the RLVIP upper limit requires a substrate
with loss on the order of 1-3×10−5 at temperatures below 150 K. This is an order of
magnitude higher than the loss associated with bare silicon cantilevers, even with some
(∼20nm) of thermal oxide. It is therefore possible to conclude that RLVIP produces
amorphous silicon with lower loss than IBS. This decrease in loss could occur due to a
reduction in two-level systems accompanying the increased deposition temperature
of RLVIP. As discussed in section 6.2.1, TLS in e-beam sputtered amorphous silicon
have been shown to decrease with increased deposition temperatures [245].
*No peak in loss was seen in this temperature region, which, in addition to the IBS TiO2 and Al2O3,
eliminates the possibility of low temperature loss peaks being an artefact of loss measurements using
silicon cantilevers.
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The primary result of these loss measurements is confirmation of low loss in RLVIP
deposited amorphous silicon, which, with the loss improvement seen in RLVIP SiO2
over IBS, would warrant a switch in deposition method for future detector coatings
from IBS to RLVIP. The absorption of RLVIP a-Si also provides an advantage over
IBS; whereas IBS a-Si exhibits a significant increase in absorption at heat treatments
above 450 ◦C, RLVIP a-Si remains at an absorption minimum with further heat treat-
ment [377]. However, as will be discussed in Chapter 7, the high absorption of silicon
coatings would require a multi-material coating stack, where the majority of the laser
power is reflected in the first few layers of low absorption coating material bilayers on
top of an a-Si bilayer stack. It is therefore necessary to understand the loss of RLVIP
Ta2O5 as a possible high index material for the top bilayers of an RLVIP multi-material
coating stack.
6.3.3 RLVIP tantalum pentoxide
Similar to the motivation for investigating the low temperature loss behaviour of DC
magnetron Ta2O5, measuring RLVIP tantalum pentoxide gives further comparison
of loss from the same coating material deposited in a different manner. The elevated
deposition temperature (250 ◦C) inherent to this ion-plating deposition method is also
of interest in relation to the high temperature IBS Ta2O5 coatings discussed in section
6.2.1. These comparisons provide both practical juxtaposition of losses for use in
coating stack estimation and an increased possibility of finding correlations between
mechanical loss and the structural formation of the different coatings.
The loss of RLVIP Ta2O5 at low temperatures is of particular interest given the low
loss exhibited by RLVIP SiO2*. While using multiple deposition methods within the
same coating stack could be possible, utilising the same deposition technique for all
coating layers is significantly less challenging and a more feasible option for altering
the only coating chamber currently large enough to coat the test mass mirrors. If
further heat treatment of the RLVIP SiO2 results in even lower loss then it could be a
viable replacement for IBS SiO2 and knowledge of RLVIP Ta2O5 coating loss will be
crucial for evaluating the thermal noise contribution from such a coating stack.
Figure 6.26 shows the coating loss as calculated from all measured bending modes
of a coated (500±10 nm) silicon cantilever sample. The low temperature loss peak
characteristic of thin film tantala can be seen in all measured modes centred around
∼ 50 K. The higher frequency modes (>4 kHz) exhibit a second peak above 150 K,
but it is assumed to be a result of a clamp resonance due to the inconsistent shape
*See section 4.5.
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Fig. 6.26 RLVIP Ta2O5 coating loss calculated from all measured bending modes of
the coated sample as-deposited.
and peak temperature between modes. Only one temperature cycle was measured for
the sample, so this higher temperature peak would be expected to vanish with further
measurements.
Figure 6.27 shows the loss in relation to other tantalum pentoxide coatings, where
it can be seen to be greater in magnitude at all temperatures compared to all deposition
methods except for atomic layer deposition (ALD)*. It should be noted that the ALD
deposition temperatures can reach temperatures up to 350 ◦C [378], so it represents
another iteration of elevated temperature deposition Ta2O5. A 300 ◦C heat treatment
of the IBS tantala is included in figure 6.27 to further highlight that post-deposition
annealing produces changes in loss different to those seen in similar temperature
elevated deposition methods. Of note is the clear difference in temperature of the loss
peaks seen in all the coatings. All of the losses are calculated from bending mode
3 (∼1.3 kHz), with the cantilever thicknesses being within 5 µm of each other. This,
combined with similar coating thicknesses for all samples except DC magnetron, means
that changes in peak temperature greater than about 0.5 K are a result of structural
differences rather than differences in sample geometry. Further work to calculate the
activation energies and barrier height distributions of each coating deposition method
*Atomic layer deposition is a chemical vapour deposition process where a thin film coating is
grown one atomic layer at a time through alternating injections of reactive and inert gases into the
deposition chamber. For more information see [378].
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Fig. 6.27 Mechanical loss of Ta2O5 coatings formed through different deposition
techniques. Loss results for the ALD coating are from [229], the AD IBS from [359],
and 300 ◦C heat-treated IBS from [256]. The 300 ◦C deposition temperature IBS
coating was also heat treated at 300 ◦C post-deposition.
is of high interest for a more in-depth comparison of the structural differences between
deposition methods for Ta2O5 films.
With regards to RLVIP as a replacement deposition method for IBS, the increased
magnitude of loss for RLVIP Ta2O5 would outweigh the benefits seen in the low index
silica layers. Heat treatment has been shown to reduce the loss of elevated temperature
IBS tantala coatings, but the coating as-deposited displays greater than twice the
magnitude in loss across measurement temperatures; a disparity unlikely eliminated
through annealing. This difference in loss also provides further evidence that elevated
temperature deposition does not produce an ideal glass* or more relaxed formation of
Ta2O5 films, where figure 6.27 shows all of the high temperature deposition methods
to have higher loss than the comparable, ‘low temperature’ IBS Ta2O5.
6.4 Conclusions
A decade of research into high index materials since the upgrade to titania-doped
tantala has produced no thermal noise improvements significant enough to warrant its
*The premise of which centres on extra surface mobility during deposition from the greater thermal
energy and is discussed in section 6.2.1.
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replacement. Low temperature mechanical loss measurements of high index materials
are crucial for finding mirror coating stacks with reduced thermal noise for future,
cryogenic gravitational wave detectors, but they also reveal structural characteristics
of the coatings that could lead to more informed choices regarding research into these
high index coating materials. This chapter has presented the temperature dependent
loss of new, novel coating materials as well as variations of tantalum pentoxide,
a well-characterised material from which the changes in loss behaviour with heat
treatment and deposition method hopefully leads to better understanding of the origins
of mechanical loss in thin films.
High deposition temperature IBS Ta2O5 was found to fall short of the hypothesised,
ultra-stable glass formation, with loss in the same range as the standard deposition
temperatures. Further research into the progression of the loss curve with heat treat-
ment progression would allow for a more rigorous comparison, but measurements of
the coating at room temperature have failed to produce the expected reduction in loss.
One interesting result is the similarity in loss shape for the 300 ◦C deposition tem-
perature and heat treatment compared to the 500 ◦C heat-treated standard deposition
tantala, which suggests that thermal energy does play a different role in rearranging
the structure of the coating depending on when it’s applied. In other words, 300 ◦C
deposition temperature is not the same as 300 ◦C heat treatment in terms of altering a
coating’s mechanical properties.
Samples of tantala doped with 68% titania were found to have potential issues
due to coating inhomogeneity, but the coating loss after heat treatment was found
to be over an order of magnitude lower than all other measured doping percentages
at temperatures below 200 K. This result gives both an interesting look into the
non-linearity of doping effects on coating mechanical loss and a potential upgrade
to the 25% Ti:Ta2O5. Further investigation into the loss at heat treatments below
500 ◦C would be valuable for finding the temperature at which the sharp decrease
in loss occurs. Continued analysis of the EELS data for this coating is also crucial
for determining whether the titania doping percentage should be increased for future
mirror coatings. Given the issues with scatter for TiO2 coatings, measuring the optical
qualities of this coating is also an important next step. The loss of pure titania was
also investigated and shown to decrease across all temperatures with heat treatment
at 150 and 300 ◦C. This is surprising given previous evidence of crystallisation after
200 ◦C, but further heat treatment to 500 ◦C would be valuable to see if the low loss of
the 68% Ta2O5 could be mirrored by a drop in loss for pure titania. This low loss of
annealed TiO2 is a positive result for the future of nanolayer coatings, but the optical
qualities may still preclude titania from use as a high index layer.
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Doping tantalum pentoxide with 34.5% zirconium successfully raises the resistance
of the coating to crystallisation, with an 800 ◦C heat treatment producing extreme
increases in low temperature loss indicative of crystallinity in pure Ta2O5 but only
the sharp loss peak associated with pre-crystalline tantala in the Zr:Ta2O5. While the
loss at low temperature is too high to be a valuable replacement layer for cryogenic
detector mirrors, this resistance to crystallisation could be a valuable characteristic for
future room temperature detector upgrades; particularly since the room temperature
loss for heat treatments from 400 ◦C to 600 ◦C is shown to be at least as low as titania
doped tantala. Further investigation into the coating loss at room temperature is of
high importance.
Amorphous silicon has already been shown to have loss at cryogenic temperatures
well below any other high index material. However, the low index silica layers limit
the benefit gained from the potential use of a-Si as the high index material*. RLVIP
silicon exhibits lower loss than the already exceptional IBS a-Si, and, given the lower
loss of RLVIP compared to IBS SiO2, would allow for the same deposition method
to be used for the entire coating stack. Both IBS and RLVIP a-Si have absorption
too high to use as a high index material, but the RLVIP coating has been shown to
reach minimum absorption after a 450 ◦C heat treatment and remain at this level with
continued annealing [377]; IBS a-Si absorption worsens at these higher temperatures.
RLVIP may, therefore, be useful as a coating technique for optimising the annealing
of the silica without damaging the absorption of the silicon layers. Future work
includes measuring the temperature dependent loss of RLVIP a-Si after heat treatment
to investigate the difference in loss behaviour compared to heat-treated IBS a-Si.
DC magnetron and RLVIP tantala coatings were investigated for comparison to the
ALD, IBS, and elevated temperature IBS already characterised. DC magnetron Ta2O5
is sputtered at about the same temperature as standard IBS, but it exhibited about 50%
lower loss as-deposited. It also produced a significantly more defined low temperature
loss peak. RLVIP tantala was shown to have much higher loss than any other tantala
deposition method besides ALD, but changes with heat treatment would be interesting
to try and correlate with any future structural investigations. Analysis of the activation
energies and barrier height distributions for these different deposition techniques and
heat treatments would be valuable for finding any possible correlation between film
formation parameters or coating structure and mechanical loss.
High index sputtered coating materials are a primary source of thermal noise in the
current detectors, so the more knowledge of loss characteristics the greater the chance
*This can be seen in figures 7.2 and 7.3, where replacing silica with the lower loss alumina allows
the gains from amorphous silicon to be realised and results in much lower coating Brownian noise.
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of more informed decisions regarding future research plans on the subject. An imme-
diate benefit of the loss characterisation is the ability to give accurate estimation of the
coating Brownian noise from a proposed stack of materials with known mechanical
loss.
Chapter 7
Thermal noise implications of
dual-material and multi-material
coating combinations
7.1 Introduction
Coating thermal noise is a current limiting factor in the detection sensitivity of interfer-
ometric gravitational wave detectors. A push towards detector operation at cryogenic
temperatures, e.g. 10, 20, or 123 K, provides a theoretically linear decrease in thermal
noise power spectral density if all material properties remain constant. Properties
such as Young’s modulus or Poisson ratio change by a small enough degree so as
to be insignificant in relation to the temperature change, but, as shown in Chapters
4 through 6, the mechanical loss of most coating materials changes with respect to
temperature; coating stacks with minimal thermal noise at room temperature, such as
the current advanced detector multilayer coating, would be prohibitively noisy when
used at cryogenic temperatures. Characterising the change in mechanical loss over
a wide range of temperatures for possible coating materials allows prediction of the
thermal noise contribution at any potential operation temperature, for any possible
combination of high and low index material.
The frequency dependent power spectral density of a coating stack’s Brownian
thermal noise is calculated from equation 7.1. The square root of this noise is the
amplitude spectral density, which represents the magnitude of physical displacement
noise from thermally-induced motion in the mirror coatings. This chapter presents
comparative estimates of the coating Brownian noise at reduced operation temperature
from a number of high and low index coating combinations based on the results
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presented in previous chapters. Current design study estimations are updated to
include the more accurate amorphous silica loss, and new coating stacks will be
presented and compared to assess their potential as coating stack replacements for
future, cryogenic test mass mirrors. A novel technique of utilising more than two
materials in the same coating stack is also discussed [326, 332], with current estimates
being upgraded and possible new multi-material stacks proposed.
7.2 Thermal noise parameters
As discussed in section 2.3, the power spectral density of the thermal noise, Stotalx ( f ),
of a multilayer coating is calculated using (equation 2.24) [164]:
Stotalx ( f ) =
2kBT (1−ν2)
π3/2 f wrY
φeffective , (7.1)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, f is frequency, wr is the radius
of the Gaussian laser beam, and Y and ν are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio,
respectively, of the substrate. The loss term φeffective is the effective mechanical loss
angle of the coated test mass mirror and is given by equation 2.25. The parallel and
perpendicular material properties (contained within equation 2.25) of dual material
coating stacks are defined by equations 2.26 through 2.30. Section 7.4 will discuss
coating stacks with three coating materials, in which case an extra term was added to
each of these equations.
All mechanical loss values used for thermal noise estimation are contained within
tables 7.1 and 7.2. Table 7.1 gives the coating loss at 10, 20, and 123 K for all low
refractive index coating materials presented in previous chapters, as well as for the
bulk form of materials used as test mass substrates*. These temperatures were chosen
based on estimated operating temperatures for ET, KAGRA, and LIGO Voyager†.
Table 7.2 gives the coating loss for high refractive index materials presented in Chapter
6, as well as from other, previously characterised coating materials of interest.
Table 7.3 shows the material properties used in conjunction with the mechanical
loss to calculate coating Brownian noise. The Young’s modulus, refractive index
(n), and Poisson’s ration are assumed to remain unchanged with both measurement
temperature and heat treatment for the purpose of thermal noise calculations. These
have not been characterised for many of the coating materials, specific doping per-
*Fused silica is not used in any thermal noise estimates for cooled detector mirrors due to its
extremely high loss at cryogenic temperatures.
†See 1.6.5 for a discussion of these detectors.
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centages, or deposition techniques, so values have been assumed based on those from
similar coating materials. It should also be noted that Thermo-optic noise has not been
included due to a lack of accurate values for temperature dependent thermal properties
of most coatings. The cancellation of thermo-optic noise discussed in section 2.4.3
is therefore not guaranteed to occur for the presented coatings, as it depends on the
opposite direction of thermal expansion between the materials.
The radius of the Gaussian interferometer laser beam incident of the mirrors differs
between next generation detector designs, so the aLIGO end test mass beam radius
of 6.2 cm was used for all calculations to provide direct comparison between coating
designs. Furthermore, all calculations of thermal noise in this chapter assume a silicon
test mass substrate. Sapphire test masses are installed in KAGRA, but crystalline
silicon is the current proposed material for use in both ET and the LIGO upgrades.
Thermal noise values for a given coating can be roughly* expected to decrease when
applied to a sapphire substrate because of sapphire’s elevated Young’s modulus.
7.2.1 Coating stack reflectivity
The final parameter required for thermal noise calculation is the coating thickness,
which is dependent on the refractive indices of the coating layer materials. The
thickness, t, of a coating layer with refractive index n is related to the optical thickness,
δ , by: t = δ/n. The optical thickness of a coating layer in highly reflective mirror
coatings is a quarter of the laser light wavelength. Current detectors use 1064 nm
wavelength light, but future detector designs include a shift to operation at a wavelength
of 1550 nm or longer laser light because of crystalline silicon’s elevated absorption
at 1064 nm [40, 181, 182]. The thickness of coating layers used for thermal noise
estimations at cryogenic operation temperatures is therefore given (in nanometres) by:
t =
1550
4n
. (7.2)
The reflectivity, R, of a coating comprised of an even number, 2N, of these λ/4
high and low index coating layers is given by [389]:
R2N =
(
nsy−nm
nsy+nm
)2
, (7.3)
*In some cases an extra coating layer is required for a sapphire substrate compared to silicon in
order to properly alternate refractive indices. In rare cases the loss and added thickness of this extra
layer can negate the thermal noise benefits of sapphire.
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Table 7.1 Mechanical loss of low refractive index coatings characterised in previous
chapters, as well as bulk substrate materials. Samples with no post-deposition heat
treatment are labelled as-deposited (AD). All coatings are deposited via IBS unless
labelled otherwise. The listed alumina loss is from the 500 nm thick coating, as this is
closer to layer thicknesses used in multilayer coatings (compared to 2 µm).
Coating Heat treatment
Mechanical loss angle, φ × 10−4
(◦C) 10 K 20 K 123 K
SiO2 AD 8.8 9.8 11.4
300 10.4 11.3 7.4
450 8.5 9.2 4.1
600 5.3 6.3 0.3
800 5.9 7.2 0.2
950 6.8 9.8 0.3
RLVIP SiO2 AD 4.3 4.5 1.1
Al2O3 AD 4.1 4.0 7.1
300 3.8 3.7 5.5
400 3.8 3.8 5.5
600 3.6 3.6 5.0
800 3.7 3.6 5.4
SiO2 Bulk [302] 7.1 10 8.2
Al2O3 Bulk [379] 0.00005 0.000067 0.00067
c-Si Bulk [380] 0.00005 0.00004 0.0001
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Table 7.2 Mechanical loss of high refractive index coatings characterised in Chapter 6,
as well as other coating materials of interest. Samples with no post-deposition heat
treatment are labelled as-deposited (AD). All coatings are deposited via IBS unless
labelled otherwise.
Coating Heat treatment
Mechanical loss angle, φ × 10−4
(◦C) 10 K 20 K 123 K
Ta2O5 AD [359] 6.3 7.4 8.75
300 [256] 4.9 5.4 4.0
500 [359] 4.5 5.4 5.25
600 [256] 7.6 10.2 4.86
800 [256] 11.1 17.5 28.4
14% Ti:Ta2O5 AD [280] 3.9 4.25 3.7
400 [229] 3.5 4.2 4.0
52% Ti:Ta2O5 AD [280] 4.2 4.3 3.4
600 [229] 3.85 5.26 3.5
68% Ti:Ta2O5 AD [359] 6.5 6.88 7.8
500 [359] 0.14 0.32 1.1
600 0.11 0.34 1.29
TiO2 AD [359] 6.0 7.5 9.5
150 6.0 6.15 6.5
300 1.75 1.47 2.45
34.5% Zr:Ta2O5 AD 6.0 6.1 5.66
600 6.05 9.3 5.9
800 6.46 11.4 7.34
RLVIP Ta2O5 AD 8.1 9.6 10.9
DCM Ta2O5 AD 4.5 5.2 4.3
HT dep Ta2O5 300 4.7 6.3 6.1
a-Si AD [259] 0.74 0.93 1.50
300 [259] 0.57 0.7 1.1
450 [259] 0.54 0.68 0.75
RLVIP a-Si AD 0.15 0.18 0.55
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Table 7.3 Refractive index (n), Young’s modulus (Y ), and Poisson’s ratio (ν) for
materials listed in tables 7.1 and 7.2. Refractive indices are with respect to 1550 nm
wavelength laser light. Values without citations are assumptions, and all properties are
assumed to remain unchanged with respect to temperature.
Coating n Y (GPa) ν
SiO2 1.45[326] 72[296] 0.17[296]
RLVIP SiO2 1.45 72 0.17
Al2O3 1.62[381] 200 0.24
Ta2O5 2.2[326] 140 [382] 0.23[40]
14% Ti:Ta2O5 2.2 140 0.23
52% Ti:Ta2O5 2.2 140 0.23
68% Ti:Ta2O5 2.2 140 0.23
TiO2 2.43 [381] 151 [358] 0.27[358]
34.5% Zr:Ta2O5 2.25 [383] 130[374] 0.23
RLVIP Ta2O5 2.2 140 0.23
DCM Ta2O5 2.2 140 0.23
HT dep Ta2O5 2.2 140 0.23
a-Si 3.5[326] 147[280] 0.22 [384]
RLVIP a-Si 3.5 147 0.22
Bulk Al2O3 1.746[385] 400 [386] 0.24[40]
Bulk SiO2 1.444[387, 388] 72 [386] 0.17 [386]
Bulk c-Si 3.453[40] 166 [276] 0.22[40]
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where ns is the refractive index of the substrate, nm is the refractive index of the
medium through which the laser beam travels en route to the first coating layer, and
y = (nH/nL)2N , where nH and nL are the refractive indices of the high and low index
coating materials, respectively. The reflectivity of a coating stack with an odd number
of layers, 2N+1, is given instead by [389]:
R2N+1 =
(
n2Hy−nmns
n2Hy+nmns
)2
. (7.4)
Thermal noise is proportional to the coating thickness, so it is valuable to create
coating stacks with as few layers as possible. It is clear from equations 7.3 and 7.4
that more coating layers or a larger difference in refractive index between the coating
materials increases the stack reflectivity. The coating thickness and thermal noise can
therefore be reduced by using coating materials with a large difference in refractive
indices. This also means, for example, that a potential replacement high index coating
material with improved mechanical loss may not provide a thermal noise benefit if its
refractive index is lower than 25% Ti:Ta2O5, thus requiring more layers to achieve the
same reflectivity.
The designs for aLIGO and Advanced Virgo end test mass (ETM) mirrors* required
reflectivity of 99.9995%, or 5 ppm transmission (T = 1−R) [16, 167]. This is also
the requirement for the ETM within the proposed Einstein Telescope (ET) [40], so
all of the coatings presented in this chapter are constructed such that the maximum
transmission is 5 ppm.
The reflectivity of multi-material coatings, which will be discussed in section 7.4,
were calculated using TFCalc software made for designing and manufacturing optical
thin-film coatings [390]. These coating stacks are also constructed such that the total
reflectivity is 99.9995%.
7.3 Dual-material coatings
As discussed in section 7.2.1, highly reflective mirror coatings are comprised of λ/4
thick coating layers alternating between high and low refractive index materials. Each
pair of high and low index coatings is known as a bilayer, a number of which are
*The ETM are at the end of the detector arms, as opposed to the input test masses (ITM), which are
the mirrors through which light is injected into the Fabry-Perot cavities formed between the ITM and
ETM in each arm. The ITM therefore require higher coatings transmission so that laser light can enter
and exit the cavity arms, meaning the ETM will have a greater coating thickness to achieve a higher
reflectivity.
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stacked to provide the required reflectivity. The Brownian thermal noise of a coating
stack increases with each bilayer, so reducing coating thickness without sacrificing
reflectivity is one path towards an improved coating design. A coating material found
to have exceedingly low mechanical loss–or excellent agreement with the substrate’s
Young’s modulus–may fail to reduce the thermal noise contribution from the stack
if it requires too many added bilayers to reach the required reflectivity. The current
standard by which a potential multilayer, dual-material coating stack will be compared
is the aLIGO/Advanced Virgo* IBS SiO2 - 25% Ti:Ta2O5 coating stack.
Thirty-eight total coating layers of SiO2 and 25% Ti:Ta2O5 are required to achieve
the required design reflectivity of 99.9995% at λ = 1064nm for a fused silica substrate.
The coating stack is comprised of 18 bilayers plus a λ/2 thick SiO2 cap layer and
an extra λ/4 25% Ti:Ta2O5 layer between the substrate and bilayers to maintain
alternating refractive indices with the silica substrate, resulting in a total thickness
of ∼6 µm. It should be noted that the actual thickness of the coating layers used
for aLIGO are slightly larger (0.27λ ) for the low n silica layers and slightly smaller
(0.23λ ) for the high n 25% Ti:Ta2O5 layers† [16]. This both reduces coating thermal
noise and increases reflectivity at 532 nm, which is the wavelength of the laser used to
lock the interferometer.
Using the same coating materials at cryogenic temperatures requires a slight
redesign due to the increased operating wavelength and a crystalline silicon substrate
rather than fused silica. The increased refractive index of tantala at λ = 1550nm (2.2
rather than 2.065 [16, 326]) results in fewer bilayers required to achieve the same
reflectivity, but the longer wavelength means there is still a net increase in coating
thickness. The total thickness of the coating is 7.185 µm, of which 4.543 µm is silica
and 2.642 µm is titania doped tantalum pentoxide; this corresponds to 15 bilayers plus
a λ/2 silica cap layer.
Figure 7.1 shows the estimation of coating Brownian noise at 10, 20, and 123 K
for this coating design based on the mechanical loss and elastic property values given
in section 7.2. The actual aLIGO coating is heat-treated for ten hours at 500 ◦C [229],
but there is no available data for the individual coating layers at these temperatures.
Both sets of estimations in figure 7.1 use the 400 ◦C 14% Ti:Ta2O5 loss as an approxi-
mation for the 25% titania doped tantala. It is expected that a 600 ◦C heat treatment
would increase the loss at 20 K based on low temperature loss peak trends seen with
*Both detectors utilise the same mirror coating stack, but from here forward this stack will be
described as the ‘aLIGO’ coating for the sake of brevity.
†This optimisation was not performed for any of the coating designs shown in this chapter in order
to provide direct comparison between all the coatings based on a standard model.
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Fig. 7.1 Brownian thermal noise of aLIGO and Advanced Virgo coating at 10, 20, and
123 K. The estimated thermal noise of the same coating, but using the mechanical
loss of IBS silica after a 450 ◦C heat-treatment (rather than 600 ◦C) is shown to both
highlight the significance of loss on thermal noise and give an upper range of noise
based on the coating stack heat-treatment of 500 ◦C.
pure Ta2O5 and 52% Ti:Ta2O5, thus slightly underestimating the 20 K thermal noise
contribution of the tantala layer in figure 7.1. Similar changes are not expected at 10
or 123 K, where loss differences are less pronounced between these heat treatment
temperatures.
The solid lines in 7.1 are calculated with the loss of SiO2 heat-treated at 600 ◦C and
the dashed lines with the loss of silica after a 450 ◦C heat treatment. The dashed lines
are given as a reference to show a pessimistic estimation of the aLIGO coating noise
at low temperatures, illustrating the effect of increased loss on coating thermal noise
and showing silica’s limitations as a coating material. The solid lines (600 ◦C SiO2)
are used as the aLIGO comparison for the rest of this chapter to provide an estimation
at the low end of the uncertainty with which to compare alternative coating stacks.
Justification for replacing the current coating stack requires a significant reduction in
estimated thermal noise because of the difficulties and costs associated with altering
the current, proven coating chamber [391]. An optimistic baseline thermal noise is
therefore used so that any potential improvements shown in sections 7.3.1 and 7.4.1
will hold greater weight.
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It should be noted that the loss of the aLIGO coating stack was measured at low tem-
perature and found to have mechanical loss at 10, 20, and 123 K of about 7.5×10−4,
8.8×10−4, and 4.0×10−4, respectively [229, 231]. The estimated thermal noise from
these measurements was not used for comparison because this coating was designed
for reflecting 1064 nm laser light, with optimised layer thicknesses deviating from λ/4.
All of the coating stack designs presented in the following sections are constructed
with exactly λ/4 thick coating layers stacked to reflect 1550 nm wavelength light and,
as such, are compared to the estimated noise shown in figure 7.1.
7.3.1 Dual-material coating stack alternatives
As discussed in sections 7.2 and 7.2.1, a coating stack design’s thermal noise is
dependent on a combination of the relative mechanical losses, refractive indices, and
elastic properties. Coating materials that have low mechanical loss may fail to provide
thermal noise benefits because of a need to increase the number of bilayers to achieve
5 ppm transmission. Table 7.4 shows the thicknesses required to reach this reflectivity.
The refractive indices of all coating materials are assumed to remain the same with
heat treatment, and the refractive index of the titania doped tantala is also assumed
to remain constant with increased doping percentages*. RLVIP coating materials are
assumed to have the same refractive index as their IBS counterparts, so the thickness
of an RLVIP coating stack is the same thickness as an IBS stack of the same materials.
Table 7.4 gives the coating stack design for all of the thermal noise estimates in figures
7.2, 7.3, and 7.4.
Table 7.5 gives the heat-treatments used for each material within the coating stack
designs (the losses for each material at the given heat treatments can be found in tables
7.1 and 7.2). A heat treatment temperature of 600 ◦C was chosen when possible, which
is the ideal heat treatment of IBS SiO2 for low temperature mechanical loss. The
absorption of IBS amorphous silicon improves for heat treatments up to 450 ◦C, after
which the absorption worsens [392], so a heat-treatment temperature of 450 ◦C was
used for multilayers containing IBS aSi. A 300 ◦C anneal is used for coating stacks
containingTiO2, corresponding to minimum measured loss (shown in section 6.2.3).
However, this is above the literature crystallisation temperature [353, 366], and checks
on the crystallinity and optical scattering from such coatings would be required.
Two versions of the RLVIP SiO2 and aSi are given in table 7.5; there is only
measured loss data for the coatings as-deposited, but a second, theoretical coating
*This could result in the noise being overstated for the 68% Ti:Ta2O5 because it may need fewer
bilayers than stated in table 7.4 if the refractive index is closer to that of titania than tantala.
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Table 7.4 Coating thicknesses required to reach reflectivity requirement of 99.9995%.
Refractive indices used for the thickness calculations can be found in table 7.3. The
same thicknesses were used for all titania doping percentages, and RLVIP coatings
were constructed with the same thicknesses as the IBS SiO2 - aSi coating. All coatings
have a λ/2 thick cap layer of the low index coating material.
Coating Bilayers
Thickness, µm
(low n - high n) low n high n total
Al2O3 - Ta2O5 21 5.502 3.699 9.201
Al2O3 - aSi 8 2.392 0.886 3.278
Al2O3 - TiO2 16 4.306 2.551 6.857
SiO2 - Ta2O5 15 4.543 2.642 7.185
SiO2 - aSi 7 2.405 0.775 3.180
SiO2 - TiO2 12 3.741 1.914 5.655
Table 7.5 Summary of the coating heat treatments used for Brownian thermal noise
estimation. Coatings are deposited via IBS unless otherwise stated. As-deposited
coatings are listed as ‘AD’. The idealised RLVIP coating uses theoretical losses for
noise calculations; the temperatures given for the (HT) version of the coating match
those assumed during speculation. The mechanical losses of all listed coatings/heat-
treatments can be found in tables 7.1 and 7.2.
Coating HT temp (◦C) Coating HT temp (◦C)
Al2O3 - aSi 400 - 450 SiO2 - aSi 450 - 450
Al2O3 - TiO2 300 - 300 SiO2 - TiO2 300 - 300
Al2O3 - 14% Ti:Ta2O5 600 - 400 SiO2 - 14% Ti:Ta2O5 600 - 400
Al2O3 - 68% Ti:Ta2O5 600 - 600 SiO2 - 68% Ti:Ta2O5 600 - 600
RLVIP: SiO2 - aSi AD - AD HT RLVIP: SiO2 - aSi 600 - 600
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stack is proposed based on potential changes in loss with heat-treatment, motivated
by changes observed with heat treatment in IBS SiO2. This coating stack is the
same thickness as the as-deposited RLVIP multilayer coating, but the mechanical loss
of the silica layers is assumed to have reduced by ∼30%, the same amount of loss
reduction seen in IBS SiO2 between heat-treatment at 450 ◦C and 600 ◦C. This heat
treatment temperature would not be possible with IBS aSi because of the increased
absorption [392], but a significant advantage of the RLVIP aSi over IBS aSi is that the
coating’s absorption remains at a minimum value after heat-treatment at temperatures
above 450 ◦C [377]. This would allow for a heat treatment of 600 ◦C for coatings with
RLVIP aSi, and, therefore, a potential reduction in Brownian noise through the loss
decrease following a ‘heat-treatment’ of the RLVIP SiO2. This, of course, assumes
that the RLVIP aSi loss has negligible change in mechanical loss with heat-treatment
and is taken as an ideal outcome of the continued investigation into this new coating
deposition method*.
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Fig. 7.2 Brownian coating noise estimates of ten dual-material, multilayer coating
stacks for a gravitational wave detector operating at 10 K. The solid red line corre-
sponds to the noise estimate of the aLIGO and Advanced Virgo coating stack and is
used for evaluating the relative change in noise of the other coating stacks. It should
be noted that the noise of Al2O3 - TiO2 is effectively identical to that of the Al2O3 -
68% Ti:Ta2O5, so the lines are overlapping and difficult to distinguish.
*For more information on the losses of RLVIP SiO2 and aSi see sections 4.5 and 6.3.2, respectively
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Fig. 7.3 Brownian coating noise estimates of ten dual-material, multilayer coating
stacks for a gravitational wave detector operating at 20 K. The solid red line corre-
sponds to the noise estimate of the aLIGO and Advanced Virgo coating stack and is
used for evaluating the relative change in noise of the other coating stacks.
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Fig. 7.4 Brownian coating noise estimates of ten dual-material, multilayer coating
stacks for a gravitational wave detector operating at 123 K. The solid red line corre-
sponds to the noise estimate of the aLIGO and Advanced Virgo coating stack and is
used for evaluating the relative change in noise of the other coating stacks.
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Table 7.6 Relative change in thermal noise of multilayer coatings compared to aLIGO
coatings at 100 Hz. For example, a value of 0.10 would mean the coating displays
10% of the noise exhibited by the aLIGO coating. Smaller values, therefore, represent
greater thermal noise improvement and values greater than 1 correspond to an increase
in thermal noise. The aLIGO/Advanced Virgo coating exhibits noise at 100 Hz of
about 1.9×10−21, 2.9×10−21, and 4.1×10−21 at 10, 20, and 123 K, respectively.
Coatings are IBS unless specified otherwise.
Coating
Thermal noise relative to aLIGO at 100 Hz
(low n - high n) 10 K 20 K 123 K
Al2O3 - aSi 0.47 0.42 0.96
Al2O3 - TiO2 0.64 0.58 1.28
Al2O3 - 14% Ti:Ta2O5 0.80 0.76 1.49
Al2O3 - 68% Ti:Ta2O5 0.64 0.60 1.32
SiO2 - aSi 0.85 0.80 1.07
SiO2 - TiO2 1.15 1.10 1.67
SiO2 - 14% Ti:Ta2O5 – – –
SiO2 - 68% Ti:Ta2O5 0.90 0.91 0.79
RLVIP: SiO2 - aSi 0.62 0.57 0.75
HT RLVIP: SiO2 - aSi 0.52 0.49 0.60
Figures 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 show estimated Brownian noise at operating temperatures
of 10, 20, and 123 K, respectively, for the ten dual-material coating stacks given in
table 7.5. Alumina-based multilayer coatings are represented by dotted lines, silica-
based coatings by solid lines, and the RLVIP coating stacks by dot-dashed lines. The
colour of each line corresponds to the high index material: green represents TiO2, red
14% Ti:Ta2O5, blue 68% Ti:Ta2O5, and grey aSi (except the speculative RLVIP, which
is black). The solid red line (labelled SiO2 - 14% Ti:Ta2O5) is the aLIGO coating stack
also shown in figure 7.1 and provides the primary comparison from which to judge the
merits of a given multilayer coating. Table 7.6 gives the difference in Brownian noise
at 100 Hz between all the coating combinations and the aLIGO for all three operating
temperatures.
One clear result from these comparisons is the high potential of alumina as a
replacement low index coating material. Even with the coating thickness increase
accompanying a slightly higher refractive index than silica, alumina multilayer coatings
exhibit significant improvement over the silica-based coatings at 10 and 20 K. This is
due to the lack of a low temperature loss peak in IBS alumina and its Young’s modulus
providing a better match than IBS silica for the crystalline silicon substrate. Alumina’s
relatively high loss at 123 K, however, prohibits any gains to Brownian thermal noise
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at this operation temperature. This is a trend with most of the alternate coating stacks;
while eight out of nine possible coatings improved on the aLIGO Brownian thermal
noise at 10 K, only four provided lower noise at 123 K. Unfortunately, most of the
coatings with the lowest Brownian noise cannot currently be considered as viable
alternatives to the SiO2 - Ti:Ta2O5 multilayer due to issues with optical properties.
As mentioned in section 6.2.2, the 68% Ti:Ta2O5 coating showed visible signs of
crystallinity (even though there were no signs in the loss data), which may lead to
significant issues with scatter; any heat-treated coatings containing TiO2 could have a
similar issue.
The RLVIP coatings, both real and speculative, provided the greatest reduction
across all temperatures, with the Al2O3 - aSi multilayer displaying similarly low
noise compared to the aLIGO coating. However, the optical requirements for detector
coatings are stringent, with the multilayer coating on the aLIGO and Advanced Virgo
ETM exhibiting absorption in the range of 0.2-0.5 ppm [16, 167]. With ion-plated
SiO2 - aSi multilayer coatings exhibiting absorption on the order of 1000 ppm [325],
using dual-material multilayer coatings with low loss silicon is not currently feasible
from an optical standpoint.
It should be noted, however, that significant steps in reducing the absorption
of amorphous silicon through heat-treatment and novel deposition techniques have
been achieved [393]. The absorption is also known to decrease at both low tempera-
tures [392] and longer wavelengths (2 µm) [394], so the realisation of optically-suitable
aSi coatings maybe possible in the near future. Another solution to gaining the loss
benefits of aSi could be the use of ’multi-material’ coatings rather than alternating
stacks of just two materials.
7.4 Multimaterial coatings
A proposed solution for utilising low loss materials with high absorption, e.g. silicon,
is to construct coating stacks with more than just two materials, where the vast majority
of light is reflected within front bilayers of low absorption and only a small fraction
is transmitted to a back set of bilayers containing the high absorption silicon [326,
332]. So-called ‘multi-material’ coatings could effectively reduce both the overall
coating thickness and the amount of lossy high index materials used to reach 99.9995%
reflectivity for the ETM mirrors. Figure 7.5 shows the design of a multi-material
coating stack, which is comprised of a λ/2 SiO2 cap layer, seven bilayers of λ/4 thick
SiO2 - Ti:Ta2O5, and four bilayers of λ/4 thick SiO2 - aSi. The total coating thickness
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is 5.150 µm, of which 3.474 µm is SiO2, 1.233 µm is Ti:Ta2O5, and 0.443 µm is aSi.
Figure 7.5 also shows the normalised electric field intensity (EFI) of a 1550 nm laser
beam incident on the face of the coating, where it can be seen that only 0.34% of
the laser light is transmitted to the highly absorptive amorphous silicon bilayers. The
total optical absorption of a similar coating was predicted to be ∼5 ppm, but with the
potential to reduce this number to about 1 ppm [326].
Fig. 7.5 Normalised electric field intensity through the thickness of a multi-material
coating. A distance of zero corresponds to the front face of the coating. Width of the
coloured areas are to scale and show all layers of the 99.9995% reflective, 5.150 µm
thick coating stack.
The initial thermal noise estimates for the multi-material coating stack show a
∼25% reduction in Brownian thermal noise at potential cryogenic operating tempera-
tures, but these calculations were performed assuming loss from 600 ◦C heat-treated
silica [326]. The absorption of IBS amorphous silicon decreases with heat treatment
up to 450 ◦C, after which it increases with continued heat treatment [377]. The coating
stack would, therefore, require post-deposition heat treatment at 450 ◦C to minimise the
absorption of the aSi layers, and the coating Brownian noise estimate needs updating
to reflect the comparatively high loss of 450 ◦C heat-treated silica.
Figure 7.6 shows the coating Brownian thermal noise at 10, 20, and 123 K with
updated silica loss (blue) and, for comparison, the noise if the loss of silica after
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Fig. 7.6 Updated thermal noise estimation of multi-material coating design (based on
losses following heat-treatment at 450 ◦C) compared to the aLIGO multilayer coating.
The estimated noise of the same stack calculated with the loss of silica after heat-
treatment at 600 ◦C is shown for comparison to emphasise the influence of annealing
on coating Brownian noise, as well as to highlight the importance of extensive coating
loss characterisation for accurate noise estimation. It should be noted that the black and
blue solid lines representing noise at 20 K for the aLIGO and multi-material coating,
respectively, overlap and may be difficult to distinguish.
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a 600 ◦C heat-treatment were used instead*. The elevated loss of silica with the
lower temperature anneal causes the thermal noise to increase significantly at all three
operating temperatures, and the multi-material design is now slightly worse than the
aLIGO coating at 10 K and much worse at 123 K. The noise performance is nearly
identical to the aLIGO coating at 20 K, likely due to the dominance of the Ti:Ta2O5
loss peak at this temperature. The next section will investigate replacing layers in
the multi-material design in an attempt to provide the thermal noise improvement
originally estimated from the IBS silica - tantala - silica - silicon multi-material coating.
7.4.1 Multimaterial coating stack alternatives
The multi-material coatings considered here were designed in the same manner as the
original IBS multilateral coating discussed in section 7.4. Bilayers of low absorption
high and low index coating materials are stacked until at least 99.6495% reflectivity is
achieved, at which point the light power is low enough for the absorption of aSi to be
tolerable. Bilayers comprised of the same low index material paired with the low loss
amorphous silicon are then added to reach the target reflectivity of at least 99.9995%.
The first proposed design is identical to the original stack, but with all of the
materials deposited via RLVIP rather than IBS. The primary issue with the original
design was the unfortunate, high loss of silica when heat treated at the temperature
required to maintain somewhat reasonable absorption in the silicon layers. RLVIP
silica as deposited has significantly lower loss at low temperatures than any heat
treatment of IBS silica, thus providing a possible thermal noise improvement. Figure
7.7 shows the estimated Brownian noise of this coating stack, where it can be seen
to provide about a 15-20% reduction in thermal noise at 10 and 20 K compared to
the aLIGO coating but a ∼15% increase at 123 K. The noise of the coating stack
at the lower temperatures is dominated by the high mechanical loss of the tantala
layers, which, as shown in section 6.3.3, is significantly higher than even un-doped
IBS Ta2O5 and prohibits the lower losses of the silica and silicon from providing a
larger decrease in noise. The loss of RLVIP silica at 123 K is higher than that of IBS,
hence the multi-material’s poor performance at this temperature.
Figure 7.7 includes another RLVIP multi-material coating. Labelled ‘ideal’, this
has the same thickness and design as the other RLVIP coating but is given as a
speculative ideal RLVIP coating stack. The same ‘600 ◦C heat-treatment’ silica loss
*The same 14% Ti:Ta2O5 coating loss used to approximate the 25% doped tantala in the aLIGO
coating is used for these estimates. It should be noted that pure tantalum pentoxide is used for noise
estimates in [326].
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Fig. 7.7 Estimated Brownian thermal noise of an all RLVIP multi-material coating
design compared to the aLIGO multilayer coating. An idealised coating with potential
future loss reductions is shown as well.
reduction and silicon absorption plateau discussed in section 7.3.1 is applied here, as
well as the assumption that the aSi loss will remain at a similar, low level with this
heat-treatment temperature. In this multi-material case, the tantala loss would negate
any benefit of even lower silica loss, so the idealised case assumes a 40% reduction in
RLVIP tantala loss consistent with that seen in IBS tantala with titania doping*. This
ideal RLVIP coating doubles the thermal noise reductions seen at 10 and 20 K with
the as-deposited RLVIP multi-material coating, and it provides a ∼10% decrease in
Brownian noise at 123 K compared to the aLIGO coating rather than the net increase
displayed with the un-annealed, pure tantala RLVIP multi-material.
This speculative coating provides significant thermal noise improvement across all
operation temperatures, but the largest relative reduction in coating Brownian noise
can be seen in figure 7.9 at 20 K. Figure 7.9 shows the noise of an alumina-based
multi-material coating design, the specifics of which are given in figure 7.8. Due to
the higher index of alumina compared to silica, this coating requires an additional
three bilayers in front of the silicon bilayers to achieve the 99.6495% reflectivity
required in the front stack. Even with the added 900 nm of total thickness, this
coating provides about a 30% reduction in coating Brownian noise at 10 K and ∼40%
at 20 K. The elevated mechanical loss of alumina at 123 K results in this coating
*An example of this loss reduction can be seen in figure 6.8.
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Fig. 7.8 Normalised electric field intensity through the thickness of an Al2O3-based,
IBS multi-material coating. A distance of zero corresponds to the front face of the
coating. Width of the coloured areas are to scale and show all layers of the 99.9995%
reflective, 6.031 µm thick coating stack, of which 3.827 µm is Al2O3, 1.761 µm is
Ti:Ta2O5, and 0.443 µm is aSi.
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Fig. 7.9 Estimated Brownian thermal noise of an IBS Al2O3-based multi-material
coating stack compared to the aLIGO multilayer coating. The losses correspond to
heat treatments of 400 ◦C for the alumina, 400 ◦C for the titania-doped tanatala, and
450 ◦C for the amorphous silicon.
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Table 7.7 Relative change in thermal noise of multi-material coatings compared to
aLIGO coatings at 100 Hz. For example, a value of 0.10 would mean the coating
displays 10% of the noise exhibited by the aLIGO coating. Smaller values, therefore,
represent greater thermal noise improvement and values greater than 1 correspond to
an increase in thermal noise. The aLIGO/Advanced Virgo coating exhibits noise at
100 Hz of 1.9×10−21, 2.9×10−21, and 4.1×10−21 at 10, 20, and 123 K, respectively.
Coatings are IBS unless specified otherwise
Coating
Thermal noise relative to aLIGO at 100 Hz
(low n - high n - high n) 10 K 20 K 123 K
SiO2 - 14% Ti:Ta2O5 - aSi 1.03 0.99 1.31
Al2O3 - 14% Ti:Ta2O5 - aSi 0.65 0.61 1.26
RLVIP: SiO2 - Ta2O5 - aSi 0.85 0.82 1.16
RLVIP: SiO2 - Ta2O5 - aSi
(idealised)
0.69 0.67 0.89
being unsuitable for a detector run at that temperature, but the thermal noise benefits
of this alumina-based multimaterial design are significant for the lower operating
temperatures. It should be noted that while the absorption of Al2O3 is unknown at
1550 nm, preliminary measurements at 1064 nm show absorption on par with tantalum
pentoxide [395]. Table 7.7 gives a summary of the noise relative to aLIGO for all
of the multi-material coatings, where the theoretical RLVIP coating shows promise
for all operating temperatures, but the alumina-based stack shows better thermal
noise improvement and is made without any assumptions regarding heat treatment or
mechanical loss.
7.5 Conclusion
The SiO2 - 25% Ti:Ta2O5 multilayer coating in use within aLIGO and Advanced Virgo
will soon be the primary limiting noise source in the most sensitive frequency band of
ground-based interferometric gravitational wave detectors, and the switch to cryogenic
operation temperatures for next-generation detectors provides an even greater need
to improve the thermal noise performance of the highly reflective test-mass coatings.
Thermal noise estimates of a number of dual material multilayer coatings produce no
clear replacement for the high index, 25% titania-doped tantala layer, as any significant
gains in noise performance, such as the reduction seen with amorphous silicon and 68%
Ti:Ta2O5, are accompanied by potentially prohibitive optical performance, namely
absorption and scatter.
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A multi-material coating design has been proposed as a way to glean the loss
benefits from high absorption materials. The initially proposed design of IBS silica -
tantala - silica - silicon used silica loss values obtained following 600 ◦C heat-treatment
(the only data available at the time of the publication), when the coating would ideally
be heat-treated at 450 ◦C to minimise the absorption of the aSi layers. The work in
this thesis has been used to update the thermal noise performance for this design using
loss measurements of silica heat-treated at 450 ◦C. The loss of silica was significantly
higher than expected at this heat-treatment, and was found to negate the benefits of
including aSi in the coating.
Al2O3 shows significant promise as a potential replacement for silica as the low
index coating layer in both two-material and multi-material mirror coatings for de-
tectors operating at 10 or 20 K. Keeping the same titania-doped tantala layers but
replacing silica with alumina results in a 20% and 24% reduction in thermal noise at
these operating temperatures, respectively, for a multilayer dual-material coating. A
potential 35% and 39% reduction in noise (compared to the aLIGO stack) could be
achieved by replacing the lossy silica layers in a 450 ◦C heat-treated multi-material
stack with alumina. Initial optical investigations of alumina are promising, but further
research into absorption and scatter is crucial. It should be noted that the absorption of
aSi is currently being reduced, which would result in greater transmission tolerance
from the front, lossy bilayers of a multi-material stack and increase significantly the
thermal noise gains from a multi-material design. Alumina multi-material coatings
would see an even greater decrease in noise than silica-based designs because they are
limited by the high loss tantala coating layers, the number of which would be reduced
in this case.
Replacing IBS with RLVIP deposition in both two-material and multi-material
coating designs is also shown to be a promising option for reducing coating thermal
noise. While RLVIP aSi suffers from the same high absorption as IBS, the ability
of the coating to maintain minimum absorption after heat treatment at temperatures
above 450 ◦C gives it a significant advantage over amorphous silicon deposited by IBS.
RLVIP Ta2O2 currently limits the noise improvements in multi-material applications,
but speculative reduction in losses in the silica and tantala layers through heat treatment
and titania doping, respectively, produces the best coating in terms of reducing coating
thermal noise at all three potential cryogenic operating temperatures. This ‘ideal’
coating produces 31%, 33%, and 11% reductions to coating Brownian noise compared
to the aLIGO stack at 10, 20, and 123 K. Similar to the proposed alumina multi-
material design, this all RLVIP multi-material coating would see significant, further
reduction in thermal noise contribution if the absorption of aSi was reduced and
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multiple bilayers of the tantala-based front stack were then removed. Further work is
required to accurately characterise the loss of these coatings after heat treatment, as
well as to investigate the potential of RVIP titania-doped tantala.
It should be noted that many other material combinations are possible as alternative
dual or multi-material coating stacks, with materials such as silicon nitride showing
very low cryogenic mechanical loss and reasonable absorption [396, 397]. Here,
analysis has been restricted to materials studied in this thesis, but it should be noted that
these presented materials may find even greater application when used in conjunction
with other promising coatings which are under development.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
The first direct detection of gravitational waves occurred in September of 2015, when
a signal (denoted GW150914) from a binary black hole merger was observed by
the aLIGO detectors. Five other confirmed gravitational wave signals have been
detected since then, ushering in a new era of gravitational wave astronomy. These
detections occurred because of decades of research into improving the sensitivity
limits of ground-based, interferometric gravitational wave detectors, two of which
(aLIGO and Advanced Virgo) are successfully operating close to design sensitivity as
second generation detectors having been upgraded to lower the noise from a number
of sources limiting detection range. It is expected that further increases to detector
sensitivity would provide not only more frequent measurements of black hole and
binary star inspiral/mergers but also possible measurement of other, new sources, e.g.
supernovae or stochastic background gravitational waves.
The current limiting noise sources within the detectors’ most sensitive frequency
band are quantum noise and coating thermal noise. Advances in quantum noise
mitigation techniques, i.e squeezing, mean that Brownian noise from thermal energy
within the highly reflective multilayer test mass mirror coatings will be the primary
limiting noise source for current and future generations of gravitational wave detectors
at their most sensitive frequencies (∼100 Hz). Reducing the coating thermal noise is,
therefore, required in order to continue improving the detection range. Proposed third
generation detectors such as ET or LIGO Voyager are designed to operate at cryogenic
temperatures* in order to decrease the available thermal energy. However, coating
thermal noise is also dependent on the mechanical loss of the coating materials, so
lowering coating mechanical loss is required for improving detector sensitivity and
gaining the thermal noise benefits of cryogenic operating temperatures. Measuring the
*As is the current Japanese detector, KAGRA
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mechanical loss of a number of coating materials across a wide range of temperatures
is, therefore, a crucial step in improving coating thermal noise, as is furthering our
understanding of the connection between mechanical loss and coating structure, which
leads to more informed decisions regarding which coatings to research in future
experiments with the goal of finding ideal coatings for reduced thermal noise.
The loss of IBS silica was measured as-deposited and after heat treatments of
300 ◦C, 450 ◦C, 600 ◦C, 800 ◦C, and 950 ◦C. The loss transitioned from a wide, poorly
defined peak centred at ∼85 K to a narrow, well-defined loss peak centred at ∼33 K;
the minimum loss across all measured temperatures was observed after a 600 ◦C heat
treatment. This contrasts the trend of silica loss at room temperature, which displays a
minimum loss after a 950 ◦C heat treatment, but fits within overall trend of IBS SiO2
loss tending towards bulk silica loss with continued annealing. No trend was observed
in the activation energy associated with the low-temperature loss peak in the coating
with heat treatment; all heat treatments agreed within uncertainty to a value of about
50 meV, which agrees with the literature values for fused silica but not with previous
measurements of IBS silica. The stress was found to decrease with continued heat
treatment, with the stress in a previous IBS silica coating matching the equivalent
heat treatment from this study and the stress within RLVIP silica agreeing with the
trend if taken to be heat-treated at its deposition temperature of 250 ◦C. The loss of
RLVIP silica was measured and found to have lower loss than any IBS heat treatment
at temperatures below 40 K, with an activation energy of 46.6±5.8 meV (well within
agreement with IBS). It is possible that the elevated deposition temperature of RLVIP
is the cause of this reduced loss, with the as-deposited RLVIP silica displaying a similar
barrier height distribution to 450 ◦C heat-treated IBS SiO2 but with fewer barriers at
all potential energies, i.e. fewer two-level systems.
The presented loss characterisation of IBS and RLVIP SiO2 gives a more thorough
understanding of the link between room and low temperature coating loss with respect
to thermally-induced structural changes, and it may provide a significant improvement
to computational modelling of amorphous coatings. Further investigation into the
changes in loss with heat treatment of RLVIP are valuable for evaluating its use as a
lower loss replacement to IBS for low temperatures, as well as for observing its change
in structure compared to IBS SiO2. Measurement of IBS SiO2 deposited at an elevated
temperature is also an important future experiment to test the hypothesis that RLVIP
SiO2 displays low loss due to an elevated deposition temperature.
Alumina was investigated as a potential low index replacement material, with
505 nm and 2.02 µm thick coatings measured as-deposited and after heat treatment
at 300 ◦C, 400 ◦C, 600 ◦C, and 800 ◦C. Both thicknesses experienced a reduction in
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loss above 60 K after the 300 ◦C anneal and then comparatively little change after
all further heat treatments. The loss remained consistent below ∼50 K for all heat
treatments of both coating thicknesses. The change stress with heat treatment was
roughly consistent between the two thicknesses, with the 2.02 µm coating going from
461±35 GPa of compressive stress to 147±10 GPa of tensile, and the 505 nm coating
changing from 504±35 GPa compressive to 210±13 GPa tensile. The large change
in stress with heat treatment with seemingly little to no effect on the loss contrasts
with the correlation observed with amorphous silica. An increasing difference in loss
between the two coating thicknesses with heat treatment was observed and attributed,
potentially, to a thickness-dependent changing of Young’s modulus with annealing
temperature. Measuring the Young’s modulus of the IBS alumina samples is a crucial
follow up experiment to both test this thickness dependence hypothesis and eliminate
the systematic uncertainty in mechanical loss from an assumed, constant value of
200 GPa. The loss of alumina makes it very promising for use as a low index material
in multilayer coatings; after heat treatment at 600 ◦C alumina has a loss of 3.6×10−4,
roughly 60% lower than IBS silica.
A number of high refractive index coating materials were investigated. Undoped
IBS tantala deposited at an elevated temperature (300 ◦C) and then heat treated at
300 ◦C was found to exhibit higher loss above 20 K than tantala deposited at the
standard temperature (∼100 ◦C) and then heat treated at 300 ◦C. This measurement
was motivated by the hypothesis that elevated deposition temperatures are more
effective at reaching a so-called ‘ideal glass’ state with significantly reduced two-level
systems, but, unlike the RLVIP SiO2 results, the elevated temperature IBS Ta2O5 did
not exhibit lower mechanical loss. The low temperature peak, however, was found
to closely match the shape of the peak from ‘standard’ IBS Ta2O5 heat treated to
500 ◦C. This could be further evidence that thermal energy applied during deposition
alters coating structure in a different manner to the same magnitude of thermal energy
applied post-deposition, even when not trended towards an ideal glass state.
DC magnetron Ta2O5 was measured as-deposited and found to have lower loss
than that of IBS tantala but with a prohibitively high absorption of 85 ppm. The loss
of RLVIP tantala was characterised and found to have loss about 50% greater than as-
deposited IBS tantala and almost 200% greater than IBS tantala heat treated at 300 ◦C.
The changes in RLVIP Ta2O5 loss with heat treatment is still of interest with regards
to its use in an all RLVIP multi-material coating, so further measurements should be
performed. Measuring coating stress and calculating the activation energies of the low
temperature peaks from tantala deposited by all the different coating techniques is a
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valuable next step in searching for correlation between coating structure, mechanical
loss, and deposition parameters.
Increasing the titania doping percentage to 68% was found to potentially reduce
coating loss by over an order of magnitude at temperatures below 200 K after heat
treatment at 600 ◦C. This confirms previous research of the material and provides an
interesting example of non-linear change in loss with doping percentage. There is
uncertainty surrounding the homogeneity and optical properties of this coating, so
further work is required to evaluate its validity as a potential low loss, high index
coating material. The loss of pure TiO2 was also measured and found to decrease
across all measured temperatures with heat treatment at 150 ◦C and 300 ◦C. This is
surprising in light of titania previously showing evidence of crystallisation after 200 ◦C.
Optical measurements of these samples would be valuable, since the measured low
loss is a promising result for the use of titania as a material in nanolayer coatings.
Measurements of 34.5% zirconia-doped tantala after heat treatment at 600 ◦C and
800 ◦C were motivated by evidence of zirconia increasing tantala’s crystallisation
temperature (crystallised by 800 ◦C anneal), as well as by atomic structural modelling
results suggesting zirconia increases bond flexibility to an even greater degree than
titania. The loss at low temperatures was found to be greater than titania-doped tantala,
but the coating did show evidence of an increased crystallisation temperature, with an
800 ◦C heat treatment creating similar low temperature loss peak formation as seen
with a 600 ◦C heat treatment of pure tantala. The primary interest of this coating,
however, is as a potential room temperature coating layer. The loss at room temper-
ature was found to decrease with heat treatments up to 600 ◦C and reach ∼2×10−4,
which is comparable to the loss of titania doped tantala. A lossy substrate prohibited
measurement of further decreases, so continued measurements of this coating on a
different substrate are important to determine if zirconia could be a preferred dopant
for future upgrades.
The loss of RLVIP amorphous silicon was measured and found to be roughly half
that of any heat treatment of IBS aSi. Amorphous silicon coatings currently have
prohibitively high absorption, but resent results show potential for decreasing the
absorption of silicon coatings. RLVIP aSi reaches a minimum absorption after heat
treatment at 450 ◦C and, unlike IBS aSi, maintains this value with continued heat
treatment. Given the significant decrease in the low temperature loss of silica with
heat treatment at 600 ◦C (and the promising loss results from the as-deposited RLVIP
SiO2), this ability to reach greater annealing temperatures without sacrificing optical
quality makes RLVIP a very promising coating material for use in cryogenic detectors.
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The losses from all of the measured coating materials and heat treatments were
then used to estimate the coating Brownian noise of a number of multilayer coating
combinations, which were compared to the aLIGO and Advanced VIRGO coating
stack. The most promising new dual material coating design was found to be alternating
layers of IBS Al2O3 and IBS 14% Ti:Ta2O5 (as a substitute for 25% for the purpose
of estimation). This coating resulted in a 20% reduction in coating Brownian noise
at 10 K and a 24% reduction at 20 K, but it would increase the noise at 123 K. In a
theoretical case where the loss of RLVIP silica were to reduce at low temperatures
with heat treatment to a similar degree as IBS silica and the absorption of RLVIP
silicon improved, then the best dual material coating would be RLVIP SiO2 - RLVIP
aSi, with 48%, 51%, and 40% improvement to coating Brownian noise at 10 K, 20 K,
and 123 K, respectively.
Multi-material coating stacks have been discussed as an alternative to the two
material multilayer that allows the use of high absorption materials like aSi by reflecting
over 99% of the incident laser light with top bilayers of low absorption materials. The
initial proposed multi-material design was updated based on the mechanical loss
characterisation of IBS SiO2 after heat treatment at 450 ◦C (the ideal heat treatment
for minimising aSi is 450 ◦C), which produces much higher loss than expected across
all temperatures, and, therefore, increases significantly the estimated thermal noise
of the coating design. This result emphasises the importance of systematic loss
characterisation of coating materials for accurate coating thermal noise estimation.
Furthermore, the same elevated 450 ◦C SiO2 loss results could explain the disparity
between the predicted and measured mechanical loss of the advanced detector coating
stack, which previously used SiO2 loss from a 600 ◦C heat treatment to estimate the
total coating stack loss after heat treatment at ∼500 ◦C.
Alternative multi-material designs were proposed in light of the increase in esti-
mated noise from elevated SiO2 loss. RLVIP coatings are the most promising option
for improving thermal noise at 123 K, with an idealised, all RLVIP multi-material
coating stack providing an 11% reduction in noise compared to the advanced detector
multilayer coating stack. With continued reduction of aSi absorption expected, this
coating design will see significant, further coating Brownian noise improvement based
on the reduction of Ta2O5 layers. Alumina showed the greatest promise for improving
the thermal noise of mirror coatings at 10 K or 20 K. A multi-material coating com-
prised of Al2O3 and 14% Ti:Ta2O5 bilayers on top of Al2O3 and aSi (all IBS) reduced
thermal noise at 10 K and 20 K by 35% and 39%, respectively. This is a realistic and
practical coating design able to immediately and significantly reduce coating Brownian
noise at the lowest proposed detector operating temperatures.
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Lowering the mechanical loss of coating materials in interferometric gravitational
wave detectors is crucial for realising the design sensitivity of the current, advanced
detectors, their upgrades, and proposed future detectors. Any improvements to coat-
ing thermal noise is linked to increased detector range and more gravitational wave
detections. The coating characterisation within this thesis significantly improves the
ability to estimate thermal noise of future coating designs and contributes towards
our understanding of the link between a coating’s structure and its mechanical loss, a
crucial connection for finding the ideal coatings for future interferometric gravitational
wave detectors.
Appendix A
Hydroxide-catalysis bonded silicon
cantilevers
A.1 Introduction
Chemically etched silicon cantilevers are the current standard for measuring coating
mechanical loss at reduced temperatures. As discussed in Chapter 3, these cantilevers
have low enough internal friction for accurate calculation of loss within a thin-film
coating applied to the surface. Separating the energy dissipated within the coating
from energy dissipated within the cantilever is a necessary step in this calculation and
it relies on the assumption of a uniform thickness across the length of the cantilever
blade.
An optical profiler* created for measuring mirror suspension fibres was used to
check the thickness consistency along the 35 mm length of fifteen cantilever blades
etched from different wafers. Table A.1 shows the results, where maximum and mini-
mum thicknesses tended to give the thickness at the base or tip and middle, respectively,
and a cantilever with a large thickness deviation represent a more pronounce ‘D’ shape.
It should be noted that all of the cantilevers were produced under the same etching
specifications. Every cantilever has at least a 15 µm difference between the maximum
and minimum thickness, with one (PC68) having a middle portion twice as thick as
either end. This observed deviation in cantilever thickness introduces uncertainty into
the frequency-based thickness calculations used for coating loss, where the calculation
*The optical profiler consists of a camera and LED backlight mounted on either side of a sample
holder. The camera takes video of the shadow created by an object between it and the LED, and both
move vertically to track the full length of the sample. The size of the shadow determines sample
thickness, with the focus calibrated prior to measurement using objects of known thickness to ensure
accurate shadow measurement. For more information see [398].
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Table A.1 Thickness measurements of bare silicon cantilevers as found using an optical
profiler. The standard deviation from the mean thickness is reported to quantify the
consistency of a cantilever’s thickness across its length. The maximum and minimum
values show the severity of curvature on the etched face of the cantilever, where the
minimum for all samples is at either the base or the tip and the maximum is close to
the middle.
Cantilever
origin wafer
Average
thickness
(µm)
Standard
deviation
(µm)
Minimum
thickness
(µm)
Maximum
thickness
(µm)
B 1 49 6 38 55
PC 18 56 4 38 61
PC 53 56 6 46 61
PC 24 57 6 43 62
PC 58 58 5 41 66
N 20 62 6 43 70
TBM 9 63 5 48 70
PC 21 63 9 48 70
PC 51 74 13 53 79
PC 30 75 8 49 79
PC 46 76 11 48 84
PC 72 79 15 51 87
PC 07 80 5 66 86
PC 10 80 15 54 83
PC 68 86 13 50 100
derived for thickness calculation assumes a perfectly rectangular beam. Furthermore,
this could possibly induce differential curvature across the face when the cantilever
is under stress, which would affect the measurement of coating stress discussed in
section 3.4. It is therefore of interest to investigate alternative methods of constructing
silicon cantilevers that would result in significantly less thickness deviation from base
to tip.
A method is proposed to create silicon blade cantilevers with silica clamping blocks
utilising hydroxide-catalysis bonding (HCB), which is a proven joining technique
used in current detectors to attach silica ‘ears’ on the test masses (onto which the
suspension fibres are then welded to create monolithic suspensions) [16]. It combines
the precision and cleanliness of optical contacting with the strength and reliability
of methods requiring external bonding materials. The loss of the HCB cantilevers is
measured and then compared to that of their chemically etched counterparts.
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A.2 Procedure
Hydroxide-catalysis bonding is a room temperature joining method that chemically
bonds two flat silica (or alumina) surfaces using a hydroxide and silicate solution [399].
To create the bonds, two silica surfaces are thoroughly cleaned and pressed together
with the hydroxide solution in between. The water and OH− in the solution catalyse
hydration and subsequent dehydration of both surfaces, which results in structural
linking of the Si and O molecules of both surfaces [400]. Some residual hydrogen
remains within the bond, but there is comparatively little contamination compared
to other bonding methods [399]. The cantilevers created through HCB are similar in
construction to the laser welded silica cantilevers discussed in section 3.2.2.1, but with
silicon blades and no melting of the clamping block or cantilever blade.
Eight cantilever blades were made by scoring a 50 µm crystalline silicon wafer
using a diamond scribe and splitting it into blades measuring roughly 5 mm by 40 mm.
These blades were cleaned and baked at 1000 ◦C for fifteen minutes to grow about
20 nm of thermal oxide, which creates the silica surface necessary for HCB. The
blades were then cleared of surface contaminants through ozone cleaning. The same
silica clamping blocks used for laser welded cantilevers were prepared for bonding by
scrubbing with cerium oxide and bicarbonate of soda before wiping with methanol.
Roughly 5 mm of the cantilever blade was placed on the top face of the silica clamping
block, with 0.3 µl of bonding solution between the surfaces. The free end of the
cantilever blades rested on silica slides of equal thickness to the clamping block to
ensure a level bond. Cantilevers containing visible bubbles in the bond were separated,
cleaned, and put back together with another dose of the bonding solution. Any excess
solution was wiped off the cantilevers with methanol and all were allowed to cure for
a month before handling.
A.3 Mechanical loss
The bonded samples were clamped and their mechanical loss measured following the
procedure discussed in Chapter 3. Four cantilevers were chosen for loss measurements
based on the visible clarity of their bonds. Thermoelastic loss should be the dominant
source of energy dissipation within silicon at 295 K, so measuring room temperature
mechanical loss of the bonded cantilevers is a first check as to whether the bonds
introduce excess dissipation. Figure A.1 shows the room temperature loss of these
cantilevers compared to an etched cantilever of identical thickness. All cantilevers
are 50 µm thick, so the expected level of thermoelastic loss should be the same and
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is shown as a black line in figure A.1. Cantilevers 2, 5, and 8 show consistent loss at
frequencies below 7 kHz, but diverge at the higher frequency modes. Only cantilever 2
displays loss consistent with thermoelastic limited damping at higher frequencies. The
room temperature loss for cantilever 1 is identical to that of number two at ∼1 kHz
(third bending mode), and is therefore hidden in figure A.1 but visible in figure A.2,
which is scaled such that only the first three measured modes (3-5) are shown. It is clear
from both figures that all of the bonded cantilevers have higher loss than the etched
cantilever used for comparison, which, apart from modes 6 and 7, displays loss barely
above the expected thermoelastic dissipation. The elevated loss at room temperature
relative to expected thermoelastic loss is evidence of excess energy dissipation within
the bond, or, possibly, insufficient energy isolation between the cantilever blade and
clamping block. The reason behind the inconsistent loss above ∼7 kHz is unknown.
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Fig. A.1 Loss versus bending mode frequency for all measured bonded cantilevers
compared to a traditional, etched cantilever of nearly identical thickness. Energy
dissipation within crystalline silicon at room temperature is expected to be dominated
by thermoelastic loss, the expected magnitude of which is shown as a black line.
Measuring the room temperature loss is an interesting first check of the bonded
cantilevers, but the motivation for their construction was as a more cost and time
effective replacement to the etched silicon cantilevers as a substrate for low temperature
coating loss measurements. Figure A.3 shows the loss of bonded cantilever number
8, as measured at bending modes 3-6 and 9*. Similar to the room temperature loss,
the magnitude of low temperature loss is consistent between modes 3, 4, and 5, but is
significantly increased for the higher frequency modes. Bending mode 9 (11.8 kHz)
*Modes 7 and 8 produced incoherent loss results and are therefore not shown.
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Fig. A.2 Loss versus bending mode frequency for modes 3, 4, and 5 of the bonded
cantilevers compared to a traditional, etched cantilever of nearly identical thickness
and expected thermoelastic loss. This is a identical data to figure A.1 but scaled to
only show three modes for clarity.
exhibits loss about five times greater than that of the lower modes at 30 K, which is
where a peak in loss is seen in all modes.
A loss peak at this temperature is expected based on the 30-40 nm of total thermal
oxide on the bonded cantilever blades, but it is significantly more pronounced than
would be expected for this oxide thickness. Figure A.4 shows the loss from mode 4 of
the bonded sample compared to a 50 µm thick etched cantilever with nearly identical
thermal oxide thickness. It includes a dashed line representing the loss of a different
etched cantilever with 181 nm of thermally grown SiO2*, which provides a closer
match to the bonded sample in terms of loss peak magnitude and shape than the etched
cantilever with ∼40 nm of thermal oxide growth.
There is no material difference between the wafers used for the cantilever etching
process and the wafer from which the bonded cantilever blades were cut, so the
significant loss disparity between the bonded and etched cantilevers must be a result
of the bond layer or clamping block. The thickness of a HCB layer is thought to be
between 30 and 100 nm thick [401] for precision application. The 300 nl of bonding
solution used was an estimated volume to ensure full coverage of the ∼25 mm2
bonding area. Every bonded cantilever had bonding excess hydroxide solution outwith
the bonding area, implicating more was used than in the precision applications of
which the bond layer thicknesses have been previously measured. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that there may be more than 100 nm of silicate structure, i.e.
*This loss curve is also shown in relation to other thermal oxide thicknesses in figure 4.3.
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Fig. A.3 Mechanical loss of an uncoated, hydroxide-catalysis bonded silicon cantilever
(#8). The loss is from bending modes 3 (1.02 kHz), 4 (2.00 kHz), 5 (3.31 kHz), 6
(4.96 kHz), and 9 (11.8 kHz).
bond layer, between the cantilever blade and clamping block. The loss peak of the
bonded cantilever shown in figure A.4 appears to mimic a cantilever with ∼170nm of
thermal oxide, so it is conceivable that the extra 130 nm of oxide peak displayed by the
bonded cantilever could be from a thick silicate bond layer. This, of course, assumes
that the bond layer loss is roughly equivalent to the loss of thermally grown SiO2.
This bond layer, thermal oxide equivalency argument fails to explain the elevated
loss above 75 K, where it can be seen from figure A.4 that the bonded cantilever exhibits
significantly higher loss from the oxide peak through into temperatures dominated by
thermoelastic loss. The oxide cannot account for this region, since the 181 nm thick
thermal oxide loss curve displays a higher peak loss than the bonded cantilever but
exhibits nearly one third of the loss between 100 and 150 K. A possible source of this
extra dissipation could be energy transfer between the cantilever blade and the bulk
silica clamping block. The minimum thicknesses given in table A.1 for the etched
cantilevers, while unfortunate in terms of thickness uniformity, provides excellent
energy isolation. The thickness at the cantilever-base connection is at least 10 nm
thinner than the average thickness across the blade, with some cantilevers exhibiting a
difference as high as 36 nm. The bonded cantilevers have no such sharp distinction
between the blade and clamping block; about 12.5% of the total surface area of the
cantilever blade is bonded to the silica clamping block, which is expected to have
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Fig. A.4 Loss calculated from mode 4 of bonded cantilever number 8 compared to
an etched cantilever of the same thickness. Both cantilevers have the same thermal
oxide thickness of about 40 nm, but the loss of other etched cantilevers with oxide
thicknesses of 156 and 181 nm are shown as comparison due to the bonded cantilever’s
elevated loss peak.
loss on the order of 1×10−4 from 100 to 200 K. It is therefore hypothesised that the
elevated bonded cantilever loss in this temperature region is a result of excess energy
transfer between the cantilever blade and clamping block.
A.4 Conclusion
A silicon cantilever constructed through hydroxide-catalysis bonding of a blade cut
from a wafer of uniform thickness to a fused silica clamping block is proposed as a
possible alternative to the chemically etched silicon cantilevers currently used for low
temperature loss characterisation of thin-film coatings. The possible advantages to
these bonded cantilevers include a markedly improved thickness consistency along the
length of the blade, thickness uniformity from cantilever to cantilever, and a significant
reduction in the time and monetary cost of manufacturing. In order to be a viable
replacement, HCB cantilevers need to exhibit mechanical loss of the same magnitude
of the current, etched cantilevers.
The loss of four bonded cantilevers was measured at room temperature, where the
dissipation should be thermoelastic limited. All of the samples exhibited greater loss
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than expected given the thermoelastic approximation. One sample was measured from
10 to 295 K and found to have consistently elevated loss in the thermoelastic region,
a pronounced loss peak at 30 nm much greater in magnitude than expected given the
thickness of thermal oxide on the cantilever, and loss about three times greater than
an etched cantilever in between the loss peak and the thermoelastic region (∼100 to
200 K). Bonded cantilevers are, therefore, shown to not yet be a viable option for
replacing the chemically etched cantilevers used throughout this thesis.
Further study is required to confirm the hypothesis that a large bond area is the
cause of elevated loss in the mid-temperature range. Reducing the portion of the
cantilever bonded to the clamping block by as much as 4 mm is possible and would
produce interesting results. Furthermore, a more precise calculation for the required
volume of hydroxide solution could produce a thinner bond layer and may reduce the
loss peak. It is also unknown why there is such marked change in loss with respect
to frequency for bending modes greater ∼7 kHz. Discovering the cause of this effect
would lead to better understanding of frequency dependent loss in etched cantilevers,
as well as resonators of other shapes.
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